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-0 3J ECTI'·/ ES

During the spring semester ot 1979, Dr. Donald W. Snd.tl.97 ot lastern
Illinois University:

Mr. Joseph Foster, Superintendent ot Shelbyville

School System Unit f4: and Harold O. Redicks, Principal of Moulton
Jun.i or Hi gh, agreed that the author would participate in an assortment
of ;i.ctivities in order to gain meaningful experiences to prepare the

author for a position as a school administrator.

The author entered

t hi s program for the purpose of acquiring knowledge of being a school
-,,

admir.is -. rator and to work under the guidance of a successful super..
int endent and principal.
POOCE:I)URES

The author gained meaningful experiences by participating in
1nd preparing the following activities for the 1979-80 school year:

1.

Daily work under the principal and superintendent

2.

Schedules for seventh and eighth grade classes

3.

Sectioning of the fifth, sixth, seventh,and eighth grade
which is based on the criteria set up by the author,
recommendaticns of teachers, and results of SRA testing

4.

Schedule for supervi;i~n and detention duties for the
seventh ~., nd eighth_grade· teachers

5. Schedule for the activity room to be used by fifth
grade, special education, and kindergarten during
inclement weather and a schedule for outside playground use in fair "!eather

6.

:::,chedule for both mrning, noon, and lunch period
supervision for fifth and sixth grades, and special
education, and kindergarten

7. DevE:1->:> 1 new j unior high curriculum which hopefully
will be implemented in the near future.

8.

Develop a new handbook for the parents of the kindergarten students

The author feels that a good administrator should accomplish some
of th·; followinr; whenever time permits:
--sta nding in our corridors talking to and listening to
t i1~ students throughout the day
--sto~ping by teachers' rooms and visiting or discussing
~ny pr oblems they :night be having
--a t !.·=mding a ll s tudents I activities and vis iting classes
'..i O that the stt.:.c ents will know that he, the principal,
is ~nte r e sted in them · and what they are doing
--takin;1 t.i!!le to t-:11~ anci visit with parents whenever they
'3.r'~ visi t i:;g the s-:::hool
,,

-- ~-e: nr as qenuinely c?mplimentary as possible to students
an~ .::;taff r.-e :nbers
~ven wi tr.. :ill the ~ressures , interruptions :rnd deadlines, the
·-11: ,,hc:- f ~0.ls tnat. oein!?; an administrator would '::-e an enjoya ble
e.,;,;".:, i".lr-r.e bec:1u s13 o f the

many challenr-es and opportunities to

wn·k v;i t:, th-e s t.af'f 2 nd students .

·" ,.
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INTRODUCTION
Luring the spring semester of 1979. Dr. Donald

w.

Smitley of Sa.stern

I1linoi3 ~niversity . !1r. j os eph Foster. Sup~rintendent of Shelbyville
_chool .Syste r.: Unit f4 ,md

:·:r . Harold O. Redicks, Principal of ~loulton

~uni·-'?" Higr.. a6~ ed t hat the author would participate in an as s ortment of
.-.ct.ivities in order to ga in meaningful experiences to prepare th• auther
fo r a po sition a s a school administrat or.

The author enter«i thie program

fo r the pur;:x, Je of acquiring knowledge of being a school administrator
:.. nd t o work under the guida nce of a succeesful superintendent and principal.

The author gained th e experiences lo gged herein while s erving under
the s'..lpervi~.;.cn of Hr. Fos t er and Mr. Redicks .

It is hoped that the

educa" ~onal ad.-inistrative experiences rec~ived by the aut~or have aided
i:i: : i:1 under!:candine the various proble:r..-s a s chool .:idir.inistrator may
".lnC:.; Jnter .

'

..

1

January 22, 1979

;Jr. [,onalc ,; • ..,f.litl ey
~duc~t lcn te o2~tment
::;,:\fr: e rn Illinoi:, University
;;1,:rJ ·~::,ton , Illinoi s

.':· is '> F. pr ·):;oseC p1·ogr a :·. fo r Andy Cichalew.iki f or his field study
r e(:t:ir"."::1ents for t h e Spr ing and Sur:t,,er tern ! 1979.
( 1)

~;~I
J)

(4)

('.,)

7or : he 197: -eo sc~ool year
a !'"ld 8th .::;re.Ce cl a ss sc!1edule.
7th a:1d 8 t h g~c..da t eachers ' :1upervis ion and det e ntion sche dule.
5~h gr~ri e, s~ecial education , and ki!'"lde r garten activi ty roon
sd;l'! c.)·~le for P .E. dt:rinr, incli:nat e weather and outsi de playground
!'!c::edule .
cu, , 6tr., ~r ~ci;J.l educat:.on , and kinder 6a rten h ac:1er~ playground
::c r.ih~ule :)o th :·:0 rning a nd noon as well a s their lunch !)eriods and
lune:. superv i.!:>ion du t i e :, .
. :r. Cichale\lski \·;ill \:ork ,.;-i th . :r. ~o!: t er on a s pecial project which
,:i.il ·::;e ?. new curriculu1.~ for j unio r high w}iich ;r.~y be ir:ple:~nts d
-..~ ~:.e ft:.tt: re.

:b

:··!xt school ye:, r j,iouEon School will have ·ip attendance a ll Unit 14
:: tuue ::~s , <ill kir:J erJ:;a rten, and t :1e s e s pecia l education c la s s es
· :-e- s c 'no-- 1 , (?.. ) in-_
· .. erme ct·L:.~t • ..
ti' . .·,
· . , (~)
, •H•
, ~
J.)
·•• ;:
,/
,.u ni or Hi gh l!.~..
• •.••

s-·:

I': •; , t::1:.0~· ni 1:;h E. ;.; • H. \lill ~ave· P. E. wit~ the regular j unior high students
:-.e~t: to ~ e t~us schedt;Gd .

;~ . .0

Sincerely ,

Harold O. Redicks,
Principal

.:OH: ::J ~

2

DAILY LOO
Due to rrry ~eaching responsibilities, ra:, regular time each day in the
office was limitec to the time prior to the beginning of class, ray planning
period and lun:h period.

The time I spent -in the office was 'beneficial

and allowed me to gain an insight into the responsibilities and duties of
the school ac::iinistrator.
T:lrough rrry fi eld st~qy, I was exposed to the duties in the administra~,ive areas of superintendent, business manager, and principal.

J ~nu~ry

16, 1979

I had

1

co:1ference with Dr. Smitley.

At that time I indicated a

need for ~ractical experience in the field of Educational Administration.

wr.

0mitley suggested that I discuss a possible program that would meet

:.:y ne'?ds with our unit Superintendent, <1 oe Foster, Princip::.l of Moul ton
.: un-:.or Hieh, Harold Redicks and Business 1-ianager, Dale Broughten.

vanuary 17, 1979
..

, ,.

I had a confer0nce ,..q._th the superintendent to .discuss a number of
' '-

:·,ossiole ex-)eriences

a:1d

t o plan the field study.

Mr. Foster proposed

that I sho·~.:.d write a new curriculum :or Junior Higr, School or !'!idj le School
•,rr. i ch may ·oe im?lemented in the future in our system.
,.;<1

It was decided that

would r.1-~et weekl y to discuss general ;:)roblems within our unit system.

"'") '.,'>
.:anuar y ·-, l TJ

After a lengtr:y c.iscussion with the Moulton Junior High Principal,
.'.r. R.edicks, a plan was agreed upon by the author and the principal

(A;.' _?endi :< ?) •

3

January 23, 1979'
I arrived oefore 8:00 a.m. to observe various duties of the pr1nc1?al and the general routine of the office.

I have been in the office

before, but I have really never taken time to look at the activities
thtlt take place.

The secretary and the office help are always busy.

There were at least two students who had been absent and needed admission
slips, some want to use the phone and others want to talk to Mr. Redicks.

i,:.r. Redicks and
SU?ervision.

3:05 ~.m.

I checked corriders and helped with the 11¥)rning

In cold weather, students remain in the activity room until

Our

At that time they are dismissed to go to their lockers.

lunch prog::-am starts at 12:05 to 12:41.

The students report to the gym ,

w:1P-re the:, :ire seated and progress to the cafeteria by sections.

When

they finish lunch, they go outside during nice weather and during the winter
they go back to the gym until the bell rings at 12:41.
As we supervised the corridors, Mr. Redicks explained that he always
helps with roorning and noon supervision when he is in the ::milding.

Se explained that ' one o~ ...the
, .. main things he has learned as an ad.ministrator is that-..';he can see a dif:·erent viewpoint re·g ardi ng various situa ti-~: ns .
::!UC):

He used to have only a teacher I s viewpoint but new he has a

broader outlook en the yroblems.
i"!r• Redicks ~.;ill be going to IPA ~eeting tomorrow in Champaign and

~~K8d

~et~ su~ervise the morning and noon duty.
Tcn '.p:ht- is our first volleyball game and I was asked to make sure

P.V~rythir.t: will be :-eady for the game.

J anu:1 ry 2 4,

1979

Sno·.; Day

4

l

January 25. 1979
.AlOW

Day.

I t is the second day in a row.

'nle following information

is the Smer gency and Emerp;ency Cle sing ot School for snow days:

The Unit has detailed plans and procedures for emergency
~ituatic ns that may arise in rel ation to school. Included are
-pl:ins for Fire .and Explosion, Tornado and Tornado alerts. Winter
Sno~ Stor:ns that cause early dismissal or cancellation of school
..1eforc takeup time in the l'IX)rning, Bomb 'nlreat, Civil Disturbances.
~arthquake , Air Pollutants and V9hicle Accidents involving students.

I T L IN?ORTAN'f THAT STUDENTS AND -PARENTS :IBFRAIN FfiOM CALLING
I':i.S ~GHOOL OR AN AD!1INI..,TRA'roR 1 S HOMa: DURING AN EMERGENCY OR A BAD
W~ATHER SI 'ruATION fflAT INVOLVES A SCHOOL OR TH3 'roTAL UNIT SYSTEM.
Pho~e lir.es are needed oy s chool personnel to provide for the safety

:1nd well-being of the students. School plans call for the notificati:):-, ~. f paren~s dire :::tly or b~/ area and local radio stations as
soon a r ~os si ble in cases where notification is advisable .
::c:1001 closings a re announced on the following radio stations
for cer~ain and other when time permits .

ws:rr - ~·:
~~:.:itiY - E.·:
~1- JH - F:,:

Shelbyville
Shel b~."Ville
.!a.ttoon

1560
101~0
070

lirst announce:ients will be .cade no later than 7:00 A. ; .• when
school will not ~e held on any given ·day .

vanuary 26 , 1979

' ,.

'-,

'6 ack to !;Chool after two days off due to the snow days.

At 8 :00

:·.r. itcdicks r eceived a call from a 5th grade teacher saying that she c.:: n't
r;o :1 •.)

to school due to sick~ess in the f ;u:uly.

~el (:?honing to ::-·Jae ~ a su:-sti tute teacher.
a ~;:iostit~ :...e :J.e r.isht before .

It took fifteen minutes of

In :nost cases we try to call

All cf the bus students were unable to

·,tt~:.<J. scho:: l cue to lack of bus transport...., tion because of snow drifts .
r::is caused a ~i ; h absente eism tod~y.

~~nday will be the Ju;uor High S~hool

Class C Tourna::ient at S-:ewardson- j trasburg .
and I will have the supervi sion.

5

·::a wil l be taking a spectator bus

,.>rnu:;.ry 29 , 1971

.bother :,r.ow (:.1y.

.......
J

·.;e will try again tororrow.

, 1 (",(~
•' I ,,

..J •

r!.e 0:'!~ice i s Ju:;t.. ~,ai:!:ried Hith the students who were absent .

secret. :1:cy f ill :oat ad.~it slips.

:: J ....1·c·: ·-:~c

I

When a student has been

ajf:ent t :·.,. : previous day and brings in an excuse from his parent or guardian,
·. ·.:.~i te ad: i t slip (Appendix G) i s given to the student.

. :,r ':. i.: excu sed .

: .::..r,:ed u •.e:,cused.

The slip is

If r. stud ,nt did not bring in an excuse. the slip is
0

Luring r-y fre e hour I went over to the high school to

Sllperintendent about ideas for the curriculum for the Junior

:;: sp~n t 3.::,c.ut t,hirty mirrutes in the office before school helping out
.. . .

I co:ild.

'•)V':!:-

:·1r.

R.edicks had a confe.rence with a parent vrho ca me in

::.r. :ledic;.c!; inf.or:oed

thA ::x:,:::·ninE; .

......, ,.

:ne t hat there will b e a staffing on a

!'if:.:i c:.";,.de student (App.:,!'!dix H) •

.L.

lL d a S!'lort conference with

s~o:..:lc pa:-ticipQ~ e Ln this week .

.:r.

Redicks about what activities I

We agreed t h~t I could continue obse rving

.1nc helpi:1,: ':..~. ::!'le ::,ffic•:: i n the :::ornings .

...i.L

~ • ...,-

::

:2

.

uni0:r .!igil p-:irty this Fri,~:, y .

..: :J.O ~l.

----- - - - ---

6

Al so he rei:iinded me that ~e
Again t'!-.e ,-;e~'",~:er ch::i.nged our

ll
'·

-:: had a short conference with

s~ould participate in this week.

r1r.

Redicks about what activities I

We agreed that I can start working on

class scheduling for the next year's classes, .5th through 8th.

Wednesday,

:.rir.: l l}t.'.: , !··,r. Redicks will be going to the IP A r.leeting in Champaign and
1 ~;i.!. .. he ::.n acting principal for that day.

Also the Junior High Party

was NSC:'leduled for t:-:is Friday.

:'eb rua r y 14, 1979

I ,,:::is th8 princ ipal today.
LOG OF

1-: f!VITIZS

:3 : OC ·. . . •

FO;t FEBRUARY 14. 1979

I -..:ill be the principal today and I hope the experiences
t !nt I gain today will be helpful to me.

3 : 05

:i . li;.

~iGh secretary,

1 c.1ecked ~·:ith 3everly S;encer, the Junior

;_..:)o'u.t the eeneral routine of the o:~fice.

It seer..s that

s~e is a l ~dy of unlimited ability -- secretary , nurse,
psychoiogist ~, ~~her and teacher.
~:15 a . :·..

l: we.it over- the daily '::>ull etin, which was prepared and
a,:? :-oved -:::y ...... .
~

. Redicks

(A ::pendi~ I).

I ad.:: ed the

volley':lall r ~esults from :resterday's gal'les.

We won both

; ;;:-.es; our r ,~cord as of now is 3-0.

::: : 2·) ·: . :-1 .

~'he ;·kl.ton ~"l ower Shop f e:'..ivered 160 carMti Jns to our
school .

TL
.. ..,, 'Joys on stud ·• nt -:::ounc i l decided to purchase

a f °:.o"Jer

,.:-,....r- each of be ? ti1 and Sth ::-racle girls and
~

~lso e:1c h fe :nle in our ·mil dir:": .

I 1-)elieve it was a

ver/ :1.~ce ;::e s:"clre ':):,: the :X)yS especiall~: s:.nce today is
Va :,:::,tine !.:;:-(r.

·Toe girl s a nd ladies of our ':::>uilding

were <.! preci;i.tive of such a nic e surprise.

7

The daily bullet in i s passed out to all the rooms by

9:00 a. m.

the teacher ' s aide , Mrs . Sl oan.

9115 a.,:.

fi,~len Harless . the Junior Hi gh counsel or came in with
the pa rent •~ consent for a p sychologi cal referral of a
seven~h grade student who is exper iencing difficul ties
in a cademic wor k and social behavior.
Rea s ons :~r referral:
i'he Mental Health Office psychologist asked for an
evaluatio~.

The school is also i nterested in his acadenic

and social evaluation.
to en,~oy being alor:e .
:1lone a t ho;:;e .

He has only one friend; he s eems
He related that he like s to be

He see1as to have some fears or anxiety

about his f:it..::er .

·I'he student just will not work at

school or !'lome .
l j : 0~ '< • -'·•

.·.r. Roy Houmarci f r o;; Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Pro:~ram
:::; pon!,c~ed by CEFS - Economic Opport'.lnity Corpora t i.on in
.~f finG!1 ::1n, Illinois, came in ~,:ith a n id"'a of J;resonting

a Dru:7, ::.e lc1.t.·3d Pro:·:r :,:n t:.o the Junior :!ieh students.
·' ,., ,.
,..._

: ..el i e ve this '\o.'ould be a good idea·.

I

This c ould be i:-:ple-

j;;,mted in the health u::i t of the P .=-: . departn?ent or as
:-_n :1s~embly .

:1r.

::OU:"'.'"1:'<l

could co~e .:1s a guest speaker.

;ie do need to know :noro a::iout the abuse of drug~ .

l0: !;.5 a . 1:i.

I

;111;: t

wi::1 the s.,ud'"'nt council in room 21?. .

The st'.lcient

c0u:1c il :ii l l S?onso:- the Valentine D:mcP. on Frida.Jr , Feb-

:-..,.1~:, 1(. , 1979 fro:n 7:00 to 10:00 p . :r..

Drens will be

ce.su:il :.:.r.ci 1d:1i.ssion will be 50,..: p,ff student.

All facult.y

members :tre invited to the party.

11: 05

<1. •

m. n~,e

Kull , cor:ch

o:·
8

the ?th and 8th gr.1.de volley:ull tear:: ,

,II
i

would like to have the District Tournament here in Shelby' vi..lle .

j

'.;ince we have such good facilities, it would be

t o o~r advantage, financially and tea~wise,to hold the
t ourru::.r.ient here.

It would .be held during the week of March

12- lC.
:!. l : 20 a . :~..

. :rs . . .an:,h i p, a parent of a 5th grade student, called and

wo'-11<; li·k8 information a bout t he Valentine Party in Mrs.
Hel t?.cl I s r oorr..

I consulted rirs. Heltzel and returned to

tell . :rs. i-':..'.l.nsh ip that t he· party will. take place during
c:1e l:.:.s': hour of school today B-nd t he p-o rent needed to
or i~f 0 nly t~e drinks f or :Ts. Heltzel's class .
11 : 2': · • m.

38 t ty Gr <)gr:;, 5t h gr ade t ea cr. er whr) h:1s the noon p l ,1yground

su_:-iei·vis"'..on , ;-: :1.::ts to have t he 1,layground cleared of snow
S,) t:1at tl:e student s ca!"! ::o o,.;:.side.

I c3.lled Dale l "!"Ouj1ton.

::.E: ou.: ine ss Mana (!er,

:;_nc.: r.o our ,::r e-,t Eur~ri s e, h'::! sa id

i ~ t, 0 1 \ ] d ::>e pos~, i olc .

I noti f i e d .-:rs . Grt; g,; o i' t h~ good

ne'..;:; .

11 ::i:: a . ::.

1 ·.-: en: to ::1-:. "..unch roe:-: to see if everytt i nr~ was a ll right.
...

., ,..

.-~n:::~ r:>o : · c c-".~use the J un.:.or Hi ~;l: st 11dent s a re co::!l.n~

i n :·or l urv.:r: .

1'he r ~1 is ah-ra ys !J.:>me p-:-o !Jl e !'!l in t ~.e l'L!nch

:--oo. ·.•

,'i. :i: \

t:.: ·1t

~-o _.;,~~ • .-:ur pily,

!'8 , ; i,ks

D.?c

?th ::;r a d e .1at h t,2acr.e r.

like t :.i!o do not b7,lv·1t i n s c ho ol a nd

~o r ;.: I c aller.i h i r.: into t 11e of.:ico. .
ri .:.. s . iv~, :1c1· :-,as noti.fi ec

9

o::

pho r: •

His

~

'.'!er e-

:\ft r a !'" c ;: ri ::-_:i.n~

t o him,

l t old he r a::--::-'..l': the

incident.

sr.e

She replied t ha t this has happened before and

I gave t he student a deten-

will tr;-1 to t alk to him.

tion and !in apology was made

i ? : 45 p . n.

to .tA.rs . Murphy •

.

rhe a fternoon classes we re back to normal .
hallt,ays which were er::pty and quiet .

I checked the

What a change a

s.·.all ::>ell c 2n r.iake!
. :. : ~O µ . rn.

A stt:dent .fron Title I class ca me in with a co~laint that

te ,. che r gave her a detention for nothing -- the story
.... , .
uf :10~t students . wben I checked on tRe detention , the

1.: e

te3che r s.:i id , " She was very rude ar.c i nsole nt in her cl ass . 11
She did not do her work .:r nd will not work .

I oelieve

,:,ln t tne de tent i on ,,:as proj)er.
l: 1; 5 p . :r;.

The stucient teacher co- ordinator from £stern I l linoi s
t:niversity c ar:1e into th•.! office :i.nd as ked t o see
Ir. stru:,cntal ~:Usie te.:i c:-:e r .

.:r.

!·:r.

i:ardin ,

!far::ir. i ~ ?haring a

st~dent teacher with t ie high scnool.

::;~1e is with us i n

th!. a ft e?·noon.

1 : 5l' p . :·.•

.\n ::l i ghth gra~e stud0:1t needs a p 1s~ to . .r . Smith' s Art

. ..
\.

'-..::ind Craft::-class becJ.~se she is l a,:,e .
·.:·1.;

I asked w:iy she

l:,:,e , ~tnc ·-f~er a short discussio'!"l , ~-~e ad:'".i.tted t:1at

she •:1as talkinp; 1ri.tr. ot:, er gir ls a;lc '..~.1t
l;it e .

2 :0.S :: . m.

.r • .:,:1.i t n

!;3.Ve

he r

a

'lill.S

why she was

detention.

J :-. n Gerr.ar. , 5th gr ;:i.de teach~r . sent one of he r students
t.c; :he of.:ice to infor:r. u s th:.t one of he!· ·X)ys is s ick

i r. ;:.he :).: : hroo::1.

After cr:ecking on hi:-:, I asked the

custodia n to clean the roo :r. .1 nd h ·ilh:a y ~"h ere the bo:;· was

? : ) C• p . m.

·rhe p.: r~:. t s ca~e to pick up t he child ,.;ho was sick .

10
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2:45 p. m.

Time out for a cup of cottee.

2 :50 p . r:i.

Ttie assistant superintendent. Jim Bliler. oame over to

inquire about my experiences today.

We went over the

referral fol'!'l with him.
):05 p. ~.

Another child from Mrs. German's class requested to go
home because she was sick.
until the end of

}:20 ? · ~·

day.

The school buses arrive and I went outside to supervise
the ~uses.

J :45 p . 1-..

~~e

I talked her into s tayin,

;.ruses l ef t without any dif ~iculty at

The 8~d of the day.

J:J5 p.m.

I t hanked the girls in the off ice

for assisting r:e a nd fo r t.heir cooperation during the day.
In su::: .. .'.i.ry, I '::elieve today I .;;.c1 ined ins i ght into the
caily routine of as::hool pr incipal .

I hope that in the

future I can a gain take over the pri,.c!.palship when Mr.
R.eciicks 1,;ill be absent .

. ,-hru:-. ::r

:t

has be ·· n :rn inte rest ing day •

:i.5 , 197,)

:.r . :<ccicks as~ed :1e to stop into the of .'ice a nd go over the events
~·f ::: ste r day .

As we i"er c

~:1'iking ,

'

a parent of one of the students who

?·e:::ei·:ed a de t e:1t ion yesterday c:me in.

He wished to have a conference

wit.I·. the te;, ~her a nd :->rinci ~al about the det ~ntion oeca~se he felt tha t

it wa s unfair ( A:::i;endi.v.: J ) . '

Since I 1,~.: t he :>ri:-1cifa] yest e r day , I told the parent that the

c ;Lr.tic r.
1

·,;:J_s ""r o;-er because tr;e studer.t had been late :"'.any times :-afor e :rnd

t.· .·:n.!'o r e n·~<;c!ed it .
A

S1:.'J< 1 :.:~t

It wa s ;:m un-excuseci tardine ss for :las s .

inf or~ed

U!:i

·":1:,"!r '.:2.s f}owin;, a~l over.

that a water pipe was broken i r. t!-.P. :Jathroor. and
I asked a custodi an t o take c.s.re of the :~tter .
11

I

:,:r . Srrd t~ re:tinced u s that he would be attending the I .E.A. convention
1.: .

CL i c;a f.O f o ~ : ::'e next twc da:ts and a substitute Will be needed.

I took

1: , 1979
-~
:: r.ad a r.::; :tf,"l1·ence vJith t he business ::nnager, Dale Broughton. to
: ~::; :;'.l. , t

t he ene r r;,y consP-rvat i on ideas for next year.

We discussed the

~,c:.s i !Jilj t y of u~:.ng t.:1i s as one of the topics for Teacher s
,_-,_ ~-:: ,. ·,,;_::_1

:)0

I

Institute

~>'.3ld o n r:a. rch 16 •

.. r. ::ec.: i c l<s

r e,~u~st~d that I set up

l

sch edule for rorning a nd noon

~,1v rv ·::, i .;:1 :'or t~e rer:ainder ~!· the ye ar ( Appendix K).

"'..m:.. ., :· :l 1h ;,arty tonigh t from 7 : 00- 10 : 00 p . rr..

~~~~~t s will

oe

sent ho ~e tod~y (Apper.ct:x L ) •

.';1e , ti.'.' ~--::)' i r:vi t·~u : he ~MH students to at tend U ,~:i.::- reguL,r luncheon

~o·,,.or:-o·,; I ·. :ill ::i-~ ~t :.end_i ng a workshop in Effin gh.:-.rr. on the Gi fted
·'

f :""",

.,

t•

--1··. ·. .

- - --- ----- :':'1~ ~· ?..f:.~ci . O!'.:s~op too~ plac e .;t

.. ..., .... . .
<•s "!

the Holid:i.y Inn in Ef fi nf;!!a;:. .

It was net
f•; .t ·-

•• .:, · ]'-_:·.i

5. : :: .:,· ti~ :.ave 't,ee!l.

, ,.;.:.:.·t ,?c ~- .. ·c;r :..:,- •

t~:.::.\ ·:;; .,:..~ u .#3C

1.-

TI1e

r..s w<?11 organized

PerhaJ: .; it. \:o:ild navP. 0e en ··t •?·e benefic i ::il

Our school s~1ste m ap;)r opriated .$600 f or the

:!le .·urc.:n::i.se of :nate r ~'il s a nc. attendance a t worksr.ops .

12
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February 21. 1979'
YlI'. Redicks questioned me about reports he received from other teachers
a nd ;)eople in t he coD1111Uni ty about liquor being present at the Junior High

F r~y fr i d.c:.y ni~h t ( February 16).

After questioning sone students. I

fo,.1rn: ·.:11.t li·~uor .,,.as ;)res ent during the party.

Three students were involved.

;..:·t<, ~~ l ~nsth/ delil')era:. i oh; the student that admitted bringing the liquor
3c:·.00l ·.1a:: 31.lS;Jenued in accordance to school board policy. (Appendix l'.)
-· ,.,
A le:. '·. er ~~ t -: ~ !).'.lr e nt ( following a telephone call) wa~ sent (Appendix N) •

1.-,J

.n i L

ir. t :1e o f fice this morning , a new student enrolled.

".> ::,·:.o r :.. :r.i t y t.'J .:o l l ow the ;>rocedure of ,rnrol l ine h im.

I had an

I int roduced him to

. i s ~.i::;,c'..·., t .:: :~nd ac(iu a im.ed him with the buil ding (Appe ndix O).

This ha s

·=>!' ·~r. ·1 ,..,2~.L. c f e:q,e : ience: a nd heada che s .

:;:'!':' :· :,:P,:;\ w;.;. s s::,0~ i- gat::er ir:g i nfo!'r..ation or. ene r g;-f i::ons ervEtt'i..cYc .
·'

' ,.

The

:·,•r:r::lt:,; (~ -· r} -.::-: i ~w~n".', i e:!tiori by Dale 3r ouehton and mys elf v:i ll be delivered
t.c

,:: o. teac· ,e~

·:it::

::i

;, t t,l, e ·-.:ie~che r I s Institute :,larc h 16 (Appendix P).

c..: • (.:-. -:i s head .

I t ;;a s necessary to c a ll the par .:m t and take him

s : ud0 :: t:. rett1rned to school l ·, ,.,er the sa:-:e cia:, .

'-:a\• : diff·.-:::ul ·-ir:.: :: -:::a d1c;::ic.11ly and socir:.l ly.

3P.cau :-;e of b~s ;ige (15) and

hornc~ envirorunent it was decided that he should be placed in a job opportunity
si tu.1 tion .

------ - - - - - .'~1.rc :. :; ,

1979

..:-. ?.edicks attended t h e GiJted Workshop today in Decatur.

"'7: ,~5 a . ...

A substitute called

I was

to ask if she should be subbing today.

I infor:,ed her that she was to arrive as soon as possible.
7 : 5 ~ :i. ::i.

3rian Hall chipped a tooth on his way- to school.

I called

bis gra~dparents who directed him to stay at school.

S- 8: -~'.) ·,; . ,n.

I helped write out absentee slips , answer the phone and
distribute lunch tickets to sone teachers.

:1 : J8

An Zr.gli sh teacher called to say that she had overslept.

.1. !v..

I asked the guidance counselor to ~ke over t he class
un~il the teacher could arrive •

.~:~5

,,. .,i.

I c~ecked. t :le hallways tc see ho,,.· tf.ings were going and
had a

9 :00 a . m.

CLP

of coffee .i n the lounge.

The secret~IX ..and I went over the bulletin for today which
'-, was ;)reparect

l;)y

rtir. Redicks the nfght before.

I delivered

t:1e ty?ed bulletins .
) : '}0 ;;. .:.1.

A sever.th 3rade

girl ca1.:e in t he office with torn slacks.

i'f1e parsn:.s ·.!ere called :ind a new pai!" of slacks was '::>rought

to s chool.

A fifth ::r ad er c <1rr1e in :.:ick.

·.vere on vacation so the c::ild' s guardian

rhe parents
w:1:-1

located and

picked up the child.
10 : 00 ::.. rr..

I rlistri :>Uted t;1e :nail for t!1e office ~elp

giving therr.

a ~reak for~ ch ~n:,e•
lC: 21 ~. • :1.

l'ne cu:...:. ~ess ::-"'1n;i ger called ..,c re:r.inci .me that a tornado

14

dr ill was planned for 10:J().
l•) : jO a . m.

A tormdo drill was conducted -

a disaster.

which turned out to be

Some teacher~ were confused; they thought

it was a fire drill.

If this was a true tornado, we would

hnve lo s t about 90 st udents and 3 t eachers .

Another drill

::ru.rt be planned in the near future .
fhe he.:id cook called and needed an extra worker since one

~l. :OD rt . ::-..

of i:~r :;tucient-worke rs was .a,,bsent .
c.:.1 } led
., "'\ .

.. _ , ....,,.,,c::

-,. .
...~

..... .

A sixth grader was

:.o f ill the vaca ncy .

Lunch ~e ~an and ever~rthinb see~s to be working sr:x>othly •
I sol d so~e lunch ticket s t ~ sev-=ral t eache rs .

The new

im.e r ,-:ediate K:H teacher inquired about t he 1·. aterials she
ordered al:i1c st one month a go (Appendix R) .

'I'Ho sixtr: graders ca:ne into tr:e office :,:ith injuries .

One •,:as a mo:.ith injury fro ..

;t

ba5"et~al:. :.nd tr,e other

-:-an i nto a tree li:im suffe rine;

J.

cut ::i.bove t'.1e e·.re .

I

r~ pa ired 1:.!:e i r..1urie s a nd n:tified tne secret:..ry to call
t.!".e p:. :. re '1\s. ·, .J~1e stud-":-its didn't want to go home so the
.......

·:: ~ :'jO -: . :-1.

!X.:. re?::.s ,; -:;ree d to ~llow the:, to

re.·.D.in .for the rest of

rt:e lunch .pe::-iod is over :me everyone is oac'.-: :.o class .

: coll~c:ec special ~duca:.ion atte~dance ar.d cal led i t
ir.to :.:,e ~: sista nt s·.;.r~r i ::-itenden:. ,-:~o needed it f or a
:.,~1~ci~,1 report.

l: '~O p . '";).

The ·1~ad r.ook :ir o·1.r::.t in :..:.~ :,ilk money

~i:e :~u ~ic ~each er cam in ·:ue s ti:.:m:\.ns a bill frcr.i a ::w,'\.c

conrnr.:,r.

I tolci hi r:i to c:1ec~ '1-."ith ?!r. :tedicks tororrow .

~c ritle I teacher ir.:,_ui:-ed a·ooat fre e lunch :o:r one of

15
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I tol d her that I would che ck on it a nd

her student s .

The volleyball coa ch rece i ved a

let her know torrorrow.

lon~ dist~nce cal l ab , ut a coming game .

roo~ to notify he r.
2 :0C p . : .•

I we nt to her

(Our team is doing fantasti~) (Appendix S).

fhe Health Nurse wanted to wor k on student records and a t

t he sa~~ t i ne a Coke man brought i n a delivery .

The

interr::edi::i.te EMH teacher asked. for two aspirins and

re,iu.e st~d a Rand Mci·Jally catal oeue to order materials and

2: 30 p . :-..

A ·~i tle I teacher inquired about a refe rral on
t !~at neecis to be tested .
c;:.::ie in lookini for

::r.

[I

student

~.~ . r:nkoff, ele :ientary pr~ncipal,
~edi cks and aske d about rrry day •

.·lr. Jloede, principal from ~t ewardson- Strasburg Ehrne ntary

.3c~ool, c.1::e in to ta lk to the Junior Eigh E~!H t e=. ~her

about

J :()() n. :·· .

'".i,e

s tudent fro :-· ,is school .

Dale .'·ruughton called ~nd inl'.!uired aoo ut

q

i;·!H tear~:-.er :x:irrowed fro :.. the R.ot:u7 :1ul .

be ·su re t.·:a: i. t was
·'

'--..

..,

rflturned.

~.:r.

Ee ::anted to

~ar.s , the pri..ncip-il

fro :· '1'o~er ,:ill , ca;,:e over bec,: ~3e t ::ere will be a
c,t.:d.':in~ Qf

j ; ~: '~ ;) . ;:..

,.

filn: that an

:i

.:·.1:;es :.r.·ive .

ne,.; st:.ide:1t for the inter?. e(ij_;,te z:::,IH class .

I supervised t he departure .

After t.he

m.:.:;.es d~1:-1rted, I took 2 aspirins ~:-:c.1 •.,:as ,~lad ::1e day

1 s :)F!r:'- · G: · ·• of :.:,e ,::'>rnin~ g0inp: ov~r t.'.1e previot:.s da~rs -eX9erienc e s
·.·1 1.;,

. :... .

'.e-;h c /~s .

i:''::".: r~.,a.inder o~ rr:.t tit.,e wa s spent wo:·ki:1~· on t :-ie sched-

,, .l · r..; :\:·r next ::~ ·; r.

i·lr. ! edicks i.nfor:'X!d :~e t ~:-:. t we w~ulc! h~ lo si ns one

16
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o.f t:!~ .;uni or Hi~h teachers due to a drop in enrollment.

--- - - - ------- ,."."!e o:.' tr: e Ei:·:X :.eachers brought in a student with a complaint that
:1~

~

, : .:~,

u~;: ni vulg~~r l a nguage a nd behavior that was totally unacceptable

::::.,:- ,.; =t ;:;.il ~

!' e '.;.

A?pe nd i.x N) .

Afte r deliberation, it was concluded t hat

·. · , , t,, :de . .'~ :->::mld >:- s -.ispended f rom sc!'lool for t hree days , 1.;it h :.he hope

.. ·,re. l ~- le , P ?)

.:o~. :. ;.;, : :!: i$ ·:;:c,,)~' s a c tivitie s were spent en prepa rinl! fc,r t he r eacher's
·. :.!:.:t::i ~.:

t,: ('.:. : ·ric.;i:.' c.~ci t h e s ect i o ning of the 5t f-i a nd 6 t h ~r ade s .

:._cc ~.·~,.·- ::.n<J l di. sa.,r e~ o r. :1():, s ect i o;1in~ s l:ould be a cco;i:pl ishe q .

~.) ·.c.:.~c .e r

1 ::;

'!'-,.:1rc.

'.~ )

::'.)() "; ~!'?. d t- ~,

.)

..'~m~;-:a~·~, (~one r ev..il ar ly
;:;ou,: s~u dy ;_ ·,:..,it.s
h ·· c.:~' :-:s:ip ,'r.r! irii't.iati ve

:.. )
?'

1·'..r. Redi cks

r ~-:: .; -a~.end..1.;. i or. usi n::; ... :-,P. fol lo~-; i n~ cri~cria

l)

'

:-:r.

·,;.),',{~ r

I ~ .;c:>r e
c o.·::: r :'!)-,<!ns i·:·~

'!!K!

c c;11p::, :-- i te

:: ccre

in ,:r ade ;;

11-
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t :1r ou.r:h 7

~·v~r1 for

~hrch 14, 1979
. :1 s tucer.:. t',~,:.che r informed me that one of our students was in the

r : ;; t. r oor.. without a cor :--iuo r pass (Appendix U) and was using a knife to
~·e .::-:r'J.'

~

I acconpanied the student to the office and

p:iper towel dispenser.

0:-~)1".:.r:0,c t 'c.e situ.1tion t o :-~ . Redicks.
:)rJ.:. ~. ;- ' J ,

The student, having been in trouble

1rJas · usper.ded f:-cITl school fo r thre·~ days. (Appendix N).

:·:-:,~:'•,.; ,·::,:: fo ' -:~:3 r I s Ins titute today.
.'1•~

Tne information that Dale Broughton

l ;- r ·~:'~-red wa!J :>r ese nted to tn":! te;; chers .

- - ·- -·- - - - - - J1.:rin..; ;:, .is week I '.Ja s col:i.ectin!'; data tor rrry sectioning and answe:-inf,

2~ -

'3') •
.'\

,.

We al so ditcussed so me
, : . . r r1:;s;icr: ::;:;.:.::1..:.i:is~ :n;:: ci.i: _i cultie s of
.'.,:.~·::~ :..--: ,: :-:-(·::,1r;:.,s t . is

3

chief schoul ,,c::-i ~ist:-ator •

::e .. r was an incident of sca :.iies in 0ur :c!'lo::>l

... , .· ...- -....
...•
~

_.

:-i,
...
• , ..

,..,, ,11 -

<>J• ~.4 ...

the faculty an~ paran~s

,,

;-: ·.1:·

t i',

18

.

~u~ent s , a let~er

I

A ,_ i.:.nio!· :~i~.1 :.:tudent was sus pended f or 3 days for mis us e of t he

_.;:;;l.L:1 bn ·~u:.i -e (ca llin;;: t::e elenentary principal a 4 lett er word)

.,c: ;rt. ca:·u~, ~·: ~:-e i\'.JUec 1:~day .
:u . . :. ,_.

::onday t he t el e:Jr10ne ....-il l be r inr i ng

10.".. : ( App~:1dix W) .

. . . - r :-, :; ..:,·7, C.) r.ferenc~ \·ii t.h .:r. ~e dic}:s :1nd ;,j-. Fo ster , I w~s
· ·--·- J e f i -:1itel~: nne oi' the ..;taf:.' ~.,oers in

0 1.ir

bu.ildins .m~ t

he ::o~~ t o

. .i . 7( .

. .r • . ·.,~,iicr:,: .:,·:.0:,t t cac- ,e:-' s. evaluat ion.
·'

.,

.
v. L i._;.,.

!~-r: 1

!. •

#•

·.:e

ci i scursed t :,e ir..po rtt1nc.e of

,
~J'·:

l .; ·

I
••

•• ,

.. , · ,

•

11

:1et :it ::, ·· ".! ck, ··

'/V :

.·'\')r.

rt

One of' rcy st :1de :1ts struc ~ the su:)=-; t5 t.ute te.;?.cr: er

. .r . :{edic '.-:s !i u sper.ded :.::e stude:-t ~or ~" da?s ,

19

:.n +Jhe

student should have been dismissed !rom school for the remainder of the
school year.

Furtherm:>re, assault charges should h;ave been filed by the
I

scho ~l against the student.
punishment that he received.

Unfortunately, the suspension was the only
Friday, April 6, will be the last day for fJl3

student teacher.

April 5, 1979
:,~st of the students and teachers were discus sing the events of
yesterday and wanted to know what action wa~,, taken 'oy the school.

Several

of ',},e t e che rs (as well as quite a few of the students) agreed with m;r

o:

?vint

April 6 ,

view.

1 ')7q

The Junior High party wiP be held today.

Most of the day was spent

in ~repara tion fo r the party with a re:ru.nder to the students about not
repe~ting tt~ events of the last party.

A:,'H 'il 1 0 ,

1979

!Jetentions were passed .m.\t r::ore frequently tho.n usual.

It seems

~nc1t some of th(} students are ready for .Eci.ster vacation a little early •

. '.i..' ril

11-16, 1r.79

:,ince I no longer h~ve a st udent teache r. I will have less t ir.,e t o
.-:p.:n;d with . :r . r'ostc r and t~r. .!ledicks.

:·'ly only available tir.:e \·: iE be

~ef 0re classes and rrry plan period, 10 :15 - 11:05.

20

·1

Pre9arations are be ing made for our annual Six Flags Trip on May 12.
1

It has been appr oved b:r the board.

Ap ril 18, 1979
1 spen: t: •e t i::e prior to the beginning of classes helping out in
~.:.e 0!'1'ice si nee t~·TO ~ides were absent today •

.~'.")r:..l .L·· , >:79

~-- , .

Tor.i;:~: j_s the at~letic banquet at 6 :JO , and due ·to a conflict with
:1Jy ni c:ht c l asse s I will ·o e unable to attend .

I asked the pre sident of the

~t udent ccunctl to pres~nt the sportsna.nship award.

I know she will do a

.- ood .:ob.
I .". s:.-:ed ..r . rredicks if the re w~re any teachers who h -1 d volunteered to

tr;.i.·1sfcr to another sch ool .

As of yet there was no one .

A;:ril ?O , 1)79
.:r. ~1e i:'ir.:~s asked me t o assi:;t him i n noon hour supe rvision because
t. e ~

h'!S

b..!en so~ ·food throwing in t he caf eteria and other ::tl.sconduct.
·' "' ....

. .r. ~dicks will h:we to ca ll a tr..:.:mt officer since one seventh grade

i,tuc.:c:-:t s~c~:·;s to dislike school .

we discussed t he p rocedure for truancy.

A :;tude:.t c.:i :ne i nto t :·ie office to in.-~uire about t,,,.'? proper dress for
cl :.:. 3~ , s i -.c ·· ~:~e we ather i s ;1ari::inr; .
::'.a:: :'ind

.-:r.

·-:-:'?

H. nsv:er i. i: the student ' s hand'::x)ok and lis t e n to today 's bulletin •

~dick:-; 'L n.:.'or:r.ed

dn:;::: , i'..i)ril

I•. r. Redic ks info:::-:;:ed ::er that she

25

::ie

that sta te v isitors will be !,ere f or two

and 26 . ( App endix Y).
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;,:I

April 24, 1979

At the noon hour I was called to the office by Mr. Redicks to witness
a paddling of a sixth grade boy.

Later he informed

118

th.at the boy was

susp~nd.ed for fighting again (Appendix N) •

April 25, 1979
Mr . Redic ks asked me to supervise the hallways because of a reoccurre n·c e

of broke~ ceiling t ile.

Apr il 26, 1979
Y:r. Redicks accompanied the sixth graders on their annual trip to

.-.pringfie.ld .

He asked me to supervise morning, noon and after school duties.

~e a lso as~~d me to select lunch room workers to take the place of those

absent ~ecfu ~~e of th~ trip to Springfield.
Pro gress reports will be mailed out tomorrow.

/.a;r 1, 1979

:-'.r. Redicks and I discussed
... , . the final details
.\

.-:ay

?. ,

of the Six Flags trip.

1~79

l was asked to make the final arrangenwants for the annual basketball
ga!"'C

between the !'a.cul ty and the 8th grade· team.

'The

gar.ie will be held

:1.::y 4 .

roday I was asr-ed bv .-1r. Foster to help with the March of Dimes

·.-;alkathon to be l~ eld on

May

19 (Appendi x Z).
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I

~'

May 4, 1979
Mr. Redicks and the track coach asked me to help with the county
tr~ck r-.eet whicr1 will be held on May 7.

Today also is the basketball

ea..-ie between t he faculty and the eighth grade team •

.-;a:: 7, 1S•79
>iany plans are beirig ma.de to conclude the extra-curricular activities
for the school year .

Toroorrow there will_ ,,be an Art Show, Thursday there

;-:ill be a ~pring Band Concert, and Saturday will be tbe Six Flags trip •

.·>. y 10 , 1979
Cne
;,a;r to

o:

our faculty members was struck on her bicycle by a car on her

.::;~:1001.

1··la.rw of the students saw her lying on the highway and were

so co ncP.rne<l that it affected the m::>od of the entire school.

I assisted

.r. aedicks in c2.l::iin~ the teachers and students •

:1

.·>.y

1~' , l '..:79
I :·Jpervised t::e ann'Q.al.
. .., ,. .Six !<'lags trip to St. Louis.

The day went

S;:x)Otbly and '-t:1e students seemed to enjoy themselves (Appendix AA)•

:-:r •.{edicb
.)f:

.'iaY 14, 15 and

:.i

:-ked me to help t :1e librarian with book sales which will

16 during the ti ~e prior to the beginning of classes and

T:-:P- eighth graders are registeri;-ig for the Gth grade.

(,!r. Red1.cks

a :.:ked me t o hel:' cut wl'",:i t::e p:roblems :.hat may develop :oday.

2J

riay

?.l-25, 1979'
This will be the final full week of school.

ir. t he

I had no time to spend

office because of the hectic pace of the last week.

,•!ay 29 , 1979

,ie had records day tbday.

I spent nx>st of the ioorning with Mr. Redicks

di sc ussing closing day procedures.

He poi~ted out that most teachers must

do the follo wing things before they are dismissed for·the sulllllers
l.
L .

J.

4.
5.

l'urn in attendance records
;'urn in grade book
Leave summer address- sign a card requesting that their pay
check ba mailed or if they chose, to pick it up
;urn in t heir keys
All perwdnent records are turned into the school

!-Ia~· JO, ].979

~od~y i ~ the

l ast day of school.

~tudents will be dismissed at 9:30

~nc teachers will be dismissed whenever ·:bey have completed the closing
o,o~edure listed above.
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CONCLUSION
1'he author'had many rewarding experiences concerning educational
ad::rl.nistration durins his participation 1n this program.
ex~eriences were the days in which I was acting principal .

The most rewarding
I was accepted

1:>y -:.:y co-1:0 :-kers and had the co-operation of the office help which was

er~1tly ap~reciated .

I'h::::-uur;h this proposed ;:;rogram, Mr. Foster , 11.r • .:1.edicks and many other s
:.e:i.Dec t he ;).Uthor Qbtain a wide range of kl'!owledge
concerning t he role of
,,
-:,:.:::: ;,r·inci_?a:'.. 'lnd s uperintendent.

Some of the observations made by the

a;1t:,or conce rnir.g those roles are the following:
-- fra t t he ?rincipal ' s or s uperintendent's day is very difficul t due
to ::-.:my unforeseen interruptions
--t:.:1t 1:.-'lny scnool pe rsor.nel expect the principal or superintendent

to h~ve an oasy solution to all proble~s
- - :.r::i ~- t :1e ; rincipal i s responsible for all pe rsonnel and st ude:.ts
:. r: any t ype situation

-- v,,:it then a re extreme pressures placed on t he princi:::,al and
st:.pe r i:1tendent

.'\

,..

--:.!'.at t h~ principal-and superintendent c:.re expected to ::>e infor:ned
of w!:" t : ~· ~oing on in school
One observatio:1 tha~~ :r.ade the :ros t impact or: the author ;,as that school
:i.d,· '..:~i.st::--ator I s t i. ·e i s s~ i 1::portant to so nany people.
t · .::~,

The author observed

an crdinrtry d:i;,· for the princ j_pal or. superintendent included telephone

·;~l°lL , ·:~;.:.c:

1:? .- ·

,:anting t::: s top in to vi.sit or talk about various problems ,

·1:.:: itors \..'a::t.it:f t.,-. tal~ :::> t he principa l or super intende:-:t , attending
:.u::f.Jr o-:..:.s :ieetir..:•:!:.i , rnd talking to t he students who have been se:--it to tJ:1e
1~:ice

: .,r

disciplir.a r:-,1 reasons .

::5Y <'- c~.:.. : ally ;::,l a n.,i r.t: the sect.ioning and scheduling . I realizec the

25

aro::,unt of t i ~e and frustrati on that occurs 1n preparation ot a new school
y~a.. r .

The aut hor feels that a good administrator should accoq:,lish some
of the follo,·:ing whenever t i me permits:
-- st~ncing i n our co rridor s talking to and listening to the student s
thro•.11.:. hout the day
- - sto;:?ing by tea cheis I rooms :md visi t ing or di scussing any problsms
~~ey nicht be h~v t ng

- -attending all students' activities and visiting classes so that
the students will know that he, the principal , is i nterested in
them and what t hey ar e doing
--tak\nc ti~e to talk and vi sit with parent s whenever t hey a re
visi +.ing the school
--be i ng as genuinely compl i menta ry as possi ble to students and

staff me mbers
3Nen with ;,.11 the pr e ssur es, i nterrupt i ons and deadlines , the autho r
f~e: s th~t being an ad.-:rl.nistrato r woul d be an enj oyabl e experience

occa'.lse of the nany chal leng~-l3,. and op:-,ortunities to wo r k with t he staff
~!nd students .

'
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APPENDIX A

TEACHERS' SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADE
CLASS SCHEDULE

27

'

The major factor in determining the seventh and eighth grade
teachers • schedule was to estimate the nwnber of students that
will be in the seventh and eighth grades next year.

The number

of students will determine how many sections there will be in
each grade level and what class assignments teachers will have.
The number was determined by taking this year's enrollment of
t.he s ixth :md seventh grade students plus ten per cent.
It was decided that each teacher should have six teaching
r eriods and one plan period and thirty minutes for lu~~h.
Since there is no physical education teacher for the fifth
1nd sixth graders , it was important to ~llow the gym to be free
for ~he fifth and sixth grade use.

Therefore, the physical

education teachers' plrtn period had to be at that ti~e.

It also

enables the physical education teachers, who are coaching, to
be a.ble to leave for awa:r games without hiring a substitute for

one ::;erioc. •
.Since the guidance counselor is s11ared with :he hie;h school,
she c=rn only be in i'lou). ton p~rt tire.

I feel that it is necessary

to ~~ve her in ,8ur building before lunch and prior ·to the end of
s chool

!50

ti':a t she will be available to the staff and students

i,, :.he ?TOring 2. nd aftern::>on.

A part-tiioo guidance person is better

t ::~n none, but it is the opinion of this author that ;:.Uidance in
~he ~~ddle school should be a full time position.
It is i:'l.possi ble to please everyone, but m::>st of the teF.chers
wer~ satisfied wit~ th9ir plan period and assignments.
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APPENDIX

B

FIFTH, ~IXrH, S8V3NTH, AND ~IGSTH GRADE
STUDENT SECTIONING

JO

l
>

Accordi ng to the school administration, heterogeneous groupi ng
w3.s t o be t he bas;i.s of sectioning of the students for next year.
r ne only exception to random sectioning was the band students who
wer e Jut in the first two gr oups of the seventh and eighth grades .
It i s the r ~el \ nb of t he author and mo s t of the faculty that
i,etero3e::eous -: ~ouping i s undesirable for s tudents a s well as
te~,~',crs .

To tal hetero Z,ene(?US groupi ng depri ves t he gifted and

~r ir~: ~t~dents fro m the neces ~ar y challenge to fulfi ll t he ir po~-,) r~t: \.2.l.
_-r<. u;. i.n_-;

Ho"'·e v er , I do not fee l as though t 0-tal hor:x:>geneous

i s de sirabl e either .

rM r e :·o:-e , I pro posed s ect i oni ng on the f oll owing basis :
A)

t eache r' s reco:-.r.iendation us i ng the f ol lowi.ng criteria
\

• I

~)
:)
4)

5)
c)
::.i )

na r d :·mr ke r
-~~d er :~des
cont r ibutes to be class
honewor k done :-egularly
~ooa s tudy habi t s
l eader~hip and i nitiative

r esult s f rom SRA. t e sting
l)
?)

I :..: score
co~pr ehens ive and cor.~o s i t e score
.~

\

..

Jl.

STUDENTS

4:I

SECTIONING

FIFTH GRADR 1979-80

Mrs. Jan German (5-2)

Jr. Tom Dunn (5-1)
1.

Paula 3ly

1.

Jainie Bieben

2.

no'o Bunton

2.

Jeff 31.y

J.

Eliza beth Jutler

3. Brian Bunton

!~.

.;a,:d.e Carroll

4.

') .

:-t:.k'3 Feken

· ,,

6.

Gloria Ga rcia

6.

Robert ·Gipson

7.

St:1ce:v Gaston

7.

Dina Gordon

., .

rhad Gourley

8.

Tiffanie Graven

·•

Danny Helton

9. Elaine Gregg

5. Ric Gibson

10 .

Rita '..lodges

10.

Heidi Grubb

!1.

K.'.l.ra ·,onn

11.

Brenda Hudson

12 .

Brett Koehler

12.

Don Hunt

1) .

,;onathan Linde r

13.

Christina Johnston

14.

Mike Klauser

15.

Greg Mantz

_ ~,arla Martz";

16.

Daniel Musser

,iohn :•liller

17. James

D...vid ~eimer

18.

i<:iren Rogers

19. Tracy Rountree

i:.avid 3ass

20.

Alice ' .elton

21 .

Todd Wilcox

:;cott :::r.. i +,h

22 .

Shawn "diley

~1a nda Zinn

23 .

;-1att 1tiinter

24.

Darrin ~oolen

.
·1 ,
.L

• •

~·.',.

'

,.

21 .

..

"\')
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l

Julie Giberson

Prather

Kelly .Reynolds

STUDENTS SB:CTIONINO

FIFTH GRADI 1979-80
:·:ts . Betty Gregg (5-J)

Mrs. Bre1'¥ia Heltzel (5-4)

l.

Karin Agney

1.

Shannon Bathe

2.

Joella Allison

2.

Amy 3iddle

Crystal :3acks

3. Eddie Boarman

4.

,., ea:. Carpenter

4. Jesse Brewer

.,I •

C

.:>ally Childress

6.

5.

Sam Brooks

;.:1cr.ael Dilley

6.

Becky Dove

.~ .

~eff Looley

7. autch Easter

e.

Lis~ Gordon

3.

Lori Fairbanks

:ucLa,~ 1 Hauk

9.

Rusty Hoehn

10.

3riar. Hudson

10.

Brian Housto n

11.

Davi·:l Johnson

11.

Sheri Jeffers

J. 2 .

;fark Kennell

12.

Julie j oh nson

':.. )- .

Le sa i<lepzig

lJ.

Richard Jones

14.

Diane Largent

15.

Trace? z.k>rrison

(

·,,

l C. .

:·.ichelle Nichols

16.

Michael Nehls

~? .

t enny Reedy

17.

Corrin Nichols

1~ .

~t ev~ Schlesi nger

18.

Arrry Pruelller

1·:, .

. :::i.rl< ~ihoaff

19.

Alan Ray

20 .

.5r :1 s o:1

20.

Mark Reedy

21.

Darin Rus sell

22.

Tomisina Taylor

23 .

Lisa "dalker

24.

,Jeff Warren

'1

l .

?4 .

Thompson

Darrer. .. ;ade

:'here sa ,,oodall

JJ

SIXTH GRADE 1979..80
6-1
~

.l. .

•

.
., .
.
,I

6-2

Tim Apple

l.

Gary Agney

.;oh~ Atteberry

2•

Ni.n a Allison

:..!'ldrea 3allard

J.

Jim Allred

4.

Graig Atteberry

:-~::iry

Camden

.,

r,

::cot.t ~ru<o:-f

5. Toby Burrell

l .

..:ack Forsyth

6. Cheri Cameron

7.

Roger

:ry

. ,,

7. Patty Clarey

.
.

Lance ]lick

9.

1,J .

3cott Gross

10 .

Ki m Davis

,
--·

.tl.ch;i rr.i ~~ gen

11.

Todd Davis

L .

:wbin nanr.x>nd

l?

Jeff Foster

1 ·~ .

3cott !:a!"lkes

13 .

Ki :::i Glick

~ iJ. .

;erri ::apner

14.

Nicci Hankins

...

·: lint .j ohns ton

15.

Tonja Henry

16.

Tracey Haselton

17.

Randy Hicks

-

, r

·

: .ar i.3. JJ.rcia

8.

Alfie Cross

...

Rhonda Daniels

•

:0n;; .:o!':nston

·'' '?

.

Lee !\P.SSell

-'\,--:"

.

;'erri ~; ing>

1e.

Todd !"!ors.nan

..l ';'" •

..,., er.dy Lync':1

19 •

Sherry Hubner

. ·' .

::.i.ndy :::1.rtz.

20 •

Melissa Johnston

21.

Brendon Ki:mnel

.., ,~

.
. .~

:::-.:-rv

~:~.

~~c~1t +, ?.odi:e rs

22 .

Wally Kroncke

Svr.ni :·t0r..ssler

23.

Manlo..1 i':ount

24.

Jeff Pfeiffer

- . .. :.eo: .:inie .. :na.11

25 •

Kevin Plow!:'lan

Dour; ~: tor:--:

?. 6.

Stacy Frosser

1'i n;, Uphoff

?.7 •

f1.i.k~

Cathy .:::>od.all

28 .

Angie Schles inger

?.9.

Patty West

.

'.•. .,

.

~lt .

:.: 1.:n

Reynolds

.; C!~~..: e :-;;.an

?C

,.

·I-·.

;~7 .
,_
.,

.

f

I

;

)

l

)4

Shaffer

SIXTH GRADI

1979-80

1.

Kim Agney

1.

Irie Agney

')

'- .

r-:ark Agney

2.

Tracy Agney

'J.

:'racy Allen

3.

Peggy

l ~.

Do:cle 3rown

4. Mark Chrisman

r,
.,

K~lly .-,~rns

5. Thad Davis

,,

.::.r..1d D~vis

6.

..,

C:1ri s Faulkne r

7.
,, Mark

3.

s-r:ny Gidcomb

.
".
·i .

10.
,
, . J. •

Stacey Haselton
Johnston

Karen Litz

9. Lois Mars
10.

Sean McConnell

G-=orgl.a vackson

u.

Billy Mince

.
•
:.ola .. '1- e:1
z1g

12.

Larry Parks

Chr ist i na .-~ ship

lJ.

Duane Phelps

\i:::h ;iel :filler

14.

LeeAnn Ramshaw

:-.urphy

15.

Debbie Ray

L:mn O·,:ens

16.

Tina Reynolds

~.

: J, .

..

- rl
.... .
"'I

.Bushman

Lorond,, Gr a ven

.J,..1.', .

~

8.

i).q vi d Gipson

1 ,

, .,
.1. • •

Ne S

.i:' :id Pe tska

. .,

17. Ro·o by Shuff

#•

...;!'.,
,.,.

'..iinn:r Popl etf~

18.

Ronnie Smith

l Q.

'.":UJtr. ::te:molds

19.

Stace Stephens

:~ _; .

·.a t t ::;ru :,h

20.

Brad .Storm

.,,
,. . . .

j:rnny :::p r ;,;,gue

21.

3ryson Thon:pson

• • I'• •

.

;·in;;, ..,t ~?hens

22 •

J eff Vincer:t

..)-~

··:::: clc:-: .:.: +. ,.,,,,..'<rdson

2J.

Kristi ', falker

,!4.

: . ric:;.. full

24.

Glen \ ielton

25 .

John '/.'e:nple

fri ~·T,i ~, :i.lker

26.

Kevin :•!il l i ar.!S

'?..7 .

L: :-a ~.1rf

27.

Lea ·,\'itt

~-~.

3etr; ·.-:a t. son

?.f.

Y.elly 1,~ort:r..an

')

.,/ .

:;

-•

.~.

),:
'-

::-: f '

n:-ir; t!"l

·van

)5

l

·11

6-4

6-3

f

<

I

I
I

STUDENTS SECTIONING

SEVKNTH GRADE 1979- 80
7- 2

7-1
i..!ri,3.n Banning

1.

Sonia Abell

Chris .3rushwitz

2.

Julie 3arker

)•

Hark Borah

1'11:1bie Cole

4.

Rhonda 3osgraff

:'odd Cox

5.

Any

t, .

=~~·isti Davin

6.

:'-4.arsha Ca.:nbell ~

'i.

,',.}ff Didde

7. Michelle Fredricks

Asd~:, Dove

8.

Karen Gi berson

!::oug Dcve

9.

Shelly Hagen

1.

!'cny

I

)•

.....
.)

.

,.
J •

.
,,
l,,

••

.

~

.:. .

Call

;a:,my ) ritzr~cher

.

Buatte

,,

10.

Duane Hall

11.

Sherry Hudson

12.

Todd Jacobs

1 ·, .

·.,;<?~

::.:.i.ze,.

13.

Lori KeEer

·1..

Jebbie ;-i.:,u $ton

14.

Susan Lape

i '.. .

.,~:ady· Koe:1ler

15 .

Angie Pierce

:( .

\ent Kull

17 .

Brooke U.nd.er

'

'

..

16. Marsha Ray

·.,

17.

~-litch .Reynolds

18.

A:my

19.

Dianna Tynan

.· .

20 .

Angie Venr:rvke

..

?.l.

~iike h'ia!1dt

22 •

Jeff Wooters

, I

• ;·

•

.: .. d: ,1 tti<1::
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Stretch

STUDENTS SBCTIONING
SEVENTH GRADE 1979-80
7-4

7-3
1.

;{elissa Att eber ry

1.

Rose Binnion

2.

Robert aoarman

2.

Glenn Ebarinan

}.

Qe'.)rge .mshman

J. Chris Boltz

:.. •

,i a:ni.e :3urrell

4.

Y.arsha Cambell

5.

P.honda Childress

-,,

(. .

::ary Coventry

6.

Todd ·Furr

-.,I

:::r.il:r ::. thridee

7.

Kevin Gaston

Larry Fa i:::-oanks

8•

Amy Harris

9•

Janes Hopkins

Darl ,: ':enr:.r

10.

Lora Johnson

!ion f.ill

11.

Sandra Keller

Teresa ~·ac'.·: son

12. Diana Lenz

:;-t:,eve Y.o ontz

13.

3ill t-lil"!::>y

·1rac! Lape

14.

Don Ogilvie

0

.)
·'•
.,
·: .

11'\

;.v •

.i.

2. •

1 ')

-" L. •

<
...

1.-

'l..)
('

.

,. i n: Le;..r

.·...

15. '9renden Parsons

_,.

J. :., •

l?.

April ;·.0 se

- ,..

,J.. ,, . •

,;

..

._? i.,.' .
''l ,
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16 .

George Pierce

17.

Aaron Robison

18.

Larry Spears

19.

Donna Taylor

20 .

Dick 1·iort;:ian

STUDBNTS

SICTIONIHO

SEVENffl GRADB 1979-80

7-5
1.

Penny :3l y

2.

Robbie Boar man

)•

Vicky Brewer

4.

.:ii l l .2ulton

.•

.

,

.-:. te :)h:rnie Graven

c.. .

Lisa Gr ab'b

'?.

PJ10nda Hafle r

•J .

Q

Tir.a. :Iennings

.,

Richard :<neller

•

L ~.

..;teve La:nb

11 .

Shawn /l. artz

.

... -

..-ac;.~j e !'.CDonald

1<

- ..

,;O ~ Y

14.

Lii:d;.;. .·:illigan

l '.1•

Ch~i s tie l'-bon

1rV

C.!1!'iS Pesch ·-:

1 ')

o

~ill Pfeife r

18.

.'.:> tac:: Prosser

.

~:i.rol "/oyles

?.O •

J as~n i,inter

?.l.

Lav,T. Vai:,, insen

,')_ •j___

.

-,,

.

t
I

.·:ills

.' . •'..
...1 r-,

l

r

• \

>•

:-<.n onda Young

J8

.,
....

STUDINTS SBCTIONINQ

:1:

EIGHTH ORADI 1979-80
8.2

8-1

1.

'I'ia Atteberry

1.

Tim Bryson

2.

j eff Barker

2.

Anthony Clarey

J. Michelle Bendler

).

Paula Cole

4.

k1drea Cross

4.

Peter Dove

5.

~at~lie Culberson

5. Mary Elbert

Ci •

l·'.i l<e Def end

_6.
,,

'? .

tawn Denton

7. Chris Fox

ve

0

David Freese

8.

Steve Goralski

9.

Don Greer

9.

Ron Hagen

Christine Fleshner

10.

Deanna Hoehn

10. Wendy Hatfield

ll .

Eric Holland

ll.

Becky Hostetler

12.

Tana Horsman

12.

Amy Jay

13.

Laura Johnston

13. Vicki Lucas

::icott Linder

14.

}

:..

15. Jeff Miller

:-ihn Lupton

lj .

j

16.

:,'.ichelle r,1cDonald

17.

Tracy McConnell

16.

Glenda Morrison

·rrac·; Phipps ·.._

17.

Donna Rincker

·'

..,

,-

l8.

1

foidi Redicks

18.

Mark Robinson

l S.

Debbie :li.ncker

19.

Scott P.odman

w.

Lori Rothrock

20.

Kim Sherwood

reri Sai:-i

21.

Ronda Tice

22 .

Tammy Tolen

,.

") .i
.....
.

,._~ . .jennifer Sol.oma.n
"

)

?.) .

~: ill Tull

2J. Patti Trimble

?4.

Lantz Turner

24. Debbie Winson

25.

Ryan Wade

25. Lori Wuttke

26 .

Eric Woodruff

26.

Y)

:·~k Yates

STUDENTS SICTIOMINO
i!GHTH GRAD! 1979-80

8-4

8-J
1.

Wes Ballinger

2.

Dennis Christner

Ro ~ .oalcer.a.k

J.

Berry Corley

4.

.!arie 3arrett

4.

Tom Fulton

5.

:1olly Junch

1.

Shawn Allen

2.

Randy

J.

Armstrong

5. Cindy Gill
-,,

6.

Mark_Gordon

Ton.v Ca,rrlen

7.

Patrick Helton

,.,

..

Paula Cole

8.

John James

9.

Kevin Cutler

9.

Doug Johnson

L

Kerry :3runs

..

')

--

10 .

Rodney Dilley

10.

Michelle Jones

11 .

:~a!'E' n

11.

Tom Lynch

Jrian i-licks

12.

Julie Marsh

1 -~

Todd Johnston

13. Melissa Nichols

' ! ...
I• .

Jim Maton

14. David Ogden

.. . .

Ar.-::;.· i·~lhy

l')
~

-

.

,.

1 r

'.J.. v(.

o

.,•"

( .

l \.-

.

Donaker

15.

Bart Rickett

Tracy Musson
.._

16.

Chris Robison

3rad Norville

17. Bryan Smith

Paul Phillips

18. Tina Stephens

.. ..,

,.

19. Donica Storm

Powell

10 .

G::i.ry

zc .

Di!11itri Rezinas

20 .

Ken swank

:i.

.:ike Phodes

21 .

Vicki Syfert

?~ .

I v,•.n '.-1.o he rt son

22 .

Alan Thompson

?J •

Carol :;arver

..'4 .

Danny

'.2 5.

:...cott Walden

Thompson
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APPZNDIX C
I'SACP.~R.S I SUPERVI.::IC.:N AND DE:':SNTION SCHEDULE

,.

~·' ,.

·....
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STUDE.'NTS SECTIONING

EIGHTH GRADB 1979-80

8-5
5heryl Bullock

1.
",:

.

V:.-:.:i.yne Durbin

J.

Nadine Gaston

..
'

,_,, .
l i. :ll

•.I .

r:

Lollie Keen

6.

c'<-:T r''j

7.

Rick Lawrence

:l

~•

Gary riars

9.

Lisa ~-1cKane

J arnagin

Knearem

10 .

Guy Y.orcff

11 .

2..ick l·~ose

l? .

·~r~~;.r :-~u s s on

,

.~ .1 •

P;,;.rn Myers

}.!~ .

_jOU J

1 'S .

Rick Roessler

~

..

; t ·,

.

!~ewman

..,

,.

;,
. Sir.wxms·-:
.,e
·; 1.n

17.

i-~ r k Smith

15.

Scott S:nith

19.

~; teve Spears

2,J .

:ID ee-:- Stephens

".,
.... J.. .

. e n'ia 11 .~t ewa rt

:' 2 .

:.i-ene 5:.ewir.an

n.

.::t eve Welton
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Each s eventh and eighth grade teacher was assigned a weekly
:'!Orning haE supervision which is f rom 8:05 - 8125.

It was assigned

ir. i:!.lpha~etical order .

The detention , on Tuesday and Thursday from J:JO - 4:00, was
ass i s ned to s ixth, seventh ~nd eighth grade teachers again in
al: ~abctical order.
As fo~ ~he kind~ r garten and special education duties, they
1,-:ere e:i~h &.ssigned a day of the week for

q_~. The teachers were

~e,:~tted t~ exch ange days of duty if the change was agreeable to
'JOth partie s .

SEVENTII AND EIGHTH GRADI TEACHERS'

SCPERVISION AND DETENTION SCHEDULS
t1.JUL TON JUNIOR !UG~ IDRNING AND DETENTION SUPERVISION

Date

A.H. 8 :05-8:25

A.u9: • ?.7-Jl

Cichalewski
Cohlrneyer
Fitzgerald
Haney
Harden

3-7

-C;:'t L .

~~~r:::, t . 10-14
L":' ~ ; : • •
l ? - 21
,. '>?
.. ...
~a ;· ~ .,'-,.~-,
...
.-:
,.,·c. ~-. ~-~
·
;\ --t
:..<--12
.::.r:t. 15- 19
(; e:. • ?.2- 26
,., c t . 2 ')_ ~~O'f • '.?

.

Jurgens

:',k)·/.

Linder

D. Kull
R. Kull

:-iurphy

C '3oyle
irussell

F -16

Linder
Murphy

S1:ii th

':,.)"j . l ()- ';, ~)

.j .

~Jov . 26- ; 0

Taggart

ec . '3-7
:1ec. 10-14
f •·:C. 17- 21

Thompson
:-ioolverton

an . 2-lJ.

Cohl~yer

~

Cichalewski

. ..l. 7- Jl
.. i

., .,

..\ -

..

I. .;.:. "

r

.

( t:=,:"' .

F'itzgerald
Haney
Harden

14- l E.

.. Zl.~.: --l•25r

l~ ;-_ ""\ .

-

C ; •

,!ureens
D. Kull

l

Li._ ~-

! ·"? :. . 1~2;_;

R. Kull
Linder

.,:'r~~) • 25- Z9
:'-1::. ~c :-: 3-7

C 1 :X>yle

~"°' I•>~• 11-15

...:, ,ch l C-14

. ::1rci~

17- ?l

3 !" :.:::1

21.i.-2 e

:.:,n·ch

31-April
.\pn.1 ?-11
t.pr il 14-18
:..;,,:--i.l 2) - ?5
~~·Z'il /. C-.1ay 2
.,,. 5- ':I
1,:2.y 12- 16
~

:•:-:.:/
.·-.,.a:l

-

.... 0. ?. . . '.)<

1

:~l -:,c

Thompson

Weber
Woolverton
C:irpenter
Cichalewski

Harden
, .., ,.

~ssellJ . S:nith
Tho:npson

Woolverton
Cichalew.ski
Cohlmeyer
n~z€!'.era1d

!i 'l ney
!:arden
J ur 2ens
t . Ku} 1

Taggart

Haney

Taggart
!1

0' 3oyle
Russell
J. Smith

Cohlmeyer
Fitzgerald

,•iurphy
.....

Haooy
Harden
Hohenstein
Jurgens

R. Kull

:~ov. s-·:::

Detention 3:30-4:00
Carpenter
Cichalewski
Cohlrooyer
Fitzgerald

Hauck

D. Kull

\.,.lo.,,, .... .

Date

Hauck
Hohenstein

j ureens

D. Kull
R. Kull
Linder
Murphy
o•~yle

Russell
,, • Jr::ith

:·aggart
!'homp:::on

.eber

MORNING KINDERGARTEN AND SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASS&S

ACTIVITY ll)()M USE TIME TABLE
K.?nday

Kinder arten Sec. l
Kinder arten

Sec.

arten

Sec.

Kinder

Tuesday Wednesday
i O

Thursday

Friday

: 0-10:10

ecial Education

AFTERNOON KINDERGARTEN AND FIFTH GRADKS
ACTIVITY ROOM SCHEPULE FOR P .E. DURING INCLIMATE WEATHER

Kinderirarten (Sec. l)

v/ednesda.y
1:4-0-2:10

(Sec. 2)

2110-2:10

Monday

Ki.nder~arten
Soecial

Education

l'uesda.y

Thursday

f'riday

ls00-li20

Dunn

lt20-lt40
2:'30-2:50

German

2:tj0-'3:10

Gre""
I

'

Heltzel
N<HE:

I

'l'he Kindergarten P .E. classes remain constant.

eligible to trade.

r3:10-3:'30
Other classes are

rl)RNING PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION SCHEDULE FOR
KINDEHOARTEN AND SPKCIAL KDUCATION
RECKSS TIME 9145-10:00
il'k>nday
Kindergarten (Sec. l)

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Kindergarten (Sec. 2)

X

Kindergarten (Sec.,)

X
X

Special Education
Friday duty will be on a rotating basis.

Use the south east playground.

PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION SCHEDULE FOR
FIFTH GRADE REC&SS TIME lOs00-10:15
Monday

Dunn

Wednesday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

X

Ger:nan

I

Ore'1'll

.,\

....

Friday

X

-

I

X

Heltzel
Friday duty will be on a rotating basis.

X

I

FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE Ii>RNING AND NOON
PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION SCHEDULE

Fifth Grade Playground

Noon 11:50-12:30

Morning 8105-8125
Mon.
Dunn

Tue.

Fri.

Thurs.

Wed.

Tue.

Mon.

Wed.

Fr i.

Thur s.

X

X

German

X

X

.

-- ' '

I

Gre"I!
Heltzel

.

X
X

I

Mint un

X

X

Sixth Grade Playground
Noon 12:15-12:45
· Mon.

Carpenter

Tue.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

X

Thurs.

Fri.

X

Eberspacher

I
,.

Hauck
Hohenst ein
Weber

X

l-

I

X

X

Friday m:>rning playground duty will be on a rotating basis.
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i
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APPENDIX D
PROPOSED NEW CUR-tlCULUM FOR K:>ULTON JUNIOR HIGH

·'

..\ ...

Part of

my

field study included planning a new curriculwr. for

the junior high which may be implemented in the future.
After lengthy discussions with the superintendent, assistant
superintendent and junior high principal, we came to the conclusion
that t :-.ere was a definite need for a new curriculum in the junior
high.
Upon research in the library, I found that there is no set
junior high curriculum.

According to experts
on the junior hir;h
,,

or ~iddle school. a true junior high curriculum should be geared
to the needs of the individual.

It should be flexible, 100tivating,

creative, self-pacing and child-centered.

i asked colleagues from different school systems for their
curriculum.

The answer seemed to be the same, "What curriculum".

Therefore, I turned to the teachers for their views of what
should be included in a junior high curriculum.

I asked for their

cooperation in setting up a future curriculum that will be geared
toward the students not toward the · teacher.

In all cases, the

teachers' feedback include~ .~ ny useful ideas for the author.
I reques:ted that the teachers then wt'rte a list of objectives
for their subject area.

After receiving this information, I turned

to the latest textbooks in the various subjects to gather objectives
and corr.pare them with those of the teachers.
Taking what I considered the most important objectives from
both the teachers and textbooks, I proceded to write ny own
j .,

proposed cur:::-iculum.

Though I oo oot consider

r:rry

self an expert in

all subjects, I believe that those objectives are geared toward
the student and will enable him to achieve his fulfill his full
potential.
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PROPOSED CURRICULUM FOR M)ULTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

The middle school is supposed to be a unique educational structure
designed to meet the special needs of the preadolescent.

In practice,

however, t ~.e middle school is often simply an administrative expediency
for dealing with building proble118 or shifts 1n the school population.
The middle school age group is undergoing dramatic physical, zoontal
and e.ootional changes and the students are, in a word, volatile (explosive).
-·-,,,

The result is an unstable student population representing a mind-boggling
breadth of abilities and atti,udes in which any given student may change
dramatically on almost a daily basis.

In theory, the middle school program

reflects this uniqueness of its clients and provides the security of a
home base, while simultaneously offering a variety of experiences.

The

program effectively utilizes instructional personnel in tea~ organizations
to effectively meet individual needs; and the middle school provides extensive exploratory programs which are based on strong guidance respon sibilities
shared by all instructional personnel.
It is important to ack"!}owledge, however, that in practice some middle
'

..

schools are simply junior high schools with changed names.

These schools

are typified "::Jy rigid departmentalization, a heavily emphasized academic
curriculum based on traditional offerings, and· teachers who view st~der.:s
as miniature replicas of high school studepts.

Such schools may impede,

rather than enhance, the developl'.ll;lnt of the preadolescents t hey serve.
To be effective, ·t he emerging middle school must not become a high
school for young children.

The various forces which c~used t he goals of

the junior high to fail must be avoided in the middle school movement.
typical middle school child requires a highly flexible program which
capitalizes on variations in his ability, interest and attitude.
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This

The

goal will not be realized, however, if the school simply gives the old
j unior high school a modern name.
A

::dddle school program is designed to recognize the uniqueness of

the growth stage spanning the transition from childhood to adolesc~nce.
The j unior high has evolved into exactly what the name implies -j unior high school.
One may a sk what is the difference between a middle school and a
j unior high school?

The following is -a '·coupariso~.

Middle School Emphasizes

Junior High Ei:,phasizes

--a child-centered program

--a subject-centered pro gram

--learning how to learn

--learning a body of information

--creative exploration

--mastery of concepts and skills

-- belief in oneself

--competition with others

--st udent self-direction , under
expert guidance

--adherence to the teacher-r.i.acie
lesson plan

--s tudent responsibility for
learning
·

--teacher responsibil ity for student
. learning

--student independence

--teacher control

--flexible scheduling

·

'

--the si.x~period day

f•

"

--teacher-student planning in
scheduling

--the principal- made schedule

--variable group sizes

--standard classrooms

--team teaching

--one teacher for a class

--self-pacing approach, with
students learning at different
rates

--a textbook appr oach with all
students on t he sa:ne page at
the same time
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THE CURRENT ?TH AND 8ni OR.A.DE COURSE OFFERINGS

RE~UIRED 3UBJECTS
Language Arts - Literature, Reading
.'la thematics
.Science

Social Studies - World Geography, United States History
Arts and Crafts
Physical &iucation
',

XLECTIVIS

Band
Chorus
Athletics - Bas ketball, Volleyball , Track

\

..
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A middle school program is designed to foster the intellectual,

social and e:ootional growth of children without snatching their childhood
from them.
SUGGESTED P~GRA.M FOR THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
It is proposed that the program for the I-iiddle School be divided
into three phasesi

I.

3asic Areas
A.
B.

c.

o:E.

II.

Special Areas for Enrichment
A.
3.

c.
J.

E.
III.

Language Arts
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies
Physical Education (Team, Lifetime, Developnental, Personal P.ealth)

Unified Technology (Shop, Agriculture, Electricity)
Music (Vocal, Instrumental )
Home Economics
Arts and Crafts
Foreign Language

Personal Development Areas
A.

3asic Area Related
1.

Language Arts
a. Creative writing
b . Dramatics
c. Bebating
d. Fun reading
e. Writing and spelling help
r. Reading help
g. School newspaper
h. Public speaking

2.

Mathematics
a. Quiet games
b. Personal budgeting
c. Measure it
d. lnrichuent mathematics

J.

Science
a. First aid
b. Scientific experiments
c. Astrono~ and space
d. Shell and rock collecting
e. Hunting, fishing and camping
f. Ecoloa

4.

!3.

.Social Studies
a. Stamp collecting
b. !'ravel
c. World governments
d. Current nents
e. Minorities I history

Special Area Related
1.

2.

Unified Technology
Photography

a.
b.
c.
d.
a.

Leathercraft

f.

Farming. planting;· yard care. _gardening

Ceramics
Woodworking

-,

Music
a. Instrumental
b. Chorus

c.

3.

Automobiles-motors

Music appreciation

Horne Economics

a.

Fun cooking

b.

Fun sewir,g
Child care

c.

4. Phys i cal Education
a.
b.

c.

Active games
Intramural sports
Lifetime sports

5.

Art

6.

Languages.. ,.

c. ·': Social
1.

2.

-

Living Related

Guidance
a. Vocational
b. Problem solving
c. Personality improvement
Special Education
Learning iq:,rovement

a.

Therefore the proposed curriculum guide for }k>ulton Junior High
will try to keep in its guidelines the needs of the ch ild in its fra:oowork.

GOA.LS

The main focus of the Shelbyville School District H4 shall be directed
toward the student for his or her development.

We believe that the sole

purpose of the entire school operation is to provide for the complete
educ~tion of each student.
The educational program should encourage each student
--to achieve a feeling of self-worth
-- to accept the worth and dignity of a!~.people
-- to be crea~ive in his/her selected fields of endeaver
--to develop a positive attitude toward the rights and privileges of
participating citizenship and an understanding of the responsibilities
involved
--to Jrow as a responsible member of his/her family and to recognize the
fa~ily as the basic social unit
--to attain and prP-serve good physical and mental health
-- to plan for ~nd appreciate the wise use of leisure ti ·.e

--to develop and maintain~ posit~ve attitude toward the lea rning ;rocess
--to acquire habits of analytical thinking and problem solving
--to achieve his/her pote~tial in the basic academic areas
--to cevelo~ skills neeessary to utilize all available educational rescurceG
--to understand the American economic system and its relationshit to a
productive life

--to realize the role o-f vocation in society and to W1derst2.nd the ch:i.n[;ing
opportunities open to him/her
--to utilize guidance and counseling services· to help him/her with
vocational planning
To achieve the goal the following program_is offered to the students.
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PitOPOS:::D PROGRAH FOR THE 7TH AND 8TH GRADE

COURSE OFFERINGS

?th Grade
Langua~e Arts
i-':athe:natics

::cience
'.)oc ial Studies
Physical iducation

Electives
Arts and Crafts
Foreign Language
:•:Usie - Vocal and Instrumental
Hc:::e ~cono:nics

8th Grade
Language Arts

:·ia t i1e:natics
Science
Social Studies
Physical Education
~lectives
United Technology
foreign Language
:-tusic - Vocal and Instrwaental
Arts :ind Craft.s
•'

,\

I
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LANGUAGE ARTS 0:3JECTIVES - 7TH ORA.DI

1.

To develop skills in reading
- -to
--to
--to
--to
- - to
--to

2.

find the main idea and relate details to them
locate and use various sources of information
organize information
learn to read graphs, charts, etc .
::iake comparisons and draw conclusions
develop critical thinking

To develop writing skills
-- to write a paragraph with a topic s~~ence
- - to outline information
--to do creative writing
- -to write friendly and business letters
- - to make notes from reading materials and form oral
discussions or presentations

J.

To develop language skills
--punctuation
- - capitalization
- -spelling
- -dictionary skills
--grammar
--sentence structure

.'\

,.
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LhNG~AGE ARTS 03JECTIVES - 8TII GRADB
1.

To help students become creative, self-actualizing people:
--people who look upon proble~ as opportunities
--people who are willing to keep an open mind on all points of
view, but who can make up their minds and take action when they've
absorbed the facts of situations
--people who t urn on to literary works, who get excited about life
and look at it opti:nistically

2.

To help pupils discover the excitement of l anguage learning through
reading and writing, especially through talking about t ~eir reading
and writing.
,.

J.

To awake t ~e pupils to the traditions and beliefs of their heritage,
to develop and enlarge their concepts of themselves and of other people,
and to i ncrease t heir understanding, their enjoyment , of literature.

~.

To help pupils to read between the lines and beneath the surface
levels of meaning.

5. To induce in pupils attitudes toward and habits of reading with
enthusiasm and understanding long after they have left shcool.
t.

To help stude;.ts become more skillful users of language and therefore
more skillful learners.

7. To tea ch st udents how to ask questions •

...

1,;A THE,".ATICS

0 3JECTIVES - 7TH GRADS

1.

To finalize t he understanding of number and decimal system of numeration.

2.

To pro mote t he understanding of properties and operations with whole
numbers.

J.

To develop an understanding of the symbolism used in number sentences
and of the difference between an equality and inequality.

4.

To give students a comprehensive understanding of t he meaning and
use of a fraction, and the decimal fractions.

5. To develop :neaning and describe uses .of. percent.
6.

ro develop the names of t he metric units of measure and their symbols.
Also enabl e students to gain an understanding of relationships existin~
bet ween the metric system and English system. of measurement and how
to change from one system to another.

7.

To develop understanding of graphs and statistics.

8.

To expose students to the introduction of algebra and its l angua ge.

9.

To develop an understanding of the informal geon¥:!try-special relat i ons ,
shapes and figures.

10.

rhe applications of mathematics and the consumer mather~,tics, mapping,
weather and sports.

_.\ ,-
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MATHE:·JATICS OBJECTIVES - 8TH GRADB

1.

ro provide students with experience in the basic operations of bases
up to and including twelve, enabling them to achie~e a better understanding of base ten.

2.

To ex~and student 's knowledge of natural numbers, whole nunbers, integers,
ration~l and irrational numbers, the various operations, properties
(comr:tUtative , associative, distributive, identity), and characteristics
of each set of numbers.

J.

To h~lp students to understand sets, intersection, union, disjoint
sets , etc.

·~.

To provide a oackground for solving equations and for deriving them
fron word problems.

.

5. To help students gain a working knowledge of divisibility tests and
an understanding of prime numbers and prime factorization in order to
find t~e greatest colJU1¥)n factor and the least COIIUJX)n multiple.
6.

To develop exponent notation and the use of scientific notation to
express numbers.

7.

To enable students to be able to work with ratios, proportions and
per cent .

8.

To provide a basic introduction to geometry which includ9s the concepts
of points, lines, line segments, r ays, planes, polygons, parallel
and perpendicular lines, ·angles, etc.

9.

ro explore t he relationships existing in right triangles - the Pythagorean
theorem and its uses, thirty,sixty and ninety degree triangles, and
forty-five , forty-five and ninety degree triangles, plus practical uses .
'

10.

To help students gain a knowledge of square roots and their uses .

11 .

Units of Measure and Measurement
--s tudents should learn the IIX)re conunon metric prefixes and the names
and symbols of the metric unit of measurement-unit of length, mass ,
capacity and volume and how they are interrelated.

12.

Application or mathematics in our l!X)dern society
--mathematics of t~e wage earner-income taxation, etc.
--mathematics of c~nsumer s pending-installuent buyin~ . percentage ~ate ,
insurances, etc.
--ma.thematics of managing IOOney-si'1')le i nterest, bankin~ traP.sactions
and investments
--:riathematics of business-commission, profit and loss, balance sheet ,
inventories, etc.
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SCIENCE OBJECrIV&S - 7TH GRADE
1.

To develop t he student's abilities to use scientific methods, to
r.ake measurements, and to use metric units of ~asurenents.

2.

To develop an understanding of the nature of matter and energy, and
how t hey are related.

J.

To develop th e concepts of heat, light and sourrl energy.

4.

To develop an understanding of the principles of magnatism and electricity , and how t hey are related.

5. fo develop an understanding of the fundamental life processes ,
cl~s sification, and natural selection of -iiving t hings.

6.

To develop an understanding of how living things reproduce and mai~
t ain tn~ species.

'

;j

... l,

·:i

SCIENCE OBJECTIVES - 8TH GRADE

1.

To gain an understanding of space, the earth, and the solar system.

?. .

To gain an u?¥3.erstanding ot the structure and composition of the earth
and its oceans.

3.

To gain an understanding of the concepts and principles involved in

the science of chemistry.
4.

To gain an understanding of the structure, function, and behavior
of the human body.

- -,.

5.

ro gain an understanding of how intelligent applica~ion of conservation
principles and practices will prevent the destruction of natural
resources and ensure their preservation for future generations.

I
I
. I
• I

.\

.·•·. ,-
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SOCIAL STUDIES OBJECTIVES - 7TH GRAD!

1.

To gain a better understanding of identity and self-image.
--the identity comes from biological characteristics and membership
in group
--the role of social environment in forming a person's self-image

.
·-.
)

ro help students with the concept of choice, with e~hasis on the
choices an individual -makes about a job or career.
--scarcity leads to the need to work and~ personal happiness
and life style are affected by a person's choice of work
--the job lllrtrket that is available to the students in the world today

).

To help students to understand the culture - how it is learned and
how it affects a person's values, identity and decision making.

4.

To gain a better understanding of the interdependence that is created
as a result of economic specialization, and on the interdependence
required for satisfying social needs.

•' .

To gain a better urxierstanding of the idea that American culture is
a diverse culture, created from the many cultures brought to it by
illll!ligrants. '!'his diversity :nakes our culture interesting and gives
us choices, and also gives rise to stereotypes, prejudice, and
disc rimina:, ion.

C:

6. To help students with the concept of power - source of power, ways
in wn.i ch power is put to use, and how power is limited by law •
. ,\

,-

oJ

~OCIAL STUDIES OBJECTIVES - 8TH GRADE

1.

To help the students understand the concept that there are a variety
of forces, factors and events that combine and interact to produce
cultures and cultural patterns.

2.

That society's social, political and economic systems reflect the
background, the ~ustoms, the values and the attitudes of the people.

J.

That the cultures that developed in the AJnerican colonies often had
a profound effect upon A~rica's developD19nt.

4.

To enable the students to gain an unde.rstanding of the political,
economic and social factors that aided the American struggle for
independence and the development of the United States prior to 1800.

5.

To help the students understand that the Constitution of the United
S~ates is a living document, and has been adopted to meet the changing
needs of the nation.

6.

ro help the students gain a basic understanding of the political,
economic and social factors which aided the growth of the United States
from 1800 to 184o.

7. To help t he students gain an understanding of the political, economic,
social and cultural !actors which affected the events leading to the
Civil War, the outcome of the war, and the course of .:teconstruction
and reunification.

8.

To help
social ,
nation,
century

9.

To help the students gain an understanding of the major political,
economic and social changes that took place in the United States from
the beginning of World War I to 19)2.

10.

ro make students awar~ of the impact that the Great Depression and
World War II had on the Federal Government, the national economy and
the life style of Americans.

11.

To help the students gain an understanding of the complex factors that
helped the United States to become a major world power, to achieve
economic prosperity, to respond to social challenges and to make
cultural progress since 1945.

t he students realize and understand the importance of the
economic and political events which affected an emerging industrial
tn• United States-during the final decades of t~e ninetee~th
and the first two ·decades of the twentieth century •
...

ARTS AND CRAFTS OBJECTIVES

1.

To advocate skill in the care and use of common tools and equipment.

2.

To provide a wide range of experiences in the manual arts and crafts.

J.

To ~each the basics of' reading and making a working drawing.

4.

To develop the students safety habits and attitudes.

I

5. To provide leisure-time interests and abilities to each individual.
6.

To help the student to gain experience in ..sblving problems with tools
materials.

7.

To increase t he student's manual dexterity skills, which are es sent ial

to ~st vocations.
8.

To develop the students' creativity and imagination.

9.

To teach honesty, kindness, patience, and responsibility.

10 .

To help them to appreciate art and artists by letting them experience
#hat goes into the creation of a composition.

11.

To be able to provide them with a certain period of the day that is totally
enjoyable.

·" ,-

·.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 03JECTIVES

1.

To develop rotor skills which are skills of locomotion such as

running. jumping, throwing, catching, walking, climbing and various
~~difications used in locomotion for use in safety and also recreational
skills.
2.

To develop body efficiency which includes pro per functioning of vital
organs, correct posture, IID.lscular strength used in sustained activity
and general physical -vigor.
To develop leadership and followership w~ich can be exemplified via
a denx:>cratic relationship whih pupil~."decisions in various game
situations. Numerous playground activities create an opportunity for
traits of responsibility which are necessary in the life of each
ir.div idual.

4.

To develop individual status within the group by offering varied
physical activities which will offer an unusual opportunity to develop
each child's potentialities and thus find his place within a group.
To develop creativity in rootion which will be realized largely
t hrough the use of rhythmical and dramatic activities, i.e. d;;:·.cing •

..\

.,_
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:·IDSIC..VOCAL OBJlCTIVES

1.

To provide estr.etic and el!K>tional acceptance of, appreciation for,
and enjoynent of all music.

2.

To encourage the free unselfconscious use of the singing voice; to
help t he boys go from treble to bass singing sounds with ease, so
tr.ey will accept the changes in their singing voices with 7 miniillUln
of frustration.

3. To continue to develop their abilities to read JTU1sical and rhythmic
4.

score and become more independent in their participation.
-- , ..
To increase the ability to hear changes in pitch.and harr:iony and be
able to perform on informal instruments, such as autoharps, ukuleles,
bells, xylophones for their own entertainment.

5.

To understand how music is produced through ma.ey different media- - ·
voices, conventi~nal and electronic instrW1Ents, etc.

6.

To create sound pieces, simple songs, and to develo? simple harmonies
by ear.

7.

To get a preview of what lies ahead in the music world for both
consumers and producers.

e.

To encourage the innate ITll.lsical abilities, ~owever large or small,
developed or underdeveloped, of each student.

9.

To open horizons for each student offering new kinds of music for
his consurrq:>tion and understanding.

10.

ro develop understanding ··and tolerance of others' abilities and to
feel respQnsible t hrough group activities and performances t o work
with others.

11.

To encourage each student to seek opportunities for varied musica l
experiences outside the classroom-- in school, church. communi t:,,
and university.

b'/

!1USlC-INS'rRUMENTAL OJ3JEC'rIVES

The purpose of instrumental rusic in the public school is not to make
professi:-mal musicians as such, but to create in the participating students
nn appreciation of good r.iusic which they can have throughout life.
In the beginning band, the a1J1 is to give the students the fundamentals
of nusicianship, so that they may be able to play in a satisfactory manner
in an organization in the upper grades. ..-,.
.

.

In grades 7 and 8 , the aim is to provide an inspiration a nd technical
skill on the instrument tnat will enable the student to have an outlet fo r
self-expression, poise and self-confidence 1n both solo and ensenble work
and i n an organization.

'nlis training should not only nrovicie i;ood

entertainment for the student hi.Jnse]J, :nt also it should contribute to the
culutural values of both the school and the comr.ru.nity.
The objectives within the program through playing fo r experience are:
1.

To further develop the mechanical skills learned earlier.

2.

To further develop a quality in playing which is pleasing to the more
discriminate ear.

·'

\

,.

J. To increase the fluency in using and understanding ~ritten music.
4.

To increase the awareness of different styles or kinds of !Tl\lSic.

5. To further develop the ability to evaluate an appreciation of good :nu.sic.
6. To introduce standard band literature appropriate to the student 's
level.

7. To develop creative skills for the enjoyable use of the student's
leisure.

UNIFIED TECHNOWGY OBJECTIVES

l.

To develop in each student basic knowledge regarding the processes,
equi pment, materials and working techniques used in the field of
metal working.

2.

To develop in each student an appreciation for and importance of metal
working in our society today.

J.

To increase the student'~ knowledge of general and specific sa fety
principles as they pertain to work in the shop.

4.

To impart to each student knowledge of pla~~ics, t heir properties and
the importance of plastics in our 11X>dern society.

5.

To familiarize each student with hand and power tools t hat are used
in shop.

6.

To provide the students with an opportunity to utilize common materials,
tools and pr r:esses in a safe and efficient manner in working w'i.th
el ectricity.

?.

To provide t he students with an understanding of fundamental electrical
principles and to observe the practical effects of t hese principles.

8.

To help t :-.e students to develop a reasonable degree of competency in
t he skills of sketching and the use of instruments in t he production
of non-technical drawings.

9.

To develop a reasonable degree of co::ipetency in the reading of simple
working drawings and provide information about a variety of drafting
occupations and related fields •

10.

r o provide all students experience in manipulative -phases of woodworking and giv~ information about industries depende~t upon wood a:id
its use.

11.

To develop habits of carefully planning and methodical procedure in
wood construction in all students. ·

12.

To develop appreciation of one's dependence upon wood and wood products
and t he importance of conservation.

..\

·-

HOM3 ECONOMICS OBJECTIVRS

The purpose of the Home Economics program is to give every student
an opportunity to explore areas in Home Economics that are part of the
personal and family life of each individual.
l.

To identify kitchen utensils and equipnent and know its proper use.

2.

·ro be able to measure liquid and dry ingredients properly.

3.

ro define various cooking terms and sk~.t:.'!-1-lY demonstrate the uses
of these terms.

4.

To plan menus providing proper nutrient requirements.
budgeted and time and energy is used efficiently.

5.

To analyze food labels, developing the ability to evaluate foods on

The cost is

this basis along with observing price CO!llparisons versus package size.

6. To be aware of career opportunities available to a person with a
Home Economics background.

?.

ro ~ able to list and explain the characteristics of a successful,
responsible babysitter, and how to handle a child properly.

c.

To be able to read a pattern, using it correctly, to .:::or..plate one
basic sewing pro j ect.

9.

To have some knowledge of common grooming habits •
.\

,.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGi (SPANISH) OBJECTIVES

1.

To train the students in the four language skills of understanding,
speaking, reading and writing.

2.

ro give t he student some concept of the daily life, customs and
traditions of the people of Spanish-America.

I
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P00r0SED KINDERGARTEN HANDOOOK ~"'OR PARENTS
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l..JELCOHE

Wel come tu Shelbyville School Di~trict #4
Kindergart en Pro gr am.

We belie ve that a good

bPginning fo r every child

1s

of g re at importance.

Our Kindergart~n Program focuses on the total
development of e ach individual child .

It is

designed to meet individual needs socially ,
(

emotionally, intellectually, and physically • . The
c urri culum is flexible and child- centered .
Kindergarten is planned as part of the educational continuum in our public schools .

I•

bS"t.HooLJ

00

•

PHILOSOPHY
KBDERGARTEN IS

\.Je believe th ::it ~r1ch <'h il d is 1,()rn with an indivi dual growth patt e rn and dif f~ rs f r om a ll 0ther

Kindc r gn rtcn ls e xploration .

children.

Kinclergarte 11 is new experiences.

Therefon~, we will provide a st imulating:

comfortable en vi ronmE-n t in which the chi Id can e x-

Kindergarten is indepe ndence .

plore and discov~r at an individual rat e of develop

Kindergarten is discovery.

me nt .

Kindergarten is curiosity .

We believe that the development of a positive selfconcept is one of the ~pist vital factors in school
success .

Therefore, we will provide each child wit'

Kindergarten is crea t ivity.
Kinder garten is spontaneity ,
Kindergarte n is havi ng a good f eeling of " me ."

materials and guiddnce at the individual instruc-

KI NDERGARTEN IS NOT

tion::il lev~l where successful experiences can be
~

achieved.

Kindergar ten is npt dit to s h ee ts.
I

We believe that

A

child ' s work is his play and that

Kinder garten is not fo rmal basal reading groups.

y,iung children h !arn hest through play ~ctivities .

Kinder gar ten is not daily fo r ma l wr iting ins truction .

Thertc> fore, t'ach child wi 11 be provided with manv

Ki ndergaTten is not lined paper,

.:: r va tive and fun-t y r<:! l e;:irninr activiti t·s Al l of

Kindergarten is not always sit t ing sti ll .

whi cit have

Kindergarten is not working workbooks .

A

v1::ry meaningful purpos1:- .

Kindergarten is not graduation .
Kindergarten i~ not marking X's.
Kindergarten ls not everybody doing the same thing
at the same time.

A KINDERGARTE:-. DAY

1hrough listening to s Lvrhs .1nd ..;p,!a"-i i.:~ du?'"ir.i;:
group discussions , thL' t'l1il<i ,d]l ,;,v,: l,,p sk i. ll~

J;it:>

kindergarten day will b:.! composed of a well-

r<'un<led program aiming at the total tlc velopmcnt
0

t ~ach child .

es::.v , li.i ,

t <• lwg inni:11,

rL'ctdin~; .

Thruugh d r ;rn1ati;:a tion of s t,>rivs c1nd r 0 Le pl aying ,
the child will ll!arn ahout ::i,-,tht~r .:nviron111ent ,tn<i
the world nrnunct him.

s~~A~lrJQ

~
•
'

.

.

Through movement ac ti vi ties

011

tsidc , the child wi 11

learn to use his/her whole body to develop large
muscle coordination •

0

0

, TI1rough manipulating materi als, the chi l d will begin
to understand the meaning of terms like smaller and

1 arger
, like and different , more than and less than.,
".
which ~re necessary skills for building number concepts
1brough concentration activities, like puzzles and
games, the child learns to use eye muscles and hand
I•

muscle s for coordination necessary for beginning
reading and writing .
Through 0bsf?rving science experiments and co0k i 11 .;
activi.tjes, tile child dE>vf?lups an aworeness of :1 1,.; /
her sense•::;.

3'.lCCSSSFUL EXPERIENCE

TI1rough c r eative activities , lil«,• pai11tin.! and

BY :

~utt ing , the child develops mor e skil ls that a re

St ,i rt in·,! •. -.id• ~,1. ,•, •l <1:1y

i "ll'o rta nt fo r heginning r1.•ading and wr iting .

i11•1•1t..

·n1 rough

Providjn g y0u r child witl • a ~r,ocJ hrl;!akfast o r lunch

singin g and mus ic the child w.ill develop

audi tory skills an<l con tinue to feel sd[- confid1.:11t,

L1ah ...•s

rj g 11t;

11 ,·. ,' ;,

he,;inni11;:? at

t ile· :--d10<>l day 11ucl1 h,:ttf.> r.

as w<> ll as a t l eas t e i ght hour-. of sleep .
Praising your child e ach clay [ or s utrl' thine lee/she has
done .

Having a special pl ace to di.splay art wo r k o r

whatever is b rought home .
Encouraging your c hi ld to think of k inder garten a s
exciting and important, s ince attitudes developed
during this year will likely set the tone for the
e nt~re school experience .
~

ListeIJing attentively to y o ur child as he/she talks
a bout school expe r iences .
S tress in r, good a ttenc a nce ; it is as impo r tant in
I•

kinde r garten a::; in any o t her g r:idc .

If the child

.is i 11. home is thl! best place , but otherwise your
/

cid ld needs t o take ar.van tage of l."Very school day .

K,:vp in g th<' lines of cot'1municaLion open b e twee n yourse l f anci yo ur c hil d ' s t e ache r .

Inforrr1 t he t eacher of

any family si tuations which cou lJ in fl uen ce you r

child's be\1avior.

Abo , if he/she is reluctant to

to sclwol, let the teacher know so that together you

Hl" LPFU L INFORMATION

can find the reason .
Schl;!dttle :

I.nforming the tE:!aCht>r of yL>ur ehild' s m~thL)d or going

A morning an<l an afternoon sc>ssion of ~inckr~arte11

to and from school, and then notifying the teacher in

will be h(:ld in everv school.

wri tj ng ahout any changes .

Ec1c i• session •,:ill be

approximately two and one-half to tl:ree hours
Reading to your child to create an interest in hooks
depending on the school bus schedule.

Parents will

and a love of reading .
be noti f ·ied regarding the session their chi.ld will
Taking your child to the library.

attend and the hours of the session.

/

Providing crayons, paint; 1glue, scissors, and blank
Transportation:
paper for your child to use .
School bus transportation will be provided for
Taking your child to nearby points of interest such

~V't

-~

the zoo.

~

-;,.Jo

ever~ child living on the regular school hus route.
,.
. ·.
Attendance Policies:

Encouraging your child to develop some independence

-~

It is very important that children attend classes
such as choosing his/her own clothing and dressing
hirnst-'lf /herself.

regularly . Absences for illnesses are excused up,.
011 presentation of a written exc u se .
Childrt!n who

Assign appropriate chores at home .

Letting your child attempt independence whenever poss:ib;~
•

,•I

ar.8 i 11 or who 1.!V i dence a fever shoulrl he kc·r t home

i.n solving , problems an<l quarrels at
i 11 con~i.deration of the oth,~r ch i.ldren.

Kindergarten

,,! 1() 11ld estai:JJi!-;11 the.· p'1ttcrn fur i;,ood school atten-

clance.

,.

Hiaiilth Information:

·-- . . -

~ies:

Nee<k•d at the beginning of schoo l is the Certi-

So!ne of the basic ma t e rials and suppl ics are
provided.
a)

Your child should bring with him/her

8 large c~ayons in box (with name),

pencil (black) ,

c)

h)

plain

Pnste (\..'it:h name on it),

d)

scissors with point,

f)

tennis shoes .

'e)

.. --- -

Kleenex large box ,

Please do not send gum, candy,

toys, workbooks~ pencils, paper, etc .

f i c at e of School Health Examination , which can be
provided bv the County Hea 1th DE:>parlment.

Student fe es and Charges :
All fees are due on one uf the two designated
enrollmenl days held at Moulton School in August.
Fees not paid at that time should be paid as soon

/

as possible after the first cay of school.

Pre-

School Clothing:
Send your child to school in comfortable clothing .
We participate in many "messy" type activities and
the child should feel free to take part.

For safety

reasons please avoid long dresses, platform shoes,
and valuable jewelry .

All items of clothing that

are to be removed, such as coats and sweaters
should be marked with your child 's name.

Contl!rences:
You will b 0 notified for a fal l and spring conference with your ~hild 's t eacher rebarding Iii::-; /ile r
progress .

However, if at any titoc> y<.lu have any

questions please arrange for an appointment with

School and Kinde~garten - $6.CO.

§tud~nt Insurance:
Student Accident ' Insuranrt-' , avai. l ab le through the
schooJ , has annual pn•mium~ a::; fol] ows:
Grades K - 6 - S6 .00 - 24 hour coverage $29 . 00
I•

(;rades 7 -

]2 -

Sln . OD - !.4 hour ('l)Ve rage

$n .oo

Joseph E. Foster - . Superintendent
James Bliler - Assistant Superintendent

··

v·.

Robe rt Enko ff - Principal of K - 4
Harold Redicks - Principal - Moulton Junior High
James Brackney - Principal · - High S~h oo l

',

APPENDIX F
~UGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR AD~mIT .STRATIVE EXPERI~NCES

?4

January 22, 1979

!.,r. i.Jon:-. ld i>t • .:>mitley

:: ,: ;,.o."1 '. ·~on Ce';Jartment
~- .. :. ~:-1' lllinois University
~'l :· ;· 1 ~: t 0, , Illinois

.'::'~ .:1t . 5 ?. ; . .:-;:,posed r,rograri fer ~ Ciahalew1k1 for bi• field tit.Udy
:·e.:'..:ir-et1cnt:c; for t l: e Sp!"ing and Swn.:iar terms 1979.

r'or :~ie
( 1)
,,,.,. )
. \
' )

,; I

197~1-::0 -'Chool year

'i t:i and 8th i::rade class schedule.

7th '\n<l 8 th grad e teachers' su~rvision and detenthHl schedule.
;U: ?,:-:.ide, ~: ec ial educati~n. and kindergarten act iv ity room
~-c,,edde :or P .S. during in~limate weath er a nd outside playground
st!!ed1~.ie.

I

r )

\.

5th , oth , s pec i al edueation, and kindergarten t eac:-iera pla::rrcu.'ld
s c .:e Jul t ·)oth iorning and neon as -well as their lunoh periods a nd
luncr. ~upervl "ion duties.
:-:r. Cic hal ewski will work with
Fo!!ter on a s peeial µr o j eet .:hiah
·,;i..ll bit a new curr1.li1ulura f•r junior hig.-i wh ~ch may be i rr.ple :"l! ' ". ed
~:1 t:. ne fut·.1re.

::r.

~e xt sc11 oo ~ Y" a r ,··i oul-ton Seheel w1.ll have 1.n attenc!anee all i;nit IJ-.
'i - ~ 3t ..ide :-.t ·s . a ll kindargarten, and the5e ~µec1al eda .a t. ion cl:'. ~:.e:s
( 1) ~ :- e- :::cno.:-1 , (2) int ermediate E.!'1 .H., (J) ..:uni.or H1 6h .S.>.• H.

~l:s . ·rnic.:- '-:ii_:h 5; .H.H. will have P.E . ;..rit!-1 th• regular ~unior :'l i gh 5:,udents
-~::u :,~ed t o ::ie thus t!C~eduled.

Sincerely,

Harelu o. Redickt1,
Principr.J
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APPENDIX H
FORMS FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL REQUEST
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L

EASTERN ILLINOIS AREA OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
1613 LAKE LAND BLVD.
MATTOON, ILLINOIS 61938
REFERRAL FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

-----------------

Student Nama :

Date of Birth:

-------

SGx:

-------

Parent's Name & A d d r e s s : · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Telaphone - Home: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Business:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

----------------- ------------

School:

Grode:

Resident District:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

----------------

Referred by:

Date Referred:

---------

Supportive Services Student has received or is receiving:
Vos

Parson providing
Service

Psychologist
Speech Therapist

Remedial Instruction

.. ..

Social Worker

Nurse
Other

1Has student repaatc~d a grade :

-------

--------school

What grade:

Previous

•,tricts attended:

District

....... . , -

...

- - -·- .-··-·--·------ -------------

Grade & Vear:

PARENT CONSENT FORM

---------

Date:
Dear

--------------------------------------------

We feel that

is experioncing the following difficulties

in school:

Because of these difficulties we would appreciate your consent to refer

------

_ _ _ _ _ _to the school psychologist. The psychological evaluation may include one
or more of the following areas: intellectual development, academic achiovement, and
personality assessment.
If the evaluation necessitates a change In yotr child's educational program, you will

be Invited to attend a staff meeting to discuss the results of this evaluation. If you ore
unable to attend, you will be notified of the results before any changes are made in your
child's educational program. The evaluation will be completed as soon as possible. If.

you hove any concerns regarding this evaluation, please contact me.
Please indicate by your signatute tha't you have given your consent to refer

---------------

to the school psychologist and return this form to the

building principal.

(Parent's signature}
Sincerely,
Dote-Rec

·a from Parent

Dote-Testing Schedule

Bui k!ing Principal
School Address
Telephone Number

EASTER'I ILLINOIS AREA OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
1613 LAKE LAND BLVD.
MATIOON, ILLINOIS 61938

Child', Nome :---.,,...La_s_t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F'"'"ir_s_t--------M~id-:-d~le-

- - - -- - - - ----Address:-----------------

BD :

PRENATAL HISTORY-'·

Mother's Health:
During her pregnancy with this child was there

---------------------

I.

Any unusual health problems

2.

Need for radium or x-roy treatment

3.

Contraction of any disease (e.g. German measles, mumps, toxoplasmolosis, etc.)

4.

Any fal Is or other accidents

5.

Wos child full term

6.

Age of mother at pupil's birth .

------------------

-------------------------------------------

compare with otfiers?
7.

If not, how premature

• How did this delivery

-----------------------

Describe as to length of labor, help give n to mother in forms of drugs or use of

---------------------------

instruments:

8.

Pupil's Condition at Birth :
Birthweight:

- --,---------,,---Was color good?---------

Any known health problems:

---------------------

9.

Any special medical attention or hospitalization required during first year:
- ·.
_,...

· - -- - ·-

--· ·· · - ·

_ __
...

-2-

DEVELOPME!\.ITAL HISTORY

Age sat alone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age crawled: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-----------

Age stood alone:

Age walked unassisted: _ _ _ _ _ __

A9e started using words: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age spoke in sentences: _ _ _ _ _ __

Age dry day and night: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age bowel trained: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

________________

Has child ever returned to wetting or soiling:?;,__

HEALTH HISTORY
111 •

Past 111 nesses

list all unusual or severe illnesses and the ages at which they occurred:
(If high fever accompanied illness, mention degrees and duration) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------------------------------

What medical specialist saw the child:
Na me and address of specialist:

What did he tell the parents:·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Has this child been h~pitalized a-nd, if so, how long and at what age? _ _ _ _ _ __

If child is now/or hos ever been on medication, list medication and purpose:

Length of prescription?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Has child ever been unconscious? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _How long? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
HEALTH INFORMATIO~
Insofar as known, what kinds of health problems does the pupil have at present time?
Describe:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-3-

Does the child have any of the following symptoms more frequently than most children:l
Allergtes
-Runs a temperature
-Eye strain or difficulty seeing
-Sinus trouble
-Overly active
-Headaches
Nightmares

Ear Infections
-Asthma
-Aches and poi ns
-Hay fever
-Colds
-Vomits

Family Medical History:
Does the family have a history of:

-----Visual Defects?
-----Hearing Defects?

-------Speech Defects

If yes to any of the above, explain?

date of exam

---------------------

test used

test findings

examiner

----------------R-----L----- -------

Vision

Hearing
R
L
(Attach -a-u-:d~io_g_r_a_m_,i~f-:-h-e-a-ri=-n-g-,-lo-ss~is-no_t_e_,d,...)- - - - - - - - - - - Recommendations and Comments:

Name and address of family physician:

--------------------

HEALTH HISTORY
Mother's Name:
Employed by:

---------------------------------------------------------------------Age :

Occupation:

Father's Name:

Employed by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age:

Occupation:

---------

-4Siblings:
Sex

Others in Home?

In Home?

----------------------------

Any present or past experience with agencies? i.e. Mental Health, Department of
Children 8, Family Services:

-----------------------SCHOOL HISTORY

Attended preschool program?

----------Kindergarten?---------

Age first attended school?

-------------------------~---------------

Has child repeated any grades?
'

·' ··

Which ones?

Are th.e re any specific school problems?

--------------------

Comments by Interviewer:

Date of Interview:

------------------------------------------------

1nformant and Relationship to Pupil:

1nformation secured by

----------

Title

APPENDIX
BULLETIN FOR FEBRUARY 13
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MOULTON SCHOOL

Btrr~t.ET~N
~NvQ?ER.

~

~

February 13
The~e will be a meeting of the Snocper at~ff i n the

lib.i:-c.H"Y next We-d o \tr~rrow) Peb v 14 ..
.CWJRTJS:: :the :ft'.,l.lowi.ng students are t:o !'ep-ox t for c h ·~.t''.E'· t -rid a y
Be h.nda Bm1ch q Rooe Eiga,ti o Holly Buuch n Debbi~ No:rV.:'-'ll , J·ihn
F«ik.e-n. Kre>v i n Bly ,. Sh t ,1: i ,Jone• ~ Li11a Allen .. I ,i~~ Hoeh~·: , .:'~a··: -.:·~
Donak-a:r . iA)~ .i. We lt.on q !.au.rie Apple .,

1:

.'i1.!N~OR HI GH .. PA~1'Y 2 'the 7th and 8th -~~ade pc9rt y wil l brl·
Fr i day f r om 7 - 10 .
<)n·1y cl1e ~cti vj ty r ·oom wi ll he open .. Admi ssi o n i~ 50¢ ..
Mi 1ll~
Ku ::.1 w j_ l }. mt?k e> a r rangemt:nta with the volleybal l g i rls t~~ <t::,'llt
~n ,·: ch:·.i s ~ .. tJG;..·ns are accept~ble to wear .
1

l;}}\SJO.:""'T~A~~ .:_ The 7th gri.llde b~dm concluded a aucct: ~aful ~e~P,cn

S~ t u Kd.?2y n ight with :, l o tts to Effingham Centra l in ·t h--:; &:? ~!tiomd. .
~·:.~ f .~11 ~hinii in the l 1:1t quart8r being unabl e t o ~·1 r~·~1 t.h~ b -a: 11
:·~n ;:, g:li inst the i.r pr<:.-~ s succeaafully. We then <-PUt ;~,:"i red t h&m the
r e;.,it

the g~me and ended up lo\!ing by "T.

of

try i ng a n d can

oo

Ou r

g~y:, m, u~r· qu .~ ~

proud of t.hsir effo~t ~ .

VO.LLZ::'.1_.81\lL -~ The gi.rl e p lay c.1t Sto ningto n t , i,nig·tit
buA l~dVCB at SP~M~

z·: 6 ::JO

l'h~

Ou1· n~xt g~me i~ ,!rt Alt~mont p··.:' i day.
de ~artur e i w ~l 2i50 . ..'\ ,-

.>.\..4!.i-aaa l e t t h~~ bolleyball gir l t-:: eat f i. r f.i t t.,?da y :?:D \:h(.. t ·they lU·1}1
.net· t i n the gym for ell ch.o i:t pr ~ct J.ce u ThiitJ d o t-'!£n'·,i;_ maaitl '!' r. il~ .lf~U
JO

wi.th :).U t
1

lunch girls . .

the l r i ~ St::t"'.li,.C:e SNH-d:')il .
'f'o p .i:": '\CL a~ i;,~ ioin i. wi ll be h e l d t oday as a c hed1..,1~."j f Mu:'?'phy .. J1J .;:-g·~··m• ,
.lf.>l:2c.i;;ma n)
Thu~ sday ~ Feb .. 15 , Topic l ,, ae s.ai.v n 1.C p,,atpon(Hi f 't"i;Jm
F,~ h ,., 8 ~!.ll be held .
"t'E.itCHERS l:

Ml':',. Bl i ler. h~s anno ,; nc.;\'d th~ t

'l'h1:~e ·t11.l l be a ~h21:t._1Peeti@.. 9.f__.t.rut_ 7t}:L9.Y-de .® ~1m:'l:PJ:i1.l l .Pl~y~rs

at 12:30 i n the library today o
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APPENDIX J

}il)UL'ION DETENTION POUCY FOR GRADES SIX,

SEVEN AND EIGHT

.•

.. \ ,.

MOULTON DETENTION POLICY
ORA.DES 6, 7, &i 8
We feel that it i• necessary to have detention after echool aa a
form of puniahment for those student• who violate rule• and regulations that are necessary for the orderly operation of any school.

Detention will be held in an aaai9ned claaaroom each Tueaday and
Thursday from 3 130 until 4 P.M. whenever there are enough students to
juatify having a teacher •tay with th~m.
Some of the reason• for ~eceiving a detention are•• follow••

chewing gum or eating candy in the _.claserooms or atudy halls.
late for claaa or A:>r achool without an exC'!Use. ·
Using foul language in school or on the grounds.
(4) damaging or defacing school property including boo~s, desks,
tables, lockers, ceiling tiles, ahruba, etc.
(5) running, pushing, tripping, scuffling a fighting on school
property.
(6) riding a bicycle without permiaeion from the principal at
noon.
(7) doing any of the above at an evening function auch a• ball
game•, parties, etc.
It will be the reeponsibility of the parent• to provide tranaportati~
after detention has been Nrved. Your child will be notified at lea,
a day in advance of the date that t.a is to serve.
(1)
(2)
(3)

If a student receives nurn~ro~• detentions and continue• to violate
the aehool'e rule•, it ia quite likely that it will be neceaaary to
suspend him for up to 10 days • ., ,.
If the offenee is v•ry fl~grant such aa for fighting, smoking, etoJ
quite possibly the etudent will be au•pended right away.
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APPENDIX K

MJULTON JUNIOR HIGH A.M., ~N, AND DETENTION

TEACHERS' SCHEDULE

~

..\

,.

-----------·------MTE
DETENTION 4-4:30

OATE

NOON 12t30- l2:45

Jurgens

Baney

Smith

D. Kull

R. Kull

M1'r o 5-9

Linder

Stretch

Stretch

Mar. 12-16

Thompson

Jurgens

RU3Sell

Marc 19-23

Woolverton

Fitzgerald

M'.lrphy

Mar ~26-30

Murphy

Taggart

O-' Boyle

A~r o 2···6

Cohl~eyer

Smith
Harden

Apr. 16~-20

Cichalewaki

Linder

Apr . 23 -,27

Ru1u1ell

Thompson

:~'i t ::,ge n dd

II

).,i!.;i e :::

i ~ag~;-c! r t
I

Woolver ·con

May 7- ll

D~ Kull

May 14···18

Stretch

, .. Cohlme y e r

May 21 ..25

Taggart

R ,. Kull

May 28 - June l

Fitzgerald

Ci cha l e ·;.,1sk i

Murphy

90
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I
II _

Harden

u.

V

11

n l.l.

j C" rpa nte:.:
Hauck

APPENDIX L
STUDENT POOORF.SS REPORT
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L

SHELBYVILLE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOLS
STUDENT PROGRESS REPORT

School's copy
Date - -- - - - - - -Thia report ii to inform you aiat - - -- - - -=--- -- - -- -- - is not doing
Stu dent '• Name

satisfactory work ,in

- ---.,,==:--r------- - --=~
-- - -,...,..,-:-r--Subject Area
Grade
Sec tion

CONDITION OF WORK::

SHELBYVILLE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOLS
STUDENT PROGRESS REPORT

Parent I s Copy
Date - - - - -- - - - This report ia to inform you that _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ is not doing
Student's Name

satwactory work in -----.......-,--,--.---- - - - - - - - - --=-.,..,--Subject Alea
Grade
Sec tio n --

CONDITION OF WORK:
- - - - - -- Below standard that should be expected

- - - -- - - Cloee to failure
- -- - - - - Pretendy failing
REASONS FOR UNSATISFACTORY WORK:
- - - - -- - J:ailure to do uaigned work regululy, completely or accurately
_ _ _ _ __ _ Low scores on written .tesu
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exc:euive ablences
- Poor attention in clasa
- - - -- - -.Cr~tea d.iaruptive situations in ctua
- - - - - -'-- Needs to uk questions when he does. not understand material

- -- - --

·''

#·

~ - - - - - - Does not ma.ke good use of study time
TEACHER'S COMMENTS :

Parents ue encounged to contact the school ii they would like to anange for a conference with
the teachei.
Teacher's Signat ure
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APPENDIX M
STUDENT CONDUCT POUCY

.~

.. \ •-

9J

19 - 5.TUDENT CONDUCT
A.

Students - Discipline/Punishment

A good learning situation rqquiros an acceptance of the noed for on orderlyenvironmant
on the part of tho students. Teaching effoctivoness is enhancod when good ordor is maintained
and the necessity for this accepted by the students.
It is expected that control shall bo firm fair, and friendly with ·the goal in mind of pro•
vicing a wholesomo learning atmosphero. In ordar for this control to exist, each and evory
school employeo must oxercisa his responsibility at all times.
Parents and students aro osk3d to rocognize the fact that tho board and the administration
will support our faculty and our omployoo efforts to maintain good ordor. The board expects
the faculty to bo alert and prompt and profossional i;, diagnosing and doaling with and roporting
discipline problems that havo an advorso effect upon the operation of tho school. Firm initial
action in handling discipline problems will minimize the necessity for exacting ponalties for
unwarranted studont conduct.
·
.

.

.

Students must r.ccognizo that each school ompioyee is considered an extension of the board
in the enforcement of school rules and rogulations for studont conduct.
Tho Board of Education hos authorizod tho superintondont of the district and the principals
of each building to suspend students guilty of gross disobedience or misconduct for a period
of up to 10 days or until the naxt regular meeting of tho Boord, whichevor first occurs, and
no action shall lio against them for such suspension. The suspensions shall be reportad immediotoly to tho parents together with reasons therefore and a notico of thoir right to a review of
the some. Also, each st_udent who is susponded shall, at tho time of such suspension, bo
advised of tho specific roasons for tho suspension.
Gross misconduct or disobodianeo is that behavior which matorlolly Interfere• with or
substantially disrupts class or schoo( disciplino, procodures, educational processes, or activities. The following are oxcmplos o~ tho type of bohavior which is considered by the school
to constitutG gross misconduct or diS(?bedionce:
a) Physical assault or vorbal threats or othor violent behavior, if it occurs in the school
building or on school grounds, on a school bus, at a school athlatic event ot school sponsored
ovent, or is dlroctly related to or affocts school disciplino;
b) Intentional destruction of school or studont proporty;
c) Gross disrospect, insubordination, or verbal obuse of school personnel and/or follow
students. Gross varbal obusa moy includo among othor things, tho uso of immoral or indocant lanouogo or practices.
d) Repeated truancy or tardinou; or irregular ottendonco not excused or properly explainable.
o) Violation of tho civil or criminal law, of tha State Municipality.
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20 - DISMISSAL FROM CLASS
Taachers have authority to temporarily remove students from their classrooms for actions
that are disruptive and detrimental to tho class loarntng proc0ssos. Building principals may
voryin the procedures to bo usod in thoir assignod buildings but removal from class wi II probably result in a principal-student conference and disciplinary action being taken. In soma
coses a conference involving the principal, the teacher and thestudent will bo scheduled.
Continued removal of a student from a class or from more than one class wi II result in parent
conferences and more serious action.

21 - SMOKING
It is not permissible for students to smoke in school buildings or on the school grounds
during the day or at any school sponsored ovcnt. Students who violate the smoking rules
ore subject to ~uspenst on.
. '
22 ~-STUDENT DRESS

A student dross code was developed by a student-porent dress coda committee and adopted
by the Boord of Education on June 9, 1970. This policy hos been outdoted in soma sections
bacause of changing styles. The code is outlined in Pol°icy 115132 available in school offices.
Tha one primary guide today in det~rmining what is improper dress is whether or not the
clothing or ~nee of it 1s disruptive to school or to school classes. If it is, it is improper.
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LBTTER CONCERNING SUSPENSION OF A STUDENT

·' .. \.
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l

~~r. and Mrs.

P04 ~. s, ~econd
s~elbyville, Tll1.no1s

Dear ~r. and Mrs.
P..s per our tele phone conversation, ~tis in my op-1n'4on
necessary to suspend M1ke for three days. ""he dates of
h1s suspension are ~bruary 22, 23, and 26.
'l't'I a ':"Onference ,.,i th Mike, he acrnl-4 ttec that he brouqh t
an alcoho11c beverage to the junior h1gh Darty Fr1~a v
n1gl1t, Feb ruary 16 and that he consumed some of the
alcohol1c beverage 1n the school building.

!f you have further questions or if you w-4sh to rev'4ew
th"s dec1s1on, feel free to e~ther contact me at the
school or by ~hone.
. .\

..

s 1 n ce rely, ·

Harold~~ Red•cks
Pt1nci pal
HCRsbjs

March q, 1979
Mr. ano Mrs.

~ox O ,:;
M() ~e, ""l U noi s
Dear ~r. and ~.rs.

---------·

As per c ur tele?hone conversation, it has been necessary
f o r me to suspend Jeff from school for three cays. 1'he aates
of h is sus?ension are March 12, 13, ann 14 •
.; eff has become very disruptive in h4s class. Mrs. Heinlein,
his teacher, has complaine~ to me about his behav4or on sever a l occas-c ons. ~oth t,(r. Gloede anc -.,. have dis.cussec th" s
pr o blem with Jeff.
~o~ ay, Jeff kissed one of the g4rls 1n class quite openly.
that Mrs. Hubner, the classroom ai ce, was
watct,ing, Jeff repl-Ced that he didn't qive a damn. He also
fee ls free to te 11 others to "qo get f-----, 11 and to use the
worf f--- quite freely.

~··11~n "nforme a

"T'h"s kin n of behavior cannot be tolerated. ?lease use your
influence at home to impress upon Jeff the seriousness of the
'h e hav-c or.
He was ? lace~ h ere for aca~em1c reasons feeling that he could
best be served in an E.M.H. class. Tf his problem becomes .: :: a
o f behavior insteaa of edticat4ona1 handicap, :r wil 1 ask ttiat
th;s p lacement be rev1ewed for a possible change.

:-t ycu have questions or if you wish to review th•s nec~s~ q -,,
feel free to call or come bo the school. C'ur nhone number
1 s 774-2169.
Sincerely,

Harold o. Recicks,
Princi p81
HORsbjs

L

March 14, 1979

t':r s •
4n9 'I .

Re,

'alnut
sr.~ l byv i lle, rllino-is
L;ear

~...

~rs.

't'om
Grade 8

--------'

""' hav,;! a tt em ;"'te r. to reach you by ohone but ev1 dently the
?hone is o ff the hook. ~om informs me that you are home
ill ,:,r ~ ,,.iou l r. take h-i..m home (phone contact:,?. p . m.).
~o~

has been susi;>endec from school for 3 days. "'he fates
h~ s sus 'C'ens~on are March 15, 19 , and 2~-. "'he reason for
t he sus?e ns ~on is pr-imar,. ly because he was seen by- a student:
t ~acr:er attem;,t1on to pry open a paper towel d,.spenser
1,d th a large k.n~fe. ""10 v-iolat1ons were -involved here.
(1 ) Al l sturents are told at the beg"nning of school that
k~lves are no t atlowe 0 .
(2) van d al4sm to school prooerty.
of

:rr. t: 1i s

restroom, a thermostat was removed an a thrown
a" spenser was also aestroyed. we
have ~o ev{nence that 'T'om c.1~ this damage, but -it is natura l to sus ~~ct h"m when he 1s cau~ht vandal1sing. He was also
obse rve d last ,...,eek unscrew"ng a b..tlb from an ex_. t s"gn.
same

ai-,ay an--1 a t oi let na1?0r

Al mos t da~ly this week a teacher or teachers have co~ ~1a1ned
to me about 1'om•s behavior and that he w.c11 do no school worl<.
He entered one classroom an d . unb.lttoned h"s shirt all the way
to h;s belt.
He apparentlv thinks that "t "s •eool" t o "iear
sungl as s es ~n class. He may wear them w4th a doctor's say so,
ot~erw;se, r oon•t want to see them i n school.
! know that you are having pr c>'b lems w1 th '1'om too.
Tf his
behav; or noes not j mprove, -the next suspens 1 on "'" 11 be for a
longer per .. o d of t~me. We can not and w1ll not tolerate
vandal~sm or repeated v"olat"ons of school rules.

Tf you have question or w"sh to rev4ew th"s dec"s-.on, feel
free to call or v"sit me at ·school.
S1ncere ly,
Harolc o . RecHcl<s, Princ"pal
HC'R sb js
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II

,I

March 27, 1979
!-Ar s •
22 0 ~· . c a k
She 1 t,yv·q le, :n U no-4 s
;,a ar ~·~r s •

---------'

Vern~e has bee n s uspence a from school for thcee days.

11'.'he d ates

of h i s s us pens ~on are ~arch 28, 29, ana 30.

Ve rn~ d was s us;,en ded for calling Mr. Enkoff, Ma4n Street Princ1 pal,
a f• lth y n ame at our scho ol cross'4ng 1n the p resence of o th ~r
s t u c en t s an c the schoo l ? atrol girl on duty. T a o not care
to ,~·.Jt i n wr i t1ng what language Vern4e used but w-4 ll tell you
1 f you request it.
't'h ;s ty!'.)e o f language d 1rectea at a pr4nc1 p al, teacher , pare n t ,
o r s t u c ~nt will not be tolerated. ~fit coes happen again,
7 wi ll pu rs ue whatever avenues there are t o see that s te 9s
are t aken that he won•t have th.e opportun'4ty to even be on
s choo l n,r o ;?erty again.
~ i,·as unable to reach you by .P!lone, but wi 11 try again th~ s
a f ternoon.

Tf you have any quest i ons or w1sh to rev4ew th4s cec4s4on,

feel fre e t o call or vtslt with me at school.
S 1ncerely,

Harol d c. Re a 4cks,
Pr1nci pal
HOR 1b js

J.00

Apr11 6, 1979

~1r. anc Mrs.
n? 7 ,, • Locge

Sr.el 'l->yville, Tll:lno1s

LJear Vr. an c ~rs.
As

---------·

'.

,,, as c eter111"nea 1n our conference Apr1l 5, Richard has

been sus ".)en c e·r from school Apr1 l 5, 6, 9, ana 10.
l.iue t;o
tliG 2as ter vocation, this means that he may return Apri 1
17.
·rrr.;s suspension not only applies to actual school

clas ses but also to all other school act1v1t1es. Neither
~s h e to l:ie on the school grounds curing the days of his
s uspens1 on.

The reason for the above act~on was that he struck Mrs.
-Ien .. fer F arvey, a subst1 tute teacher,

h e el of h~s

hanr.

1n the face with the

~f upon his return his behavior is such that another s us~nsion
1s warrante f. , a much more s.e vere d1sci r l1ne action will be

ta ken.

Tf you h ave quest i ons or w1sh to discuss the problem further
free to call. cur number 1s 774-2169. Also, ycu
have a right to review the· 'aoove decision 1f you so c:esire
as was explained~ during our conference.
f8el

Sincerely,

Harold c. Redicks,
Pr'4ncinal
..
HC~s:::,Js

cc,

Mr. Foster
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Apr i 1 24 , 1979

~r. and r~rs.
902

w. s . second

Shelbyv1lle, rll1no1s
.:.ear Mr. and Mrs.

-------·

per our telefhone conversation; 1 have susi:>9nded M1ke
for 3 Gays. 't'he dates of his suspens1on are Apr11 24, 25,
and 26 .
As

ke has been g-iven a detention 1n the past an·a tw1 ce
9acc led. Just today, he was paddled at 12120 and warne d
a"bout his m1sbehav1or and his . attitude by me and at least
b,•o of his teachers.

~1

Just three hours later he was brought to the off-Ice by
r~r. Hohenstein for fighting ""' th J1m Lear.
S4nce th1s was twice 1n one day, it was my O?inion that the
? ad dl1ng dtd not do any good an~ the next most severe form
of ~uni shment was suspens1 on.
Tf his ber.av1or and attitude do not -Improve, and s~nce
9ad c11ng does not seem to affect him, "t wou ld seem that
further susnens4ons would have to be used. Please 4mo ress
U!)On him the seriousness Of · his behavior and th1s form Of
d1 sci p U ne.
: f you have questions or w,.ish to review th1s dec1s4on, feel

free to call.

Cur number

1s

774-2169.
S1 nceraly,

P.arold c. Red4cks,
Principal
HC'Rabjs
CC1 Mr. Foster
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APPENDIX 0
MA.TERULS FOR ENROLLMENT

·' ..\ •-
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-,.......... -.~ r

I

.,

Occul)Otlon

Place

3/76

New Student:

2.

Emergency References 1.

(School last offended)

(name)

(nomeJ

(address)

Sfreet od<iesi

(adciess)

Dentist:

/

------Sex

(Aione)

(Teacher Assigned to)

Dote Enrol led

tffy, State

{phone)

(.11,one)

Zip Coe

With whom does child reside (check)

Frobtems or .v.edical Problems that the School Needs to Know

Ye«

Any Speclol

Doy

Fcrnfly Physician:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - -

Pc:rents Nome

Dote of Birth: Month

DATA SHEET

STUDENT ENROLLMENT
SHELBYVILLE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

,._..-.~· ~ , ..-_.,. ;;c __ .. •

(m-,aa-,e--,------

~?A;...:----.........-

Name:_(l_cit_,_____c_n_n_f)____

(Name child goes by)

(Bus No.)

• *! PZS-.p:;;::;;;:; .• ;;:~ -

SHELBYVILLE COMMUNITY UNIT NO. 4 SCHOOLS
ENROLLMENT FEES

------

Date

PARENT/ GUARDIAN:

NEW STUDENT, Check Here_ __

ADDRESS:

Bus Rider - Yes

: PHONE:

Insurance : Yes

----No----

----No----

'I PUPILS ENROLLED

Gracift,I

Building

Yeo,

I

'

~
..

Ins.

-

Towel
Fee

Other
Fees

~

:

.TOTALS

'

..

--

!I

Amount Received

.

By

·To: All Parents & Patrons of Unit I 4 Schools

IThe undersigned parent requests

that the students indicated by an asterisk(*) not be required to
purchase avai Iable student accident insurance for the school year.

Information concerning Unit #4 procedures, parents & students rights, and general guidelines and
procedures for handling matters relating to Title I, Education of the Disadvantaged, Special
Education, Student Records, and Prohibition of Sex Discrimi nation (Title IX), is published in
cletai I in the student handbook . Yoor signature below is verification that we have attempted to
inform you of these Rules and Regulations.
'
548S2 Byers Printing Co ., Springfield, Illinois.
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FO~NARD
The Shelbyville Community Schools' Handbook ts designed to give students
and parents or guCl'dians a quick and ready digest of necessary and desirable
information conceming school and school activities for all students, pre-school
through grade 12 .
We ask that you, whether a student or a parent, toke time to read through
the contents of our handbook • It wi 11 serve as a ready refarence throughout the
school yeor.

The unit administrators, teachers, counselors and ~rvice employees ore all
interested in helping each individual student. The student in turn must be willing
and must be encouraged to seek out that help when problems begin to develop.
Parent - teacher conferences are scheduled from time to time but close parent teachar communications are encouraged when the need arises. Student growth
is a Joint parent - school venture.

The Shelbyvllle Schools are fully recognized by the Illinois Office of Education
with the High School being accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.

Joseph E. Foster
Superintendent

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

The schools recognize that in the ·American democratic society each individual is
important, that each has his own interests, that each has his own abilities, and that
each has his own needs. The school further recognizes that promotion of maximum
development of the abilities and personality of each student is vital and that all ore
entitled to equal educational opportunity without regard to race, creed, color, sex,
or national origin.
Inasmuch cs each individual hos obligations to society, the school provides for the
students' acquisition of certain common skills, information and attitudes essential to
group living. School is more than prepCl'ation for future life; it ts group living where
one may experience friendship, cooperation, competition, responsibility and opportunity
for leadership in both social and academic areas. Because we ore living in an everchanging society, the school recognizes the need for flexibility in its curriculum.
These goals can be accomplished only by involvement of students and parents
and by cooperative plannlng of faculty, administration, and Board of Education.

'·-

Building Administration
Shelbyville High School
1001 W • . N• Sixth Street
Phone 774-392~
James Brackney, Principal
·716 N. Long

.,.

Barboro Highland, ·Secretory- .
611 N. Will

•, , .

Ce1rolyn Keller, -Secretory
· · 309 S. Br~adway
·,

Moulton Junior High School
l 101 .w. N. Sixth Street ,,
Phone 774-2169
Harold Redicks, PrinciJ>al ·
820 N. Wal nut

Beverly Spencer, Secretary
·. 713· N:~·. Locfge ·

Main Street School
Phone n4-4731 · ·

..... . Vine Streat School

Phone 774-4331 ·,

Robert Enkoff, Principai
308 S. Broadway

Helen Harmon, Secretory
1027 W. Northland Dr.

2 - STUDENT :P,OPU_l.ATION
•

, ,

t,

Unit Enrollments on the 6th day of school by years 'were os follows:
19n-73 - 1,836
1973-74 - 1,795

1974-75 - 1,781
1975-76 - 1,781

1976-77 - 1,714
19n-7S - 1,669

Enrollme~ts by gradas ·pn the 6th day lost ye·a r were:
Pre-kindergarten
Kindergarten
Grade 1
2
3
4.
S

l8
111
109
133
92
116
109

6

117

Primary Sp. Ed.

12

.

7 ·

142

8
Int. Special Edu.cation
10
11

126
15
149
164
123

·.12

113

9

· ,•

High School Special· Ed.

20
1,669

Building Enrollments .:. 1977-70 Main
445
Vine .
116

Moulton
· High School ·

-2-

· 539
569

•.·.

3 - FINANCIAL DATA
UNIT FINANCIAL DATA
Unit 14 Schools receive funds from local, state, and federal sources for operation of
the schools. Local funds include taxes rGceived through aMuallevies and other income l
from many sources including book rental fees, admission charges and lunch program income • These funds are strictly accounted for through annual audits by board approved
auditors and by State and Federal auditors. Copies of audits are available in the central
office. An account of district expenditures is published annually in November. Property
taxes that comprise most local income are levied annually at rotes restricted by law.
They are collected and distributed by the County Trecsurer. The current assessed valuation of all taxable property in the district following a complete county re-assessment
and the application of a 1.1015 multiplier by the Sta~ is $42,411,883 compared to
$41,070,586 of lost year. The new valuation will give the district a per pupil valuation
of $25,411.00 based upon 6th cloy enrollments in the foll of 1977.

At this writing, tax rotes and tax extensions hove not been rele~d by the county
taxing body.
.. ,.. . •
Stata and Federal funds ara paid to the school district according to formula based
upon enrollment and attendance, need, costs, etc. Sources are too numerous to list.

4 - ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES AND POLICIES
Children entering kindergarten must be five (5) years old on or before December 1 ,
and children entering first grade must be six (6) years old on or before December 1 of the
school year. These are minimum ages so it is possible that parents may choose to hold
their children out of school for one year to permit an additional year of maturity.
Shelbyville Schools operate on an annual promotional system except that high school
seniors who complete all requirements may graduate at mid-term. Children who enter our
schools from a district employing mid-year promotions will be assigned to the grade level
for which they registered in September at their previous school.
Children entering school for the.first time in Shelbyville may learn the entrance
details by phoning 774-3926. Registration will entail:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Completing on enrollment form for each child.
Presenting the school with a document verifying the birthdate of each child to be
enrolled (hospital or official birth certificate).
Paying the registration fee for the period of enrollment.
Providing the school with the required immun:zation and health examination
information on each chi Id.
Providing too necessary information to permit our school to get the transfer
records from too previous schools attended.

All ehacl<s to c~r f - choufd he wntten to SheJbyvllle COll1m<J01ty Unit 114 Schools.

-3-

5 ··· Efv\f:RGENCY REFERENCE
At r0oistration, forms will ask for information wMch \vHI help the ·school toke care of ·. ·:
yo_ur chil?}f h,e hecomes
or is injured. · Information wHI supply us··with both parents'
work end horn<!' phone numbers: the name of tha family doctor , and 'the home and telaphone
number of c neighbor or a relative who .could toke care_of your child if you aren't·avoiloble.
It is extremely important foe- tha well being of your child that the school be fumished with
this inf~rmotion on request.
·

pt

6 - PMYSICAL AND DENTAL E)CAMtNATIONS AND IMMUNIZATIONS
In accorctance with Section 27-8 of the Illinois School Code, physical examinations as
required by the Department of Public Health are required of all pupils immediately prior
to or upon entrance into kindergarten or the first grada, and upon entrance into the fifth
and ninth orades, and irrespective of grade : immediately prior to-or upon entrance from
outside the school'district unless that pupil has previously been examined in accordance
with Section 27-0 prior to or upon entrance into another school in Illinois. (At this writing,
June 30, 1970, Dental examinations ore recommended but not raquired.) Additional health
exCiminations of pupils may be required when deemed necessary by the school authorities.
In addition, every child prior to or upon entering kindergClJ"ten or first rrode and every
pupil first entcrin9 t?,s Sholbyvilfo: Comnit?nity Unit Schools shall be immunized against
measles, rubelfo, smdlpox , tetanus, clipth0rio, poliomyelitis ancl pertussis (whooping. cough) .
Pupils obiectino to physical exominotions or immunizations on constitutional grounds shall
not be required to submit themselves thereto if they presant to the principal a statement of
such objection signed by c parent or cuardian of the chi Id. There wi 11 be a concerted effort
on the port of the schools this fall to see that all students have been properly immunized.

a

E)(empting pupii from the physical excminotion does not exempt him from participation
in the program of physical education~' ··
A principal hos the right to extend the required deadline through September 30 or 30 days
from entry dote if circumstances show that the parent was unable to comply. Fai·lure to·comply
will r~sult in that student not being o~le to attend school until full compliance - Adopted:

6/19/73.

.

.

.

Grades f( - 6. Children who ore to be excused from physical education classes and who
cannot go outside at recess for o prolonged period, need a written excuse from a doctor.
Children retuming to school after having o cold will be kept in by their teacher if they ·
hove o note from a parent requesting this.

7 - SCHOOL CALENDAR

l97S-79

August 23 - Now Teacher Oriantation Proarom
August 24 - Staff Workshop
August 25 - First Doy of Stu&,nt A tll3ndanct3. Dismissals - 10:15 to 10:30 A. M.
September -4 ·- floH<loy, Lobcr Dt:iy
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October 6 - No School, Regional lnsti Me
October 9 - Holiday, Columbus Doy
November 23, 24 - Holiday, Thanksgiving·
December 21 - Christmas Vacation begins at and of School Doy if no emergency days
··
·used prior to then. Otherwise, voce:ti on ,tarts at end of day, December 22
January 2 - School Resumes
February 12 - Holiday, Lincoln's Binndoy, No School
Nlorch 9 - No School, local Institute
April 9 - 13 ore potential spring vacation days pending upon emergency days used •
. April 13 is certain. Good :=riday
May 30 - Holiday, No School
June 1 - Last Official Calendar Doy. School could end as early as May 25.
. 0 - GRADING PERJODS

October 21

End of First Guorter

Decembet- 21

End of Second G ucrrer and
First Semester

March 10

End of Third Q uarter
End of 4th Quarter and
Second Semest(;)r

9 - SCMOOL ARRIVAL TIME

Students are discouraged from crriving at school before 8:05 A. M. In inclement weather
the east door at both fv\oulton and the High School will be open earlier. Nioulton students
will 9Q directly to the activity room and remain there until the 8:05 bell rings. High School
students wi II stay in north or east hallway or cafe.teria until the 8: 10 bell.

10 - ACTIVITY ADtvHSSION SCHEDULE - 1978-79
Hi gh School Athletic Admission Fees
Varsity Football •
Varsity Basketball (Boys)
Vcrsity Volleyball (Girls)
Varsity Basketball (Girls)
Varsity Wrestling

Adult Charge

Student Charge

2.00

1.00
1.00

2.00
1.00

1.00
',

1.00

.50
.50

.50

Sophomore Footbol I

1.00

Sophomore Bcsketbol I (Boys)
Freshman Football
Tennis, Trcck, Baseball

.so

1.00

.50

1.00

.50

N/C

N/C

High School Foll Sports Season Tickets

Adult
Student
Family

10.00
5.00
25.00

High School Winter Sports ~ Tickets

Adults
Student
Family

15.00
8.00
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30.00

Junior High School Basketball
Junior High School Volleyball

1.00

.so

1.00

.50

Student Spectator Bus Chcrse ·

Actual Cost

All High School and Junior Migh School Tournaments aro subiect to Conference and IHSA
recommended odmi ssion fees. Thct above charoes wi II not apply. ·
High School Class Ploys and fv1usicols

2 . 00

1.50

Adopted 6/20/70

11 - STUDENT FEES AND C.HARGES
All fees are due on ona of two desi gnated enrollment days helcl at Moulton School
in August. Fees not paid at that time should be paid' as soon as possible~ the first
cloy of school.
·
Textbook l Enrollment Fees:
Pre- Sd,ool oncl t<indergcrt~n - $6.00_: Grades 1 - 3 - $12.00.: Grades 9 - 12 - $1!J .OO
Student Insurance

A Group Accident lnsurcnco Policy will be available on an optional basis exce pt for
the following:
Board Policy states that, "All students participating in any int~rsch~fastic or intramural
sport pro~om ore required either to hove insurance which would cover accident claims
resulting from participation or to have on file in the school concarnad a parent or guardian
signed stamment indicating
that scbool authorized student occident insurance is not desired."
..
Boord policy can be satisfi~d by either

a.
b.

Purchase of Group Insurance ovai Iable through the school, or
Signed form, which is provided, indicating that schoo I provided insurance i s ~
desired .

Student Accident Insurance, available through the school, has annual premiums as
follov,s:
24 hour coverage $29.00
Grades K - 6
$ 6.00
2~- hour coverage $29.00
Grad3s 7 - 12
$10.00

Loc!c Rental - Grades 7- 12
Hot Lunch - Adults .75

$2.00 with $1.50 refund - Required
Stucbnts .SO

5 meal ticket . - $2 . 50
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l

20 meal tklcet - $10.00

12 - EMERGENCY AND EMERGENCY CLOSING OF SCHOOL

ir

The Unit has detailed plans and proceduros for emergency situations tfiot may arise
relation to school. Included ar3 plans for Fire and Explosion, Tornado and Tomodo alerts,
Winter Snow Storms that couse early dismissal or cancellation of school before takeup time
in the morning, Bomb Threat, Civil Disturbance, Eart!,ciuoke, Air Pollutants and Vehic.le
Accidents involving students. .
·

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT STUDENTS AND PARENTS REFRAIN FROM CALUNG TME
SCHOOL OR AN ADMINISTRATOR'S HOME DURIMG AN EMERGENCY OR A BAD
Wt:ATHER SITUATION TI-IAT INVOLVES A SCHOOL OR TME TOTAL UNIT SYSTEM.
Phone lines needed by school parsonnel to provide for the safety and well-being of the stu·
dents. School plans call for the notification of paren_ts directly or by area and local radi~
stations as soon os possible in coses whero notification is advisable.
School closings are omounced on the following radio stations for certain and others
when time permits.

'\NSMY -AM
WSt-lY - FM
WLBM -FM

She lbyvi I le
Shelbyvi Ile
Mattoon

~· ' .•

1560
lOt.10

970

First announcements will be macla no lotar than 7:00 A. M. when school will not be
held on cny oiven day.

13 - ATIEN DANCE AND ABSENCES
Students who wont to receive the full bem~fits of school must attend regularly. Irregular
attendance often results in lack of interest and the loss of ability to keep up ond to carry
on the day to day school work. Make-up work, no matter how well done, cannot r-sp!oce
ref)ular classroom work.
Shelbyville Schools strive for attendance of 95% or better in all grades. Most grades
reach the gool and relatively few studc:mts miss 10 or more days of school for the ~or.
Unit obsence policies are as fo~~s:

A. Excused P..bsenca: An excused obsancea is one which is due to illness, deoth in the
famil}'; or on emergency situation acceptable to the administration. Parents are r<?quested
to phone the school office when stuclcnts are absent and to send a note sioned b}' tiis parent
on hh return explaining tha absence. In case of an excused absence, tha si·udenr may ask
teochers for help in making up assignments and tests missed.
Students who receive permission to be excused to attend funerals, for doctor and dental
appointments, etc. c:re permitt~d to make up work missed following an ooscnce. !!..~~~
b3 th0 re_!eonsibifity of the student to present make-vp work to his te~r.-r.<:'r witJ~in o r0.m·on~~11od of time, usuc;!ly within o period of time equol to tfie nvr.1bl:'!r vf dc./ S a;;~:~,.,~.
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When a class ~son a field trip, ond the student misses other classes, the teacher taking
the students will provide th3 anticipated absence slips.
·
A Junior or Seni.o r who wishes to visit a college or who ~okes an appointment for on employment interview _must secure, in advance, p:;rr.iission from..the guidance office. I-le will then
pick up an anticipated cbsence slip. A permH will be issued for one sud, visit. ALL ANTI CIPATED ABSENCES REG!UtnE A NOTE FROM THE PARENT, E)<CEPT FOR A PLANNED
FIELD TRIP ARRANGED .B.Y A FACULTY fv\l:,\.1BER, IN WMICl-l CASE THE PARENTS; WILL
DE NOTIFIED. . ·:
,·
.
.

All students who era absent from school for any mason must obtain an admit slip from the
office upon thair return to school. This should oo obtained in the office before the beginnin~
of school • Students wi II not ba aclmi tted to class wi tfi~ut the admit slip.
B. Planned Absences: The Unit recognizes that there ere valuable learning experiences
outside the School and the Classroom that may come from travel, distant vacations of parents
or unique work experiences. A decision thot results in a student missing school for the
r3asons mentioned is properly the responsibility o·f the p~rent and the pupil end sl,oul_d cer·
toinlr c?nsicl-ar the pupil 15-current pros ress in school.
Students conternplotinc absence from school must compbte the C!nticipated absence form upon
which is stated the dates o·;- and reasons for the absence3. These ere availobfe in the offices.
Make""Vp work in this absence type is the responsibility of the student.
Juniors and.5al)iors may have tv,o clays of excused absence for corlege visitation. They may
be used for visits to two campuses or for one visitation and one test day. Approval is required
at leC!st one day. in advance of the scheduled visits. · Additional time needed for college purposes must be anticipated absence(s) cleared through the office. failure to follow these
proceclur~s will result in unl3xcused cbsence
clossificoHon •
. . ..
•

·C. Unexcused P1bsence: All stucl;nts with unexcused absetices wi II be given a Zero for all
work missed and will not be permitted to mok<3 up the work missed. Students must p~ck up
on un~xcusecl absence slip in the office in order to get bock into closse·s .
D. Truancy~ Truonce is habitual absence from school without real cause. The lllinos Office
of ~clucation hos established regulations for cleoling with truants and their parents. These are
too detailed encl lengthy to include here. Briefly, the Schools wi II neitl-e r tolerate truancy ·'
nor the actions of those few parents or guardians who encourage ond condone it. Students
\•1ho are d~tected to be truant for the first time will be required to bring a parent or guardian
to school for o conference.
E. Torcliness: -All students or0 to be in tho place of their activity before the bell rings morking the beginning of that activity. Three minutes are allowed between classes. This gives
ample time for students to go from one classroom to the next by way of their lockers but does
not permit loitering and talking with friends in the corridor. Habitual tcrdiness wi fl not ba
tolerated encl will be cleaft with appropriately.
Note: It is importC!nt to note thot the final decision on whether or not an absence is to be
11
cixcused II or ,:unexcused :i rests with the school principals.
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14 - CORRIDOR PASS
Stude nts are not to be in the corridors after the beginning of o class period unless they
hove o pass signad by a teacher stating where this student is to go and the time they left•
If the stude nt goes to another location other than the restroom, the person there shall indicate the time the stude nt left this location and the student shall return the pass to the
t0acher originally giving the pass .

15 - LEAVING THE SCHOOL GROUNDS
Students ore not permitted to la ove the school grounds durina school hours without the
permission of the building principal. The building offica will always attempt to contact the
parent before sending a child home during school ·hours·. Parents should contact the principal,
by note or te la phone in advance , to arrange for dismissing a student when school is in session .
Studems arc not to remain at school after di smissal unless atte n?ing a school sponsored
activity, or unless a te ach~r or the school arranged witb a parent for the child to re main
after school. All Moulton and Hi gh Schoo l students.who arc not under the supervision of
a staff member , must be out of the building by 4 :00 P . M. Students must be accompanied
by a staff member whcne'lcr they us~ the building outside of the regular school day .

16 - MOULTON NOON POLICY
It is preferred that all Moulton students remain in school for lunch. Those who do leave
during noon hour must have a note from the pare nt or guardian on file in the Moulton office .
5th end 6th grade students may only le ave the buildi ng to go home for lunch . Parents may
pick up their 5th and/ or 6th grade childre n for lunch away from school. 7th and 8th graders
may, with o note , e at lunch away from school pro'lided they are not habitually tardy for
afternoon classes .

17 -WI THDRAWAL FROM SCHOOL
Students who withdraw from school for any reason must report their intentions to the
building principal and t? the guidance offi ce , if hi gh school students. In most cases withdrawal fo rms must be signed by the .p_orcnts or guardians and returned to the school office .
High school students wi II receive transfer cards which provide information regarding student's
course enrollment. These are to be presented to the school where the student wi 11 atte nd
after moving . School records must be requosted by scbool officials from the "new II school.

18 - CHANGE OF ADDRESS
A student who mo'les to o new address should report this change and his te lephone number
to the office immediate ly.
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19 - STUDENT CONDUCT
A. Students - Discipline/Punishment
A good learning situation rqquires an acceptance of the need for an orderlyenvironment
on the part of the students. Teaching effectiveness is enhanced when good order is maintained
and the necessity for this accepted by the students.
It is expected that control shall be firm fair, and friendly with the goal in mind of providing a wholesome learning atmosphere. In order for this control to exist, each and every
school employeG must exercise his responsibility at all times.
Pare nts and students are aske d to recognize the ~act that the board and the administration
will support our faculty and our employee efforts to mainlain good order. The board expects
the faculty to be alert and prompt and professiona l in diagnosing ancf dealing with and reporting
discipline problems that have an adverse effect upon tho operation of the school. Firm initial
action in handling discipline problems will minimize the necessity for exacting penalties for
unwarranted student conduct.
Students must rcco£'nize that e ach school employee is considered on extension of the board
in thG enforcement or school rules and regu lotions for student conduct.
The Board of Education has authorized the superintendent of the district and the principals
of each building to suspend students guilty of gross disobedience or misconduct for a period
of up to 10 days or until the next regular meeting of the Board, whichever first occurs, and
no action shall lie against them for such suspension. The suspensions shall be reported immediat0ly to the pare nts together with reasons thereforn and a notice of their right to o review of
the some. Also, each student who is suspended shall, at the time of such suspension, be
advised of the specific reasons for thc suspension.
Gross misconduct or disobedience is that behavior which materially interferes with or
substantially disrupts class or school aisciplinc, procedures, educational processes, or activities. The following are examples of the type of behavior which is considered by the school
' to constitute gross misconduct or disobedience:
a) Physical assault or verbal thrc9ts or other violent behavior, if it occurs in the school
building or on school grounds, on a school bus, at a school athletic event ot school sponsored
event, or is directly rel ated to or affects school discipline;
b) Intentional destruction of school or student property;
c) Gross disrespect, insubordination, or verbal abuse of school personnel and/or fo llow
students. Gross verbal abuse may include among other things, the use of immoral or indecent language or practices.
d) Repeated truancy or tardinoss;
plainable.

OT

iHegu\or attendance not excused or properly ex-

e} Violation of the civil or criminal lows of the State Municipality.
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f) Repeated failure or refusal to conform to the rule~ and .regulations of the School
District.

B. In order that misunderstandings be kept to a mi~im~, it is advisable that certain rules
and regulations tho·t.students are expected to observe be made known to both parents and
students. We all know that when large groups of students are housed together there must be
some basic rules for -order. When problems develop, we simply cannot accept the excuse
that, "I didn't know-l"t was against the rules. 11 Each of us must respect the rights of others
if WC expect
live harmoniously with them.

to

Each student should know and follow the following regulations:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

Running, pushing, and shoving in the corridors will not be permitted.
Loud, boisterous talk, swe aring, vulgarity, and overt horreploy have no place in
the school.
Fighting in the building or on the grounds wi II not be tolerated. Violators will be
dealt with severely.
No snowballing on the school grounds or in the vicinity of:.the school will be
allowed. Snowballs ore never to be throw,n ~t-vchicles.
Marking on walls, desks, lockers, tables, or other school p~rty is forbidden.
Stude nts ere to cddress their te achers as follows: Mrs.
, Mr.
, or
M!ss_ _ • Ncw:1r by first names, nicknames or last names only.
Employees ore authorized to take certain items from students on school premises
upon demand when thG situation warrants such action. · Included but not limited
to the following ere water guns, lighters, rubber bands, tobocc~, drugs, when
not being used as medicction, and alcoholic beverages. None of these items
shou Id, as a rule, be carried by students' while a.t sch~ol.
Smoking and the use of alcoholic beverages are riot pormittod in the building or on
the school grounds at any time.
.
Students are asked to use.tho sidewalks ond are asked to keep off the gross. Also,
they are directed to cross the public streets and highways at the _designated protected areas .
Students are discouraged from crossing the scho~I drive east of the Moulton building •
unless they hove a ride in t~c afternoon with a high school student. In this event, I
they are to cross at the crosswalk directly cast of the main doors and use the sidewalk ,
leading to thehigh school...
Textbooks are furnished t~e student on a rental basis. If books are damaged by un·
necessary marking or show abuse other than normal wear during the course of the
school year, students wi II be asked to pay for the damage incurred. Studonts wi II
be expected to reimburse thG school for lost textbooks.
Any reference to student conduct "in the bui IJin8s 1• or "on the school grounds"
refers to oil hours of the day end to all typos of school activities such as ballgames,
concerts, and track meets. Students or0 r.ot to loiter in cars parked in the school
porki ng lot or i" those !JCrmitted to F·;, k a ; ::;ng 6th Strno t bafore school, during
lunch time, or c!uring the sc:->co l day.
Skateboards are not to be ri dden on school property.
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C. Moulton Detention Policy - Grades 6, 7, & 8

We foci that it is necessary to have det13ntion ofter school as a form of punishment for
those students who violate rulcs and rc9ulations that are necessary for the orde rly operation
of any school •
Detention will be held in an assigned classroom each Tuesday and Thursday from 3:30
unti I 4 P. M. whenever there are enough students to iustify having o teachcr s_!ay with them•
Some of the reasons for receiving a datention arc as follows :

1. Chewing gum or eating candy in the classrooms '?r study halls.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Late for class or for school without an excuse. ·· '.
Using foul language in school or on the grounds .
Damaging Of defacing school piopcrty inc luding books, desks, tables, lockers,
ceiling tile s, shrubs, etc.
Running , pushing, tripping 1 scuffling or fighting on school property.
Riding a bicycle without permission fro m the pri ncipal at noon.
Doing any of the above at an evening function such as ball games, parties, etc.

It will be the rcst)onsibi tity of tho parents to provide transportation after detention has
been served. Your child wi II be notified at least a dcy in advance of the ·date that he is to
serve.
If a student receives numerous detentions and continues to violate the school's rules,
it is quite likely that it will be necessary to suspend him for up to 10 days.
If the offense is very flagrant such as for fighting, smoking, etc., quite possibly the
student wi I I be suspended ri ght away.
D. STUDENT BUS MIS-CPNDUCT -

In order to promote school bus safety and al low the school bus driver to keep his
attention to the safe trave l of his bus, the following Unit IJ4 Board Policy shall govern
school action in de aling with mis-conduct and gross disobeciencc of students while traveling on Unit 114 school buses.
A. When in the opinion of the driver and the principal a pupil hos been given suffici~nt
opportunity to correct behavior including but nbt limited to gross disobedience or
mis-conduct, as defined in Policy 5114, which tend to jeopardize the safety of
bus riders, the bus driver wi II notify the pupil in person and present a written report to the building principal conce rned. The ensuing conference or conferences
may include the bus driver and the parents but the minimal response to the initial
re port will be a principal - pupil conforence and a letter from the principal to the
parent or pare nts . In this le tter parents are to bo advised of the cause or causes for
referral; that a second offense wi ll result in immediate suspension of bus riding
privi kges and; that a parental conference wi 11 be required before the student can
resume bus riding .
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B.

Under authority of Unit 4 Policy 2210, Paragraph D, the building principal shall,
immediately after the second offense for which a writtcan report is received, suspend tho student from bus riding until such time as a bus driver-principal-porentstudent conference is held •. The period of'the ·suspension may not exceed 10 days
and may be prior to or following the conference·. The principal shall arrange for
the conference and he shall notify the parents in writing of their respoi:tsibility to
provide transportation for tho student during the period of bus riding suspension•

C.

Upon receipt of a wri ttcn report of the third offense, the principal sh al i suspend the
. student from school and from riding the bus. School suspension shall continue until
a principal-parent-student conference is held to consider the case. Bus riding suspension shall be for a period of not less than 10 nor more than 30 school days.

D.

E.

Should a subsequent offense be reported, the student shall be immediately suspended
from bus riding. The case shall b0 roferred to tho Board of Education for consideration at thG next regular meeting of the P,oord. Board action resulting from this reported occurrenca may include but shall not be limited to suspension of the student's
bus a:idi ng privileges for the balance of the school term or expulsion from school.
The parents will be notified by certified mail of·the pending Board of Education
h3aring.
·· '.. ·

RULES FOR CHI LOREN WHO RIDE THE BUS
1. The driver is in full charge of pupps and bus. His relationship with pupils slwuld
be on the same plane as that expected of a teacher. Pupi Is should obey the driver
cheerfully and promptly. The right of all pupi Is to ride on the bus is conditioned on
their good behavior and obsetvance of the rules and regulations. Safety demands complete cooperation. Should any pupi I persist in violating any of these rules and regulations, it shall be the duty of the driver to notify school authoritfos, who wiH follow the
procedures outlined in Board P~licy 5131.1 revised May 17, 1977.
2 • Pupils must be on time at the designated bus stops; the bus cannot wait b~yond its
regular time schedule for those who arc tardy.
· . ·
·

3.

Pupils must not stand in tho traffic lanes while waiting for the bus.

4. Pupils must not try to get on ·or off the bus until· it is brought to a comp!ete stop. Do
not leave your seat while the bus is in motion.
·
5. Classroom conduct must be observed while riding the bus. Ordinary conversation is
permitted. Remember that loud tal~ing and laughing or unnecessary confusion diverts the
driver's attention and may result in a serious accident.
6. Pupi Is must not throw waste paper or other rubbish on the f loor of the bus or out the
window. Pupils must help keop the bus clean, sanitary and orderly at all times.
7. Pupi Is must refrain from unn~ee~sary con...,~notion with the driver. Be courteous to
fellow pupi Is and the bus driver.
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8. Never tamper with the bus or any of its equipment. Leave no books, lunches, or
· other articles on the bus. Keep books, packages, coats, and all other obJC3cts out of the
aisles.
9. Pupi Is must not, at any ti me, extend hands, arms or heads out of the bus window. Be
absolute ly quiet when approaching a railroad crossing stop.

10. The emergency door of the bus should be used only under the direction of the
driver or te acher in charge or in case of real emergency. In case of a road emergency,
re main in the bus until instructions are given by the driver.
11. At a discharge point, where it is necessary to cross the highway, walk at least 10
feet in front of the bus where you can see traffic in-'?oth directions . Then wait for the
signal from the bus driver before crossing. He lp look after tho sofety and comfort of
smal fer children.
12. Do not ask the driver to stop at places other than the regular bus stop· he is not permitted to do this exce pt by proper authorization from a school official .
At times, special steps have to be taken for those students who do not follow the rules.

All will a gree that bus drivers have a great responsibility in providing safe transportation for
school children. Nc ith~r the bus driver, nor any one else who is intereste d and concerned
about the safo transportati on of students can tolerate any disturbance or distractions on the
bus which in any way would je opardize the safety of students.

20 - DISMISSAL FROM CLASS
Teachers have authority to te mporarily remove students from the ir classrooms for actions
that ore disruptive and detrimental to the class learning processas. Building principals-may
voryin the procedures to be used in their. assigne d buildings but removal from class will probably result in a principal-stude nt conference and disciplinary action be ing taken. In some
cases a conforence invol"!ing the principal, the teacher and the student wi II be sche duled•
Continued removal of a student from a d oss or from more than one class wi II result in pare nt
conf erences and more serious action .
21 - SMOKING
It is not permissible for students to smoke in school buildings or on the school grounds
during the day or at any school sponsored event. Students who violate the smoking rules
ore subje ct to suspension.

22 - STUDENT DRESS
A student dress code was deve loped by a student-pare nt drass code committee and adopted
by the Board of Education on June 9, 1970 . This policy hos been outdated in some sections
because of changing styles . The code is outlined in Policy f/5132 available in school offices.
The one primary guide today in determining what is impropor d,ess is whether or not the
clothing or absence o f it 1s dhrnptiv0 t o ~c h nol or to school classes. If it is, it is improper.
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- If a teacher or administrator feels that on individual's dress is disruptive, the student
will be asked to correct the situation. If the problem is not solved, the ~udent·will be
subject to regular school diseiplincry action.
·
23 - ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS
Different types of assembly programs· wi II be he Id throughout the school yea~. Occasion·
ally spe akers wi II be invited to talk to the student body. It is oxpected that our students wi II
show the respect customarily extended to our guests.
Sch<?ol asse mblies will occasionally be hela in the Moulton Oymnasium. All students
are required to attend with students generally being seated by class. At the high school
assemblies are he ld in the auditorium . The students are to sit in assigned numbered seats
with roll being token as in the classroom and absences dealt with on the same basis as any
other ab.s ence •

24 - GRADING ·AND REPORTING SYSTEMS
The syst~m currently being used for grading in..Unit-4 is the letter system . In this system
the letters A, B, C, D, F, (E) are used. An I for incomplete may be given if the teacher
feels that the student needs more time to make up work missed. If work is not mode up during
the period of time desi gnated for make-up, the grade of incomplete automatically becomes an
F (E). The symbols X, and - , are used to report on your child's mastery of study skill, attitude
toward school and on the sub-headings under the subje cts listed on the right hand side of the
card for grad.e s K - 6.
Guide lines for letter Grade Values
1.

An 11A II student is thorough, prompt and resourceful; undertakes original projects
and shows le adership. A's are assigned point vc;,lues ·o f 4 .

2.

A 11 8 11 student i.s dependable, responds readily when cal led on, does ol l of his
assignmenh, and some supplementary work, and shows ~on~istent interest. 8 's are
assigned point values of 3.

3.

A "C

II

student cfoes the req_uired work, and is a dependable, consistent worker.
However, he requires cansic!erable he lp and stimulation. Grades less than "C 11
are not recomme nded for college entrance . C's are assigned point vat'ues of 2

4. A 11 D 11 student covers only the minimum requirements of the course. D's ore-·
assignod point values of ·1.
5.

An "F" or 11E 11 student fails to accomplish tho minimum essentials necessary for
success in the course, and therefore m·ust re peat the course for credit. E's or F's
are assigned point v-olues of 0 .

6.

An 11 111 • for incomplete may be give n in any subiect if the teacher feels that the
student needs more time to make up work missed. If work is not -made up during
the period of time designated for make-up, the grade of ;ncomplete automatically
becomes an "F 11 • : •
•
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The current system of reporting is cs fol lows:
Report cords ere scheduled to be given to students on the Friday following the end of
each nine weeks quarter. Teachers evaluate the work of their students (?t the middle of each
grading period and may notify parents if progress is not satisfact-ory. The high school sends
out unsatisfactory progress reports at the mid_-p~int of the· grading period for all students who
are in danger of foiling the course at that point. It is also the p·o licy that students who ore
in danger of foiling courses or grades that would keep them from being promoted or from graduating be advised well in advance that the danger exists. Parents also ore to be advised well
in advance.
·I

25 - PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES AND PARENT VISITATION
The r~port card can not possibly communicate to the-pare nt everything which the teacher
would like to express or everything which the parent would like to know. An opportunity for
parent-teacher conferences is provided soon after the end of the first quarter but conferences
are encouraged at anytime through tha year through the initiati.~e of either the parent or
teacher as the need arises . Parents are invited to visit school at any time and are urged not
to wait _for .special occasions.
26 - C~!:DITS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

(Grades 9 - 12)

One unit of credit is given for a course meeting five tim~s per week dur.ing the school

year. One-half unit of credi't is given for the successful completion of one semester courses
that ore specifically designated as such. Physical education and band give 1/2 unit of credit
per year. Chorus gives 1/2 unit of credit per year. An incomplete grade may be· given if a
student is absent from school at or near the end of the grading period. All incompletes must
be rernoved by the end of the year or tho grade is changed to on E. Students are classified
according to the number of academic credits earned. Those with O - 3 units of credit are
classified as freshmen ; from 3 - 7 cs sophomores; from 7 - 11 juniors and 11 or ~ore as
seniors. This classification applies to social as well as acade mic and eligibflity activities.
27 - LIBRARIES

A. Grades k - 4
Every effort is made to make the fibrary a place the students will en;oy visiting and
create the feeling that the library is !heirs and reading is fun.
·
Scheduled time in the library is used for book selection and roturn and varied with
story hour, finger ploys, poetry reading, record/book presentation , magazine reading, book
reviews by librarian or studants (most often by the student) and anything that will encourage
students to read and on joy the services of the library.
All students have one thirty-five minute library period each week. In addition, they
ore free to exchange books or use the library for inde pendent study at any time the library
is not occupied by a scheduled class.
No restrictions ore placed on the number of books checked-out or the frequency. Students are encouraged to check out os many books as they can read. ·
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B.

Grades 5 - 8

The Mou Iton Library has books for reference, for information, and for pleasure reading.
All but the reference sets may be checked out for a two-week period, renewable if necessary.
The most recent issues of a variety of magazines may be read in the library. Back issues may
be checked out for one-week periods. Books and magazines not returned by the due date
incur a fine of one cent per day.
Students may look at the filmstrip collection whenever previewers are available.
Each pupi I is given periodic opportunities to visit the library. Some classes may use the
library weekly. Students may also borrow and return books before and after school each day
when school is in session.
C.

Grades 9 - 12

The High School Library is located on the second floor of the high school building. ft.II
books are classified by the Dewey-Decimal System and ere cataloged by author, title, and
subject. The library is supervised by a full-time librarian ~nd is open ~II day. Students may
use the library before and after school and during lunch hour. Stude nts who wish to use the
study halls during thei r s~udy periods may do so by signing in to the library at the beginning
of each period. Some mate rials are signed out on an overnight basis, but most books may be
checked out for two weeks . There is o 2-cent fine for each day a book is overdue . This does
not apply to rese rved books. If a student loses a library book, he must report the loss to the
librarian without delay. Students are expected to pay for fines and lost library mate rial before rece iving re port cards at the end of each quarter.
28 - SCHOOL LUNCHES AND MILK

A.

Grades K - 4

Lunch is se rved at school for the convenience of al I students. Lunches are paid for by
the day, week, or month and col lectton day is Monday. Lunches may be paid for on a one
day basis for the benefit of students who only eat at school once or twice a week. Monthly
lunch state ments are se nt so parents will know how much mone y is due each month.

-

Milk is served sometime during eacJf school day to each student who wisras to purchase
it. The cost is very minimal and is based upon the cost to the school. It will be announced
at the beginning of each school year.
Extra milk is also avai loble at noon at the same cost as that purchased during the day .
This extra milk is limited to two cartons daily in order to discourage students from "loading
up II on milk end not e ating th~ir lunch.
Pare nts are invited to come and e at lunch with the ir chi Id at any time.
B.

Grades 5 - 8

Meals ore served doily to Moulton stude nt: v,ho m o>' pm<-h <.1so wookly <>r ~onthl y moo l
tickets in accordance with plans ouo119ed Ly tl,e principal. StudGnts who wish may bring
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their own sack lunch. They will oat in the lunchroom with their class. MHk may be purchased in the cafeteria at lunch time.
Since there arc different procedures to be used for special education classes, grades 5
and 6 and the Junior High, details will not be included here. Porants and students will be
advised at tho start of school of the specific procedures for their class.
Cafeteria mis-conduct such as throwing food or intentionally spilling liquids can result
in the loss of cafeteria eating privileges for the offender.•
Lunch tickets am punched daily. After a lunch ticket has been completely used, unpaid
lunches will be identified by punching the ticket in the center . Parents are notified following
the third unpaid lunch. Lunch privilegcas are removed .~ter 5 ~npaid meals.

C. Grades 9 - 12
Lunch tickets may be purchased in the office on the first school day of the week at 8: 10
A. M . at the prevailing cost for lunches. lunches may also be paid for in the cafeteria each
day.
The High Schoof Class "A" Lunch provides for several choices of foods including hamburgers
and milkshakes in addition to the regular menu items. High Scb<>ol students oro encouraged
to tcke advantage cf the benefits of the High School Lunch Program.
It has been tradition that seniors can line up first in the lunch lino, juniors next, sophomores tliird and th~· freshmen last. Students who bring their lunch may eat in the cafeteria
or may be assigned other eating places . Some students earn their meals each day by working
in the cafeteria ·during their lunch hour. Students who desire to work in this manner should
contact the cafeteria manager on the first day of school.
D. Free lunch Pro£ram
.

'

The Federal Gov~r~ment requires that fre~ or reduced price funche.s be p~ovided for those
who qualify. Listing .of required qualifications based upon need and family income are made
each fall in the locol newspaper. Those who feol that they are entitled to free or reduced
price lunches for their children mC!y get application forms from their building principals.
29 - SAFETY PATROLS

All elementary schools in the system have well organized safety patrols and adult crossing guards. However, we do not feel that children in elementary school should patrol intersections which are not continguous with school boundaries. Moulton patrol members are at
the following locations: Moulton Drive at Spruce Strnet, East High School Drive at Douglas
Street and at Charles Street. Students are not to cross 6th Street at Spruco Street in the
afternoon due to heov)' traffic.
The safety patrol is not the solution to all hazards children encounter in the course of a
school day. An effective sofoty progrum ie compri&9 d of rnony ports end is o result of close
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cooperation between home, school, and community. You as a parent should show your
child the route to walk to school and the hazards involved in this route.
Patrol members are on duty for fifteen (15) minutes before the actual beginning of the
morning and afternoon classroom sessions, and for a reasonable time during the noon and
after school dismissal. All pupils ore expected to obey the safety patrol members while
th~y arc on duty.
Adult crossing guards are at Main Street and Vine Street crossings on Main Street ond
on Route 128 at North First Street and at 6th and Vine. Parents should insist that students
cross only at the crossin$S that are manned by guards.
'

.

30 - BICYCLES

If a student ride$ a bicycle to school he must park it in the racks provided for them
immediately upon arrival at school. They ore not to be ridden during the school day unless
used to eat lunch away from the school. The school assumes no responsibi Ii ty for lost or
stolen bicycles. It is suggested that students buy sprocl<et locks and use them when bicycles
are parked in the racks. Students ore not pcrmittod 'to borrow other students bicycles at
noon. Bicycle Safety Booklets can be borrowed from the school libraries.

31 - TELEPHONE ·
Pupils may not be interrupted during school hours by outside calls and messag9s except ,
in case of an emergency. Parents wishing to contact a classroom teacher should be prepared 1
to leave a message for the teacher to call back at a convenient time. The school telephone '
is a business telephone and is to be used, with permission, only for emergency calls • . Moult°'!
and the High School have a pay phono in the corridor which is not to be used during classtime unless permission is given for on emergency call.

32 ~-. HIGH SCHOOL DAILY BULLETIN
The purpose of the bulletin is to give out to the student body official information con·
cerning the ·activities of the school. The bulletin is issued from the principal 's office each
morning and is to b~ re-od by teachet$ to oil second hour classes. Teachers and students who
have material for the bulletin sho~ld hand it into the princi pal's office on the day preceding
its appearance. A copy of the daily bulletin wi II be posted on the main bulletin board for
those who missed the bulhtin s~cond hour.

33 - LOST AND FOUND
Parents should nive serious consideration to clearty labeling student coats, iockets,
sweaters, cops, boots, gym shoes, ere. with the child's name and grade and use caution in
allowing articles of santimental or monetary value to b~ brought to school.
Any article found by a student with no identifying marks should be turned in to the
office immediately. loss of personal articles should be reported to the office as soon as
possible. Returned articles may be picke d up in the ofri ce upon proper identification.
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ff a student Hnds it necessary to hov3 a substantial sum of money at 9Chool, it is recommended
that he deposit it in the office for safekeeping during the day.

34 - FIRE DRILL REGULATIONS
Fire drills are conducted at intervals during the school year to prepare the students and
teachers for a quick evacuation of tha building in case of an emergency. Students should
become acquainted with the fire drill instructions posted in each room. If a student is not
in a classroom he should leave by the nearest exit in the direction the traffic is flowing. The
student should not assume that th3 ringinr, of a fire alarm is "Just another drill 11. Confusion
and disorder can be avoided by observing the following:

1. leave all personal belongings behind.
2. Wolk in on orderly way.
3.
·4.
5.

6.

Remain silent.
Walk at least one··hundred foot from the buildin9.
Don't return until fire alarm quits ringing and then return to your prior location
immediatelv.
Always ~allow tho instructions of the teacher in charge of the 5roup you are with
at the time .of the alarm.

35 - DISASTER DRILL REGULATIONS
Disaster dri Its are held to prcpar3 students and teachers for getting to the best safety
location in cases of severe storms or other emergencies. Confusion and disorder con be
avoided by ob.serving the following:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Leave all personal belongincs behind.
R,amain sileht so that order con be maintained and important information given.
Walk to pre-determined locai-,ions.
When the clri II is ovGr, retu.1n t~ 'your prior Iocoti on i mmsdi ate Iy.
Always follow the instructions of the teacher in charge of the group you are with
at the ti me of the al crm.

In the avant of a tornado alert, windows and doors on the south and west sides will be
closed. Doors and windows on the north and east sides will be open . . Students will be advised
to position their left hand over their eyes end their right hand over the base of the skull and
neck as it is pretty well established that most injuries that occur during windstorms are due
to broken gloss and debris.

36 - ATHLETICS
A. Moulton S~hool
Moulton Schoof is a membsr of thG? Illinois Elem.antory School Association ond participates
in Class "A" (3th grade) and Class "C" (7th grade) 1.E.S.A. tournaments.
Volhyball i$·of"3red in th3 winter as a girl's sport. The volleyball team participates in
th3 I.E. S. A. tournament series.
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Track and field is offered in the spring to boys and girls who are interested.
Awards may be earned in both track ond field,. volleyball, and basketball. Coaches
and principals establish the qualifications for awar~s.
In order for a student to pcrticipate in a sport, it is necessary that he or she be determined medically fit by a physician. All students who participate in the school athletic program should be insured for accidents. Insurance is available throuch the school. Those who
do not purchase insurance must have on file a statement signed by the parent or guardian
indicating that school insurance is~ desired. (Sae Page 6).

B.

Junior Hiqh Cheerle aders

There are no set requirements for those who desire to be cheerleaders. However, once
elected, a cheerleader must maintain a passing rirade io 3 ·subjects to participate. Students
are invited to try out for the team. Team members are objectively chosen on the basis of
personality, leadership, agility and skill, ability to communicate w~_th students, etc .
. :.. ·
..
'
C. High School
\

,.

Shelbyville High School belongs to the Mid-State Conference. Other schools iri the
conference are Taylorville , Vandalia~ Ef7rngham, Hillsboro, Litchfield, Pana and Green·
ville. local school traditions have been established and it is expected that our athletes .
will do all that they can to abide by and continua the!'l'l·· Training rules are a necessary
and desirable part of any athletic undertaking. Reasonable rules are set up by the coaches
for the participants in the various sports. Curfews and practice regulations must be respected
by each participant.
a) Football: Football is a contact sport and is Ii mi tad to boys. Boys desiring to play
football should become a candidate for the team in the freshman year. Every boy on the
football squad has some duties that contribute to tho success of the· football season. It is
not the size of the boy that mak<~s the best player, but his coura~"', determination, and
desire t~ play football. Some important qualities of a ·footboll plGy·.?l' are aggressiveness,
concent~afion, determination, obedience, dependability, confidence, cooperation; selfcontrol, good training habits, sportsm~nship, and team play. There are 3 complete football
schadules for tho squads - freshman,"'sophomore and varsity. The freshmen ploy a game
schedule aooinst freshmen from other schools and the sophomores ploy a similar schedule
against other sophomores or fresh-soph teams. The exact number of games to be played will
vary from year to year. The Varsity plays a full 9 game schedule against other varsity teams,
2 non-conference and 7 Mid-State Conforence games.
b) Boys' Basketball: Any boy who passes the athletic physical ,examination and meats 1
eligibility requiremen ~s may try out for bcskotboll. Basketball practice begins immediately
after the lost football game. Outstanding players make up the Varsity squad, which plays an
rn game schedu!c and participates in 2 tournaments and the State sponsored tournaments in
Morch. The outstanding sophomores and j:miors remainin~ on the squad make up the frcshmar
squad which plays 011 ?3 gc.me sch~&,fe. The outstanding freshmen make up the freshmen
squad, which plays a schedule of about 15 games with other freshmen teams.
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c) Girls' Basketball: Any girl who meets all eligibility requirements and who passes the
athletic physical examination may try out for girls 1 basketball. There will be one squad
consisting of girls from all classes. 11A" squad games will be played with other schools as
11
11
wi II 8 squad games whan "B II games can be arra1igcd.
d) Baseball is a contact sport open only to boys. Baseball begins in early April and onds in
Iota May. Practice and games am played on the school diamond. The schedule consists of
approximately 15 games played with both conference and non-conference opponents. Statesponsored tournaments ara he Id at the end of the season, consisting of di sfri ct, regi onol, sectional, and State.
c) Track is open to both boys and girls. Participants who meet eligibility rqquirements are
eligible for track. Practice starts immediately after the State Basketball Tournament, and
no one who participates regularly is cut from the squad : · The schedule includes dual and triangular meets, plus the Shelby County, Mid··Stato, and tha District Meet, in which partici pants may qualify for the State ~inals. Since the events in track are varied, most participants
find some event in which they can do well. Every participant who dresses for o meet competes;
no one ''warms the bench 11 • /-JI who scoro sufficient points are awarded Varsity letters and
those who placo in the lcrger meats r:::ceive numerous medals, trophies, and ribbons. All
participants arc urr.;c-:1 to como out when they are freshmen .
·
f) Volfeybal'I; Volbyball is currently limited to girl~' participation . It is a foll sport and
participation is growing each year. Shelbyville ploys o ,fulf schedule of games and was one
of last years' State Final parNcipants.

g) Tennis: There ore both boys' and girls' tennis teams. Teams participate in tho con ::erence
and the state series. Girls' tennis is o roll sport and boys' tennis is a spring sport.
h) Wrestling: Wrestling is limited to boys' participation . The wrestling squad consi$ts of 12
outstonding boys from various weight clpssificotions. Keen intersquad competition determines
the participants for each match . Ten_dual .matches and o tournament make up the regular
schedule. In addition, the squad enters the state-sponsored competition in the District Tournament in mid-February.

D. High School Cl,eerleodcrs
Chcerlaaders ar0 chosen in the spring for the following school year. Squads consist of
six members. Current rules require that squad members maintain a "C" average in academic
su',jects. Each m~mber must also present evidence of physical fitness to be o team member.
Practice sa~ions are arranged by the sponsor. Each squad elects a Captain who represents the
group. Chee rleaders have two primary responsibilities. One is to encourage good sportsmanship at all athletic events and the other is to build support on the port of the students and
spectators for the teams they represent.
E,

Athletic Awcrds

School letters cm ow.nr~d for. v.arsity comp~tition in air sports. Numerals aro awarded to
freshmen who compete in sports. Cheerleaders are awarded letters . All awards are presented
at the close of each sports season at an appropriate time and place.
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37 - 6th GRADE AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
MOULTON STUDENT COUNCIL
A Junior High student counci I is elected each year. Twelve voting members are selected
from both the 7th and 8th grades. Six non-voting members, one from each 6th grade section,
are elected to sit in on council meetings. A faculty member sponsors and meets with the
organization.
Duties and re~onsibilities of the Student Counci I are as follows:
1.

To act as representotiva-s of the students in working with the faculty and administration for
the general welfare of the school.

2.

To sponsor social events for students.

3.

To operate the concessions for the benefit of the Student Activity Fund at interscholastic
basketbal I 9ames.

4.

To share in the responsibility for care of the school building and grounds.

-

38 •· HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
A.

Student Council: Tha She lbyvi lle High School Student Council is affiliated with the
Illinois Association of Student Councils. It is o participating member in the Shelbyville
District, which includes many schools in Eastern Illinois. The Student Counci I is made
up of the officers and 4 representatives !:rom each class. Standing committees or the
Student Council. arc made up of homeroom representatives and are as follows: Social,
Program, Welfare , and Athletic. The objectives of the Council ore (1) the development
of student leadership; (2) the fostering of school morale by creating o feeling of partnership in student enterprises, (3) the promotion of mutual respect of personalities, both in
student - student ond student - teacher relationships.

B.

National Honor Society: Shelbyville High School Chapter of the Notional Honor Sociery
has bean chortered by the notional organization since 1940. The high school faculty
selects members from the junior and senior classes on the basis of character, scholarship,
service to th~ school; end lcodei:~hip. To be eligible for membership, a student must
moi ntai n at least a B-average. Tr-ansfer students must hove attended She lbyvi lie High
School o full year. A maximum of 10 per cent of the Junior and Senior classes may be
selected for membership.

C. Future Formers of America: The F.F .A . is o national or9onization of youth sponsored by
the Federal and State supervisors of vocational agriculture and the various vocational
agriculture teacher~ . The students are responsible for and carry on the work of their
organizations while teachers act in an advisory way. Aims of the F.F.A. are {1) to
create and nurture a love of country life , (2} to promote vocational education in agriculture, (3) to create more interest in the intelligent choice of farming occupations,
(4) to encourage recrentional and educational activities for students in agriculture, (5)
to promote thrift, (6) to encourage coop~rative effort among students in vocational agri culture, (7) to strengthen tha confidence of the student in his own ability, (8) to promote
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scholarship, and (9) to develop rurd leadership. Activities include (1) regul.ar programs
provided by members of the cl,Jb by talks and demonstrations, (2) parent and student ban-·
quet, (3) annual picnic, (4) public speaking contests, (5) athletic teams, (6) formal
ceremoniGs and conferring membership degrees. Any student regularly enrolled in vocational agriculture and carrying on a satisfactory project program moy become a member.
New members are elected by a two-thirds majority vote of the members present at ony
regular meeting.

D. Future Homemakers o" America: Tho Shelbyville Chapter of F. H. A. is a chartered unit
of the Illinois Association of F. 1-f . A. which is chartered by the National organization.
Any student in good standing enrolle d in high school is eligible for membership. Students
who are toking home economics pnd those who hove taken home economics may become
members. Students who have not to.ken home econ~mics may belong only to the local
chapter, The purposes of F, H. A, ore (1) to promote a growing- appreciation of the joys
and satisfactions of homcamaking, (2) to encourage democracy in home and community
life, (3} to emphasize the im~ortance of worthy home membership, 4) to work for good
home and fcmily life for all, (5) to promote international good-will, (6) to provide
wholesome individual and group recreation, and (7) to further int·erest in home economics.
F. H. A. meets every 2 weGks during activity period and once a month at night. In the
11
spring all F. H. f. Groups in the section meet together for an annual 11 Spring Rally , In
Shelbyvi If<~ High School there ore 2 f. H. A. chapters, one for freshmen and sophomores
and one for juniors and seniors. Both chapters work together on projects and hold night
meetings together.
E.

Letterman's Club: The 11 $ 11 Club is an organization of students who earned a Varsity "S"
in any sport and the Varsity Cheerlaaders. The aim and purpose of the club is to promote
and maintain highest standards of athletics.

F.

Dramatics Club: Students interested in acting, costuming, make-up, and working on
theatrical productions moy become members of this club. Public presentations are made
from time-to-time,·. and the cltJb produces the off-school ploy in the spring.

G. Science Club: Primarily the Club seeks to stimulate interest and independent work in
the physical sciences. One or more students present topics at each meeting. The local
club is a member of the Illinois .Junior Academy of Science. Members are encouraged to
work on on area o r. their interest during the year and to exhibit the results ot the AcC!demy's District Scienco Fa;r in April.
H. Camero Club: The Camera Club is on organization formed with the purpose of teaching
tts members about photography. This includes the taking and processing of pictures. The
members learn of tho operation of the camera; its different parts and their functions. They
learn different techniqtJes that can be used in taking pictures. The members gain practical
experience in phofo/:Jrar,h:1 by developing film and printing pictures in the dork room.
I.

Yearbook: The OKAWWAKO is compiled and published by a group of interested and
qualified students. There is an editor-in-chief, who directs all the prcparaf-ion, and
five assistant editors, who oversea rhe photography, typing, page layouts, written material,
and ort work. The OKAWWAl<O serves a distinct purpose; it is a reflection of the desires,
activities ond efforts of the student body during the school year.
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L.

J.

Pep crub: The high school pep club has as its central function the promotion and continuation of genuine school spirit. The primary outlet for the display of this spirit is
the inter-school athletic event, but the pep club is also committed to a furthering of
healthy school attitudes in all forms of spirit display. Members of the pep club are
expected to attend a minimum of two thirds of all Varsity football and Basketball
games and to courteously ond enthusiastically represent Shelbyvi lie High School.
Governed by on electod executive board, the pep club sponsors dances and other
fund raising activities. Annual dues ore twenty five cents.

39 - EDUCATI O NAL PROGRAMS IN UNIT NO. 4
The following summary of educational programs in Unit No. 4 should indicate the growing
complexity of the school system as it attempts to provide the programs necessary for a wellrounded education.
A. Basic Education: The primary purpose of the dQ)'-to-day ciassroom teaching and
learning program is to provide a coordinated and sequ~ntial kindergarten through high school
curriculum thot allows each studGnt to master basic skills of reading, writing, speaking, and
computation within the limHs of thair abilities. At the secondary level, these skills become
more specialized in order to orient and· prepare the students for continuing their education at
a higher leve l or entering the world of work upon graduation from high school.
B. Special Education : Because of certain physical or environmental conditions, some
students require particular attention and specialized teachers and programs. Unit No. 4 is
a member of the Eastern Illinois Area Special Education District, which is a voluntary cooperative effort of 38 school districts in 10 countias joined together to meet these special needs.
The special e ducation programs covered include learning disabled, educable mentally handicapped, trainable mentally handicapped, socially maladjusted, pre-school , speech correction,
psychologic al evaluations, and supportive services. The Unit No. 4 schools provide three
EMH classes, speech correction, learning disabilities, pre-school class and transport students
to neighboring school districts for TMH classes .
C . Vocational EducQtion : The Vocational program in the Unit 4 Schools incl~des
career exploration in the e lementary grades and orientation and skill deve lopment at the
secondary leve l. This program includes sequences in Vocational Agriculture, Business,
Marketing and Management, Heal th Care, Trade & Industrial, and Personal and Public
Service Programs.
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D. Educati(?nal Disadvantaged, Title I; Under the 1965 Elementary and Secondary
Education Act by C'Qngress, the Unit No. 4 schools have carriod on a project to meet special
remedial needs in reading for low achieving students. This program provides special teachers,
sup~lies and materials and somo summer school classes funded by a foderal grant.
E. Cooperative Services: The Unit #4 school is a member of a 30 district Area Cooperative Film library which maintains and circulates motion picture films throughout the area.
This fi Im library is maintained by both local and federal funding •

.

F • Summer School: The sumrner program is a remedial program for Junior High and High
School students who need make-up work to enab le them-to poss on to the next grade.
Tho above program summary is not all-inclusive. The Unit No. 4 schools are fully recognized by the Office of the Superintende nt of Public Instruction in Illinois . The Board
of Education is a member of the Illinois and National Association of School Boards, while
the teaching and administrative staff maintain membership in virtually every professional
education association that provides meaningful service to the schools and the staff.
Eve ry effort is mC\d·~ to recruit and hold we ll-qualified and dedicated taachers and other
staff members. The working relationships between the Boord of Education and the Shelbyvi lie
Education Association have been fri e ndly and meaningful, thus assuring the school community
of solid stability within the school systems. School problems are community problems, they
ore also human problems which can be remedied by people of goodwi ll working together to
benefit the education of our young citizens.

40 - HIGH SCHOOL SPECIAL EVENTS
A.

Homecoming: The Student Coun_pil s·p.onsors the Homecoming .activities in the foll. The
activities usually start off with a "snake dance :' and bonfire pep meeting. The Athletic
Committee plans this part of the program. Classes and homerooms provide the floats for
the Homecoming parade. Candidates for Hc mecoming Queen lead the parade, which is
held on Friday evening followed by the foot~alf game. The Homecoming dance is held
on Saturday. For this event, the ·social Committee decorates the gym, and the Program
Committee arranges the entertainment .

B.

Christmas Program: The Music Department presents a special program of Christmas music
for the public.

C. Athletic Banquets: Special programs to honor the members of the athletic squads. These
are usually in the Form of a banquet or dinne r and are held for oll sports.
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D. Student Dances: Informal dance$ arc sponsored by various school organization~. uslTOlly by
the Student Counci I. Parents, the spo."lsor and an administrator are invited to serve os
chaperones. A charge is made for these events.
E.

Dramatics: One all-school play is presented each year in the fall. The Dramatics Club
produces the play, but the cast and stage crew ore selected from the student body at
large. A musical is presented in the spring involving both the Drama and the Music
Departments.

F.

Pep Meetings: Pep meetings are usuol ly held at the end of the school day in the gym.
The purpose of these meetings is to unite the students in. one vc:ce under the direction of
the cheerleaders, and during games students sit together to demonstrate through songs and
cheers their enthusiasm for and loyalty to the team.

G. Shelbyville Invitational Basketball Tournament: This 5 night event in which 8 teams
participate is held during the third week in January.
H. Junior Senior Prom : This s~cial event, sponsored by the Junior Class in honor of the
graduating Senior, is usually held the lest waek end: in Apri I. Class members may take
a guest to the Prom by registering the gu3st and paying a nominal fee. The Senior Closs
elects a "Prom Kins and G!u(3G11 ·· and 6 attendonts from their class. The coronation of
the "King and Ouacm • i is tho hi ghligflt of the evening.
There are various Post-Prom activities and all Juniors and Seniors who toke part in these
activities must have a ticket. Tickets may be picked up according to plans announced
by the principal.
Guests are eligiblo to attend if they are at least a Freslimcn in high school or if they are
not over 21 years of age. Freshman and Sophomores in Shelbyville Hioh School, Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors or Seniors from other high schools and persons up to and not
over age 21 must be a guest o:= a member of the Shelbyville High School Junior or Senior
Class.
I.

Baccalaureate: This service is herd on the Sunday evening preceding commencement. A
resident minister is selee:ted by the ministerial association to give the address.

J.

Commencement: This final event oi'°the school year is usually held in the high school
gymnasium. Music is furnish3d by tho Music Department.
41 - REQUIREMENTS r-OR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

A. The minimum requirements for hir,h school graduation for all students are as follows:

1.
2•

3.
*4.
**5.
6.
7.

Three Units of English
, ·
Qr,ie ._Unit of Mathematics
One Unit of Science
Two Units of Social Stvdies including One Unit of History of the .lJnited States and
One Half Unit of Government.
·
One (1) Semester of Health
Driver Education
Consumer Education
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8.

a.

Seventeen Carnegie Units of Credit, fifteen of which· must be academic, are
required.

b. Credit for Physical Education - Students will receive 1/4 credit for each
semester of Physical Education successfully completed. The high school
principal is authorized to provide appropriate alternative programs for stu•
cbnts in special coses not covered by the prescribed physical education program.
c. *The U. S. History courso will include examinations on patriotism, and principles of representative government,
proper
use of the flag and method of
.
,,..
voting.
. .. ~- ~- ~-:..·-~ - '4;::,~· . . _..,_. ~.
d. · **The Semester of Health may be counted for one (1) Semester of Science.

.

8.

, ,;

The school is authorized upon the recommendation of 'the administration, to issue a diploma to individuals who have completed 13 of the_J7'required credits as a formal day
student and hove shown by letter or transcript that they have <:ompleted course work com·
parable to that which would have been required had they remained a formal day student
at Shelbyvi lie High School. To be acceptable for substitution, the course work must
have been provided by an approved educational institution and the c9urse of study
approved by the High School Principal.

C. Correspondence Courses: Up to four (4) units of correspondence school credit will be
accepted towards the requirements for graduation from organizations accredited by the
North Central ~soci~tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

D. Credit through Proficiency Examinations; The high school principal may .grant credit on
the basis of examination to pupils who have a·chieved the necessary proficiencies through
independent study, with tutoring, or for work taken in or from a recognized institution.
Plans for earning credit outside of regular classes 'Shell be approved in advance by the
high school principal. The pupil's permanent record sholl show how the credit was
-earned. ··His examination papers upon which such credit is validated shall be kept in
the school file for three (3) years 1
E.

Participation in gr.oduation exerciw. will be restricted to students who hove completed
the course requirements and have compl~fed the _t~rminoting courses under the auspices
of Shelbyville High Schoo~. .,. ~- ,··.,.:. ~ -· ,._._...

RGvised 5/17/77

42 .. RANK IN CLASS
Ronk in class is one of the factors many cclloges ond vniversfties u·se· to determine if a
student is to be admitted. High School rank in class is determined by assigning points to
grades in all non-remedial type unit and half unit courses. Rank in class is available to
students after the start of their ;uni or year.

43 - HONOR ROLL
A. Grades 7 - 8
The school recognizes excellent scholorship by means of the honor roll published each
quarter. The honor roll is publicly announced in the local newspaper for each grading
period. This is based on grades earned in academic areas. Physical education, band
and chorus grades are not figured in tho grades for the honor rol I •
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In order to qua IHy for the "High II honor roll, a student must hove either all" 11A 1s II or
1 118 11 with all the other grades being 11A 1s 11 •
In order to qualify for the 11 Honors': hono~ rot.I, a student must hove a 118 11 average with
no more than one 11 C 11 • If the student has one 11C 11 , he must hove an 11A·· to hove a 11811
average.
B•

Grades 9 - 12
High Honors requires all 11A 1s II or all 11A 1s II except for one 118 11 • Honors requires o 11B11
•
average .wt•th a maximum
o f one lie II •
To earn a Scholastic letter, o student must be on the Honor Roll three (3) ·consecutive
~emesters. Each time he is on the Honor Roll ofter receiving a letter he receives a ·
chevron.
44 - TESTING PROGRAM

The testing program serves primori ly two purposes: (1) it provides valuable data for use
in advising students, and (2) it promotes improvement of instruction throu9lt fu, 11isl1ing both
students ond teachers objective data as to the degre..e 'desired goals are being met. Grades
3 - 8 ore given the S.R . A. Achievement and.Ability Tests. Grode 11 is given the Hfinois
Statewide Testing Program and hove on opportunity to take the ACT and NMSQT/PSAT
Tests. Plans are to offer a Vocational Aptitude Battery to sophomores or juniors. The school
does not reveal ·exact scores on standardized tests but is pleas~d to interpret .results to parent!
and students in a meaningful way.
A II these tests provide students with valuable experience in taking long ond comprehen·
sive examinations such as those encountered later in college and also in business and industr)
The results of thes~ tests ore particularly valuable in counseling students regarding future
educational and vocational plans.
The testing program will be cut back somewhat this year because of budget and cost re·
duction efforts so all tests may not b~ given as explained here.
45 - STUDENT VISITORS
A.

Grades K - 4

-. ..

Student visitors are not allowed to visit classes unless accompanied by a parent. This
practice has been in effect for a long time and is sound in its reasoning.
B.

Grades 5 - 12
We wish to be hospitable but wi II not permit our schools to be used as a loafing place
by young people of this or any otryer community when they are not in school. Students
ore discouraged from bringing visitors to school. Students who desire to bring visitors
must in all cases get approval from the principal in advance.
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Notice to All Reskfents--and Patrons of the Shelbyville Community Unit 114 Schools

Ba advised of the following under items 44 45, 46, and 47.

46- TITLE IX OF Ti iE EDUCATIONAL AMENDMENTS OF 1972
(Prohibition of Sex Discriminotion)
Shelbyville Community Unit 04 has designated James W. Bliler, Assistant Superintendent,
Shelbyville Community Unit ()4, Telephone 774-3926, to coordinate Unit fJ.4 eff~rts to comply
with the Fe deral law under Title IX of the Educatlonol Amendments of 1972, and ·t o handle
grievances alleging non-compliance with the Act which prohibits sex discriminatic;m in federally assisted education progt'ams. ·shelbyviJle Community Unit U4 further states-its intent
not to discriminate on the basis of sex in tne educatlonal pr<>srains or activities· which ft
operates.
,.
All grievances alleging sex discrlmtnatfon should be internally solved ot their lowest
level of operation through normal administrative channels. ------If not resolved, the affeged
grievance should be brought tn writtng by the building principal, supervisor and/or individual(s) concerned to Assistant Superintendent Jomes W. Bliler. ------If an amicable agreement
cannot be reached at this level, then the Assistant Superintendent shall prepare a written
statement of the alL~ged grievance along with pertinant facts and refer the grievance to the
Superintendent for r .:isobtion er refarrol to the Board at their next regularly schedufed meeting.
All individuals concerned with the grievance shall have the opportunity. to be present at
that Board meeting for an executive session review and hearing on the alleged grievance.
47 - STUDENT RECORDS ACT OF 1974
To insure availability of student records to students. and to parents of students and to
insure the confidenttality of such records with respect to third parties, and in compliance
with the Federal Law of the 93rd Congr:eS$ ..(Sectton 438) called "Family Educotion~I Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974 11 , and Section 4-14 of the lllinofs Office of Education Clrcular
Series J:'-160 (Revised 1974), the following information with respect to student records maintained·:tn the· She lbyville Schools, fs provided for patrons of the Shelbyville Community Unit
Schools.

I.

Types of Records
A.

T pe A Cumulative Permanent) Records - Offtctal administrative records that
constitute·t e minimum persona data necessary for operation of the educational
system. Such data includes identifying information (student's name, birthi:f'ote, sex,
name and address of parents or guardian), academic work completed, level of
achievement {grades, attendance data, college entrance examination, accident
reports and health record.

8. Type B (Tempora5) Records - Temporary data, verified infonnotfon of clear Import- .
once but not absoutefy necessary to the school in helping the child or protecting . ·
others . These Include scores on intelligence and aptitude tests, interest inventory
results, family background fnformatioil, systematically gathare·d teacher iond:counselor
ratings and o&servations, verified reports of serious or recurrent behavior patterns,
psychological refe<rols, psychol<:,gicaJ -evaluations . aml specieI echx-.ctim, placement
documents •
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C. Elfgible Student
I
I

1. For purposes of these guidelines, a student becomes elfgtbfe to ~ign a request to see his«,
her own records at the age of 14.

1

2. At the age of 16 a student becornes ,~ligible to sign a release for his or her records.
3.

From the age of 14 to 18 {or upon the student's enrollment in an institute of post second
educatton) either the student or a parent or guardian may sign a request to see his or her
records.
·

4.

From the age of 16 to 18 (or upon the student's enrollment tn an Institution of post second~
ary education) either the student or a parent or guardian may sign a release for hfs or her
records.

5.

At the age of 18 or upon enrollment tn an Institution of post secondary education, the
student alone is eligible to sign documents relatf ng to access or release or to initiate or
pursue procedures to contest, contest or ex"punge his or her records unless he is a depend•
ent student as defined tn the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, in which case the parent(s)
or gucrdian(s) retain these rights.
.. ,.. , ·

6.

Since adequate motor ,Jcvelopment and mental capacity must be token Jnto consideration,
students who hav0 been evaluated by a school psychologist and found to be Trainable
Mentally Handicapped or Sub Trainable Mentally Handicapped , or have severe motor
impairment to the extent that they cannot sign their name shall not gain the status of
"eligible student" for any of the purposes listed above and a parent or legal guardian
must sign requests or releases for his or her rcagardless of the student's age.

II.

.

Viewing Request Procedure for Parent(s), Guardian{s), or Eligible Students

A. Parent(s), guardtan(s), or eligible students may view applicable student records upon
application to the custodian of such records.

8.

The Porent, guardian or eligible student should Initiate the request to view applrccble
records ot the office of the building principal where the student is or was last enrolled.
If the records ere not available at that office, the written request should be made at the
central office to the assistant ~~perintendent in charge of records.

C. The custodian of the student's records wi II advise the parent, guardian, or ellgibfe stude
when and where the r~cords may be viewed. The custodfan may require that opproprfate
trained professional personnel be present to provide assistance to enable the viewer(s) to
understand the records.
D. Parents , guardians or eltgible students must be given access to their records within 45 d0)1
of the written request.

Ill;

Procedures to Contest, Correct or Expunge Records

A. Parent{s), guardian(s) or eligible students may make an oral appeal for the correction or
removof of Information to the current custod1a~ of the records- {This should 1n no way be
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be construed as the right to contest a grade giv~n by a teacher, but could poinf_o ut an
error in transferring a grade to the pupi I record.)
B.

If the oral appeal is denied by the current custodian of the records in question, or if a
written appeal is desired, the person wishing to make an appeal m.a y write a brief doted
statement of: (1) the name and birth date of the student (2) the specific change(s) requested (3) the reason(s).
'

C. If a written appeal is made a writtef') answer must be given by the .c urrent custodian within
1
30 days of the appeal. The answer should contain reference.to the. ~ppeal by dote and
student name and birth date and give the custodian's decision which may be (1) cccoptonce
and a statement that the requested changes have been made (2) partial acceptance and a
description of the partial change(s) made (3) rejection of the appeal and reasons for the
rejection.
,.
D, If o person filing the appeal is not satisfied with the custodian's· decision, he or she tn~y
request (1) tha't a written statement contesting the record be placed in the student's fdlder
··:=as a part of the official student record or (2) a formal hearing.

E.

A formal hearing may also be raquested if the request to place in .the recor~ a written
stat":":~!;!, con tcsti ng some por.ti on of it is denied.
·· ,1··

F.

....

The writt~~ dated r_equest for a formal hearing on a student's record may be filed with th~
superintendent of scbools after the options above hove been exhausted without satisfaction
to the porerit(s), guardi an(s), or eligible student. The request should include the name
and birtfitJate of the student whose records are in question, specific references to what is
being contested, the reason(s) and what change(s) are requested.

G. The superintendent of schools or a delegate from the· schools who does not have· a direct
interest in the outcome of the hearing, shall hold a formal hearing within 30 days of the
written request and render a written d~~i si on within 45 days of the written request.
H. The parent(s), guardi an(s), or eligible student shall be given ·a full and fair opportunity to
present evidence relevant to the records in question.
IV.

Access to Pupi I Records

A. All student records (except Private Professional Records) are open to that sfodeJJt's pa,:~nt(s)
or guardian(s) and to the student if he is eligible.
B.

Others who hove access to student records without a written re lease from a parent; guordi an
or eligible student are:
1.

Unit 4 administrators, teachers, otficr certificated educational personnel who have a
legitimate educational interest (as determined by the building principal as long as the
records ore in the various school buildings and the assistant superintendent when .they
are sent to the central office) shall have access to a student's records without written
release and without recording such access.
·

2.

Necessnry omployees (secretaries and clerks) also
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wi II have access as necessary.

. .,

... . ·.• .. • ' ,: :~~-,~ ,·

3.

.

\~

·:

.. ' (

",

Offi·ciols of other schools or school systems in which the student seeks admission.
~bould parent(s);-,guardian(s) or eligible students desire to examine and/or
chal.fonga the contei:\ts of such records prior to release, they may do so upon
request.

~, _.. Federal· and state officials for specified statutory purposes •

5.
6.

7.
·· · · 8.

. · ····, ·.
.In connection
'
with a student's application for, or receipt of, financial aid.

In compliance with judicial ord3r or subpoena (but parent{s), guardion(s), or
· eligible students are to be notified in advanco of compliance.
In extreme emergencies. This type of release is to be foi health or safety purposes :
To accrediting agencies·such as the North Central Association.
.

V.

·:

_,.,:.

C.

No other person(s) or agencies may have access to pupil records without written
consent from a parent, guardian or eligible student specifying what records are to:be . ·
released, the·reosons for such release, and to whom and with a copy of the records
to be re leased. A copy of the records wi II be re leased to the parent, guardian or
eligil,:>le student at cost if desired. Type 8 records are never to be released to employ·
ers, p~ospectiv·~ amployers or p·o st secondary educational institutions.

D.

A Record of Access must be kept with the records of each student of all parties (other
than local school personnel deemed to have legitimate educational interest) who have
requested or obtained access to a student's education records and the specific legitimate interest each hos in obtaining the information. This Record of Access shall
be available only to the custodian of the record or his ossistont{s) and to the parent(s),
guardi an(s) or eligible student.

Di rector lnformati on
Unit 4 schools may list in publications such as yearbooks, athletic programs and commence·
ment programs and otherwise release Director Information without a written parent or student release unless a porent, guardian or eligible student gives written notice to the
schools of the specific informotiof'\, tfiat is not to be releasod prior to the publication date
of such materials.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Nome
Address
Date and place of birth
Major field of study
Participation in school sponsored activities
Weight and height of members of athletic teams
Period of attendance in schools
Awards received
Previous schools attended
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VI.

Parents are advised that no person may condition the granting of any legal right upon the
securing of information from the temporary records of such individual.

VII. Recording and Retention of Records ·:.
A.

Information should be recorded if it wi II be helpful to the student by aisisting future
educators with whom he will come in contact if the information is factual and objective.

8.

Type ··A II Cumulative (Permanent) Student Records shall be kept in perpetuity for at
least 60 years.
.....

C. Type 118 11 (Temporary) Student Records shall be destroyed 5 years from the graduation
of his class or withdrawal from school.
'·

VIII. Notification of Intent to Transfer Records
.

:

..

.

The Parent(s), guardian(s) or eligible students ore hereby notified that upon notification
of student enrollment or intont to entoll in another aschool, the records wilf'be transferred.
It is understood that parents, guardians, or the eligible student hove the right to view
contents and/or receive a copy undar conditions previously specified .
48 - PROVISIONS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES
Provision for Special Education Services
a.

The Shelbyvi lie Schools are a member of the Eastern Illinois Area Special Education
Cooperative and individually or cooperatively provide services for handicapping conditions such as classes for learning disabled, educable mentally handicapped, pre-school,
speech correction, physical therapist help, aide for the visually impaired, and hard of
hearing. The supportive services c:,f psychological evaluation consultative help, social
work services, and help in refe!rals' to outside agencies ore also· available to students and
parents.

b.

The administration and operation of Special Education is governed by Rules & Regulations
from the Illinois Office of Education doted effective August 23, 1976. Pcrents have
the right upon request to James W. Bliler, Assi stont Superintendent, to receive a copy of
said Rules and Regulations.

c.

Parents who desire additional information about the special education program services
available, or the rights of exceptional children should contact your building principal if
the child is enrolled in school, or the Assistant Superintendent if the child is not in
school.

d.

A case study evaluation to include a psychological evaluation may be requested by contacting the building principal if the student is in school or the Assistant Superintendent
if not in school. Indicate the nature of the problem and tho individual initiating the
referral .will be informed of the process which is described in the "Flow Chart for Psychological Services" doteq December,· 1976 • .

e.

Procedures for providing homebound instruction hove been ·e stablished and homebound
instruction will be made available to students who are certified by a Doctor that they will
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.

be out of school two weeks ~r more. Parents who thi-nk their child will need homebound
instruction may request this program by contacting your buildtng prtncipal.

f.

Right for Impartial Due Process Hearing - When there ore differences between the local
school district and the parents or other persons having primary care and custody of the
child, or ·the child which cannot be resolved through the procedures regularly utilized
by the district, on impartial due process hearing may ba requestad.

1. A heartng may be requested by the parents, other persons having prJmary care and
custody of the child, the child or the district regarding, but not limited to, the
following:
a) Objection to signing consent for a proposed case study evoluatton.
b) Failure of the local school district , upon ·request of the parents, other persons
having primary care and custody of the child, the child, or the Illinois Office of ,
Educatiol), to provide a case study evaluation.
c) Failure of a local school district to consider evaluati~s completed by qualified
professional personne l outside the schoQI -district.
d) ObjGctfon to a prcposed special education placement . either on initial placement,
a continuation of a previous placement, or a major change in the placement.
e) Termination of a special education placement.
f) Failure of the local school distrlct to provide a special education placement con·
sistent with the finding of the case study evaluatton and the recommendations of
the staff conference •
g) Failure of the local school district to provide the least restrictive spedal educa·
tton placement appropriate to the child's needs.

h) Provision of special education instructional programs or supportive services in an
amount insufficient to meet the child's needs.

i) A suspension totaling iJ:idividuolly or fn aggregate ten (10) or more school days in
a given school year of a child who is in a special education instructional program
or who·recetves special education supportive services.
j) A suspension tot!]ling individually or in aggregate ten (10) or more school days in
a given school year of a child who is eligible for a special education instructional
program or supportive service but who hos not been placed in such a program or
provided such a service •.

k) Reasonable be lief by tha parents other persons having primary care and custody
of the child, or the child , that the c~ild's suspension or expulsion resulted frorn
behavior or a condition symptomatic of an exceptional characteristic as defined
in the Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 122, Section 14-1.02 through 14-1.07.
1)- Recommendat1on For tha graduation of an oxceptional ehild.
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m. F oilure of the local school district to comply with any of these rules and regulations and/or The School Code of Illinois.

A request for a hearing shall be made, in writing to the Superintendent, Shelbyvi lie
Community Unit fl,4. Such a request shall contain the reasons the hearing is being
requested and all other information pertinent to the request.

49 - UNIT 4 GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Grievances are best solved at the leve I of the source of the problem. Some are not and
we include hore the proper method to bo used by those_Y(~O have a grievance:

.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Take the grievance to the employee concerned if the problem is between you and tho
employee. Try to solve it at that level.
If it can't be resolved there , take it to that employee's superior; in Unit 4 that will
be the Business Manager, the Assistant Superintendent, or a Building Principal in
most cases.
If the problem isn't resolved at that level , arrange to take it to the Unit Superintendent.
If it still hos not been resolved, arrange with the Superintendent for it to be taken to
the Bocrd of Education. The Superintendent wi II gather the facts of the case for presentation to the Board. He wi II also advise you of your rights os you prepare to meet
with the Boord.

The four basic steps above outline in simple form the method used to guarantee due process
at the local level.
50 - FREE TEXTBOOK PROGRAM
Unit 4 Schools seek to take the fullest advantage of the free textbook law now in effect.
Each year students in des~gnated graaes are eligible to have o textbook purchased for their
use by tho state. A requirement for all who participate is that a signed statement of the
student or of a parent be on file indicating that th3 student wants a free textbook. The
school provides these statements for signature and wi I I send tl1em home or ask students to
sign them should the program continue· this coming year.
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APPENDIX P
ENERGY REPORT

Energy costs incurred while ope~ating Illinois sehools have risen dramatically
i r. recent years .

These rapidly escalating costs will play an increasingly

do .r.inant r ol e in impacting local taxes available for education.

More cheaply

built buildings :nay mean lower bond costs initially, but the penalty is in higher
operating costs later.

A recent study by the Federal Energy Administration in their central Region V
area (five north central states including Illinois) showed:

1.

Median energy dollar cost per pupil (a.'.µ.,.levels) rose from $24.09
to $)6.JO, an increase of 50.~. in the two year period from 1972-73
to li374-?5.

2.

Medi~n energy costs (all levels) per 1000 -square feet of building
space rose from $2J8.05 to $)24.85, an increase of 36.~, in the
two year period from 1972-7) to 1974..75.

J.

Estima t ed expenditures for all levels rose $118,647,000 to $352 ,340,000
during the same period. 'nlis is an equivalent to 9900 teacher
positions over the same period.

Recent experience ~lsewhe!"e 1.n the nation shows th.:1t energy co>15erv" i, i ·, n
programs in schools can result in dramatic and immediate savings in tax dollars.
Data f,athered recently by Educational Facilities Laboratory (EFL) indicates
that at least $4,000 per year in fuel and utility costs in a typical elementary
school can be saved by reducing energy waste.

'lbe amount comes to over $10,000

per year in secondary schools.
'fuere are specific requirements which have become recognized as essential
to L :plementing a successful energy manage•nt program in either a single
school or a school district.
The roost important requirement for a good program is commitment.
co:nmitment you may as well use your time and ettort somewhere else.
cannot be just lip service to an energy management program.
and start at the top with the Board of Education.

Without
Commitment

It !l!USt be strong

After the initial commitment

the Board directs the Superintendent to set up such a program and make it part
of the total district educational program.
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The Superintendent's action must be:
A.

Send a memo to all district staff informing them of the establishment
of an energy management program and the importance of staff
cooperation.

a.

Appoint an energy coordinator and direct him to set up a small
but strong energy management team, which will be responsible
for t he esta blishment of guidelines and DX)nitoring the success
of th e program.
1.

Energy Management Team
This should be composed of:
a..

Principals

b.

3usiness Managers

c.

3uilding and Grounds Personnel

d.

Transportation Personnel

e.

Teachers

rh i s gro:ip should prepare an energy cons ervation che ck lis t
and set date s to make a mini-audit of each huilcinp: in the .-n. ::; trict.
')
.!. • •

?-1ini-Audit
The mini-audit should be a walk-through survey of each building
to o bserve and review:
a.

Buil ding utilization

b.

Staff operational J?.rocedure

c.

Maintenance procedure

d.

Condition of physical plant

With the informatiqn gained from an audit the team can gain very
important information such as:
a.

How a building is being utilized, both during
and after school

b.

A tetter understanding of the problems at the school
staff level and central staff level

c.

Identification of areas where energy losses are occuring
and determine how they can be reduced or stopped

After completing the audit, the team should prepare a list of
operating and ~intenarioe guidelines which will reduce energy
consumption in eaeh of the buildings in the district.
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c.

Notify the School :-bard that a Maxi-Audit should be conducted.
The r..axi-audit i s made by qualified professional under contra·~ t
;,o :..1e J:i.strict to perform engineering analyses and make
reco :mnenclations on how the district can best spend capital funds
to further reduce energy eonsumption

On June 20. 19?8 the Shelbyville Board of Education took a major step
toward an energy conservation program in our district.

The Board directed the

superintendent to cover a select set of five windows on the north side of the
hi gh s chool.

Our present windows (48• x 120" in five sets) are from the

registers up to almost the ceiling ( see plan A). ..it was found that cold air
was ent ering around these windows to such an extent to freeze water that was
left in c ~ns on the raditors.
The set of five windows was covered with styrofoam insulation and paneling.
8oth of the materials used on this project would not pass the Life Safety Code
Regulat ions.

The cost allocated for this project was $1000.

After careful investigation, the problem with enclosure i s t h:~t it pro:i i '.,H s
daylight from entering the room.

Therefore, a new problem was created, namely

t hat of providing adequate lighting. · In order to .correct both problems of heat
loss and light. a great financial commitment was required of the bo ard.
On December 20, 1978 the Board reviewed the energy coryservation pro ject
as completed so far.

The

JD:>tion "that the Life Safety Code Levy be continued

and u~ed for energy conservation work on the buildings" was approved.

With

this motion the Board took the necessary steps in acquiring the financial
assista nce en~bling them to hire an architect to write the necessary specifications.
At t he present time the ~ard is in the process of hiring a school architect
who will serve the Board's needs.
Due t o the financial and energy crunch, I am proposing that all windows
on the north and west side of the Shelbyville High School will be repla ced.
The present windows are in units o! five.
and t he whole unit is 48" x 600 11 •

A single window is 48" x

120"

-4I pr opose:

A.

To hlock up the top t wo-thirds of the present windows and then to replace
t.he lower pa rt with air-tight windowe.
Specifications:
1.

There are forty-six windows on the north side of the building
a.

Agriculture shop

b.

Class room

c.

Paint room

d.

General shop

e.

Crafting room

'•

2.

B.

There are forty windows on the west side of the buildine on
the second floor
a.

r,-iork room and conference room

b.

Library

c.

Class room

d.

Lab room

e.

Typing room

f.

Lecture room

g.

Office

To replace the present lighting system in the rooms that will Ge af~ected
oy the changes

l1y r ecommendations:

1.

To meet the Life Safety Code Regulations, all materials used in this
pro j ect nrust ll'l8et all safety standards.

2.

ro lower the cost of this project, all the work will be done by our
maintenance personnel.

J. The proposed block-up portion of the window will

be constructec:1 with
s teel coated masonite- one inch insulation-steel coated rnasonite type
of paneling (see sample) .

4.

ro replace present bottom section of the present window with an airtight vinyl or wooden fra me.

5. The gl ass section of the window will

he a thermal- glass type.

-56.

To replace they present inadequate incadescent light system -"1th the
high performance high pressure sodium type.

?. Use light colors on the surface of the finished project.
:·-~ general estimate for this completed project is:
$40,000
20,000
2 1 000

$62,000

for the enclosure of the present windows and replacement of the bottom section
for :he electrical supplies arxi light fixtures
for the unforeseen expenditures
Total

'Jbe above sum should oe paid through the Life Sai'ety Levy that the Board will
levy this year.

\

..

-6 FINANCING
Unit f4 schools receive funds from local, state
operation of the school.

am

tederal sources for

Local tunds include taxes received theough levies and

other income from many sources including book rental fees, admission charges and
lunch program income.
The current assessed valuation of all taxable property in the district
after application of the current multiplier or 1.1015 is $42, 425. 779.00, a
IOOderate increase over the $41, 070, 586.00 of

last

'

year.

Based upon 6th day

enrollment, 1977-78, the per-pupil valuation is $25, 419.
Property- tax rates for the spring of 1978 along with total exteMion are ·
as follows:
FUNDS

ftATI PIR $100 A.V.

EXTENSION

&ducat1on

1.6o

$678,590.08

Operation, Building and r.aintenance

.y,5

159,044.52

Transportation

.120

50,894.28

Working Cash

.05

21,205.90

Municipal rtetirement

.1562

66,247.JO

Borns and Interest

.1534

65,059.70

2.4546

$1,041,041.78

Of the $1,041,041.78 extended, approximately 97.51, is collected and distributed
to our district.

-7l.i.C:0C.RIPTIO!~S OF EXISTING CONDI rIONS
I.

General
Enrollment:

Grades 9 through 12;

Construction:
'.·leans

Non-combustible

Type II

of ..i.:gress:

Adequate in protection and arrangement for most part

Local Fire Alarm System:
Nearest Fire Stations
City Water:
II.

Yes, adequate

Twelve blocks - to class B station

Adequate

Construction Details
Year Built :
Height:

1949

l'wo stories

62 ,350 square feet

Ground Floor Area:

3xterior Wall Construction:

Normal 12" masonary

Floor Construction:

Reinforced conorete on second floor1 concrete slabs
on grade on ground floor

Roof Construction:

Precase concrete slabs on structural steel with built
up roof surface

Interior Wall Construction:
Interior Finish:
III.

526 pupils and enrollment slowly decreasing

Masonary walls

Non-combustible

Utilities
Heating Plant:

Natural gas low pressure steam boilers - Kewanee 7184

Heat Distribution:
Ventilation:
Water Heater:

Two-pipe · low pressure steam-vacuum return pur.:ps ; in
good condition; indiv:'..dual room tei-:-: perature control

Classroom unit ventilators
steam heated tube bundle in storage tank; kitchen hot water
heated by gas fired boosters heater in kitchen

llectrical System:

Adequate ·120/208v. - 4w - 30 - 800A: main distribution
panel and service in basement vault
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DEGREE DAYS
lonth Served
,id Next Mo.

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

Jly
umulative Total

0

10

0

10

0
0

0
0

0
0

ugust
umulative Total

2
2

0
10

3

2
2

0
0

~ptember
umulative Total

135
137

125
135

84
87

_21
23

36
36

lctober
umulative Total

299
436

253
388

497
584

340
363

349
385

lovember
umulative Total

680
1116

528
916

905
1489

662
1025

592
977

ecember
umulative Total

973
1889

1260
2749

1172

2112

2197

1038
2015

anuary
umulati'IJe Total

1044
3156

1280
3169

1693
4442

152
3718

1627
3642

ebruary
.umulotive Total

992
4148

732
3901

989
5431

1348
5066

1336
4978

\arch
.umulotive Total

848
4996

-601
4502

533
5964

968
6034

.pril
:umulative Total

435
5431

321
4823

222
6186

32.1
6358

\ay

:umulative Total

63
5499

188
5011

0
6186

186
6544

une
:umulative Total

7
5501

2

4

5013

0
6186

6548

1889
3124
5013

2749
3437
6186

2197
4351
6548

996

uly - Dec. Unit

2112

iec. - June Unit

3389
5501

otal

3
'

.

11 11..."IYlJ

Month Served
Paid Next Mo.
July
Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

1974-75

42
17
80
139

1975-76
240
0
120
360

1976-77
55

27
110
192

1977-78
45
22
80
147

1978-79
58
22
110
190

August

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

43
17
80
140

0
53
1180
1233

43
22
60
125

77
26
320
423

50
21
230
301

September

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

740
8
43 10
5058

588
3970
4704

474
46
3990
4510

562
42
3900
4504

548
36

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

2297
8970
11939

1259
534
5440
7233

1664
694
8820
11178

906
284
6980
8170

November Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

3636
1135
16830
21601

2903
852
14800
18555

5059
1599
22470
29128

1535
425
8140
10100

1743
485
9950
12179

December

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

4348
1729
23890
29967

5212
1927
27070
34209

7858
2581
37130
47569

5090
1815
21640
28545

4264
1649
22700
28613

January

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

6865
2297
31730
40892

6460
2758
31750
40968

9293
2901
29680
41874

7673
2912
31840
42425

7793
2712
Est. 26980
37485

February

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

6248
2161
27310
35719

5288

6114
2116
25260
33490

7240

27670 "
32958

4962
1999
18920
25881

March

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

4757
1668
20960
27385

2961
3415
15010
21386

2969
999
15390
19358

5234
1720
23610
30564

Ap;il

Main
Vine
HS/Mo .
Total

3677
760
17510
21947

1577
588
15010
17175

1411
408
9560
11379

1276
467
9400
11143

Moy

Main
Vine
H<_;/M~.
Total

641
190
3450
4281

1648
41
8620
10309

551
149
3140

1107
362
8410

3840

937?

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

248
32
1410
1690

85
26
240
351

224
135
1560
1919

163
26
1609

68844
131914
200758

66294
123147
189441

92702
104251
196953

51889
129110
180999

7567.72
15461.79
23029.51

10894.27
19220.95
30115.22

17438.82
5146.:::0
22585 .12

7494.52
34156. 18
41650.70

October

June

July-D~c, Unit
Jon,-June Unit
Total Then:is
July-Dec. $ Unit
Jan. -June $ U11it
Total $ Unit

$

672

146

1A20

4920

5504
1086
209
6860

8155

2348
35430
450H

Mont{', Served
Paici Next Mo.
July
Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

KILOWATTS

1974-75
1040
339
20640
22019

1975-76
6360
1287
24420
32067

1976-77
1320
607
19867.5
21795.5

1977-78
720
571
52740
54031

1978-79
100:l

762
18967.5
20809

~ugust

Main
Vine
HS/Mo .
Total

1120
370
20640
22130

5040
423
26220
31683

960
424
17622
19006

1080
537
20273.5
21890.5

1200
502
17163
18865

ieptember

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

7760
1790
61500
71050

7560
2033
61020
70613

6240
1598
49770
57608

6360
1896
58311
66567

7080
1688
56970
65738

:)ctober

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

8840
2353
58980
70173

7200
2246
54840
64286

9840
2395
59211
71446

6960
1872
59215.5
68047.5

6960
1606
58324.5
66890 .5

November

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

1120
2903
72960
86983

9480
2973
74220
86673

1404
2899
68661
72964

7560
1742
59220
68522

7800
1692
54450
63942

December

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

11920
2734
62460
77114

9480
2889
68220
80589

14280
3115
72279
89714

8280
2409
56970
67659

931.>C
2401
67333
79094

Main

13600

9960

10920

9240

Est. 9720

Vine

3239

2869

2616

2815

2559

HS/Mo.
Total

60300
77139

64035
76864

64170
77706

58752
70807

67.S20
6634?

February

Main
Vine
HS/Mo .
Total

11200
3092
71220
85512

8880
3 170
82800
94850

8400
2219
5202
15821

9120
2532
56079
67731

10680
2368
60120
73168

March

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

10640
2883
65220
78743

85ZJ
2330
26190
37040

9360
2362
6216.5
17938.5

9240
2510
57424.5
69174.5

A?ril

Main
Vine
HS/Mo.
Total

9640
~752
62700
75092

6720
1887
100350
108957

7440
2001
57870
67311

7440
2001
57870
6731 l

Mey

Main
Vine
:-IS/Mo.
TotrJI

7200
1731
52980
61911

9120
2403
73350
84873

1780
1586
5l070
59436

7080
i817
52465
61362

June

1\4.,li n 5:)8:) 5080
~02.'.?
Vine
37810
HS/ Mo.
4:;912
Tct.:il

24r:O
408

3720
9!9

34ti0

2?.725

79884

2.5533

84523

J49tl69
42230';)
i'i"1778

365911
423117

332532
322735

3.1!67i6

794028

655267. JO

713 130

$10470.08
14373.84
24843.92

12425.43
14934.94
27360.37

January

iuly-Dec. U•,i t
Jon. - Jun,,, U•1it
fetal Kilovn~:-::
July-Dec. I Unit
Jori-June$ Unit
Total $ Unit

13749.45
17210.48
30959.93

650
25093
30029
36t>414

15825.80
19656.4R

354r2.28

APPENDIX Q
SCHOOL ACCIDENT REPORT
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APPENDIX R
ORDER FORM FOR SUPPUES

l.+l

SUMMER ORDER FOR TEXTBOOKS-WORKBOOKS-UBRARY-A.V-SP~lAlTY SUP·PLIES
VENDOR {only one per sheet)

Requested by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Bldg. _ _ _ _ _ _Grode/Dept·---Pri ncipol Approval _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Business Office Action,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

rEXTBOOKS AND LIBRARY BOOKS
Cot.
Grode
:;}uontity No.
Level

Title

Copy
Edition Rioht

Unit
Price

Total
Price

Copy
Riaht

Unit
Price

Total
Price

Unit
Price

Total
Price

I
NORKBOOKS , TESTS , DUPLICATOR MASTERS FOR TEXTS
Cot .
Grode
:;'! uantitt No.
Level
Title

I

SPECIAL SUPPLIES-NOT LISTED ON GENERAL SUPPLY LIST
Cat.
Quantity No.
Description

B01276

Total Amount of Order

------

APPENDIX S
1979 M'JULTON JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS'
VOILEYBALL SCHEDULE

11'.3

1979 Houlton Jr. High Girls Volleyball Schedule
Departure
Tine

Game Time
Tuesday

Jan. 23

Cowden-Herrick

4:15

Here

Hednes day

Jan. 31

Windsor

4 :00

There

i1onday

Feb . 5

Eff. Central

4:15

Here

Thursday

Feb . 8

Iia ttoon

4:00

There

2 : 50

Tuesday

Feb. 13

Stonington

6:30

There

5:00

Friday

Feb . 16

P. ltamont

4:15

~here

2:50

Tue sdey

Feb. 20

Hattoon-St. Hery 's

6:30

There

5:15

Thursday

Feb. 22

Pana

6:30

Here

":'uesdey

Feb . 27

Lovin~ton

c:Jo

Here

Thursday

l1ar. l

Stew-Straa

6:30

Here

l;onday

J~ar. 5

!~t . 2ion ·

4 : 15

Here

Thursaeiy

J':a r. 8

Hecon
,

6:30

There

l1e.rch 12, 13, 14 Di strict Tournament

ll4

3:15

5:00

APPENDIX T
CRITERIA FOR STUDENT SECTIONING FOR NEXT YEAR

ll5

• used the follo~,dng letter to gather students• names
f c, c the sectioning of students for next year •

.L."E! ar

'T's ache r,
~ l ease give us the top twenty students i n you r sub-

-·

J...... . •" atter t-iho meet most of these qual i f-4 cations:
C>,.. ...

l.

~.:; arc worker

'.'>.

C,ood grade-s
contributes to class
Ho~ewo rk done regularly
~ood study hab~ts
Leadership and '4n'4t'4at~ve

?.
~.
~

6.

':'han1< you for your coooeration.
'!'r.~ ~,; letter was sent to all fourth,

fifth, s -4 xth , an ~

s :.~\·-=n th g rade teachers.
Tn ,iy s ect ;.on-tng,

~: :e :

.Q.

T

also used the results from '; RA tas": ' !'l g

sco t as an d the com p rehension and comoosi te score .

1.1.6

APPENDIX U
CORRIDOR PASS
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APPENDIX V

OPEN LETTER TO

PAR&NTS A.ND

STAFF

3Y THE SUPERINTENDENT

ll9

. ··-

-·· - ··,

To Poreilts of Students Attending Shefbyvi lie Schools
Off and on, all year, there hove been isolated instances of scabies in m.,,dents attending school.
Rec~ntly there hos been an increase and we hove asked the county~ to che~k some rooms and
individua l suspect coses almost every day. Yesterday o number of students, mostly elementary,
were referred to their physician for cpnfirmation and treatment.
We ot schoo l ore followirig the · direction of our Shelby County Health Department which is the
official health agency for schools in Illinois • .fhe following department information on scabies is
being sent home for your study and we ask that ·you review it carefully and thot you watch your
childr~n closely over the next few weeks for signs of the mites.
Our policy at school is to have pa,enh ke~p students confirmed to have s;obies out of school until
the fami ly phyr.ician c\ea~ them to return.
Joseph Foster, Superintendent

CONTROL OF HUMAN· SCABIES
Since the incide nce of scabies, o\so known as the "seven-yea, itch", hos increased in the
post severa l years in the Uni\ed States, p~ysicions and school nurses should maintain a hi gh degree
r,,f suspicio n for the condition. The following information and recommendations should assist in the
control of scabies in Illinois.
Female scabies mites deposit two or three eggs doily for up to two months in burrows deep in
the horny layer of the skin. The eggs hotch in two or three days and mature in two or three weeks.
Burrows have a slightly raised Fluid soc like reddish area at the terminal point. Animal scabies
mites temporarily wi ll cause o rash on a ~uman host, so it is important to check on the health
status of animal contacts. The condition pro~uced by these mites is self-limiting .
Th:'.:! major symptom of scabies, on extremely itchy, reddish, pimply and fluid soc like rash,
often ta!(CS as Ieng os four to six weeks to develop. During this symptomless time the patient can
transmit the mites to his family and friends. It is, therefore, important that all coses, family
memb2rs, and other close physical contacts be treated for scabies simultaneously.
In approximately 85% of the cases, scabies involves the hands, wrists, and elbows. This distribution con be useful in screening large groups, sut.n os school children, during on epidemic.
When making skin scrapings, the highest degree of success in recovering mites wi II be obtained in
these oraas, even though the pattern of the rash covers larger areas of the body.
A te ntative diagnosis of scabies can be based on distribution of lesions {finger webs, anterior
surfaces of wrists and elbows, anteri or axillary folds, belt line, thighs, and external genitalis in
man; nipples, abdomen, and lower portion of the buttocks in women), nocturnal itching, close
contac t with known positive coses, and response to "specific" therapy (i.e., 1% lindane lotion}.
A de::initive diagnosis con only be mode by demonstrating the mites, eggs, of foces in a microscopic preparation, or by demonstrating the burrows in a skin biopsy preparation.
Scabie s is transmitted from person to person through skin-to-skin contact, ond rarely through
contaminated clothing and bedding. If one family member has scabies, it is highly probable that
other members of the fomi ly also are affectcad ond all should be treated at the some time. Transmission between fomi lies generally occurs via children who hove close contact as playmates, and

120

otl,e,s who hove direct and prolonged e x t r a - f a m i l i a l ~ · It ~lltcj,Jft,r dose
contact outside the family to be treated at the same time that t h e ~ fomif~..~ s
ore tre ated. Transmission oppe01'S to be minimal in school, although close playmate contact
could be adequate for spread to occur. Sporadic outbreaks have been reported withoot regard
to the socio-economic status of the victim, so no school system should feel immu,1e to o n ° ~ ·

One percent lindone lotion appears to be effective for the treatment of scabies ;n most cases.,
prc.vid~d there is careful attention to the following details:

..

1)

·-·
At I cnodote coses ond contacts must' be h'eoted simu\toneovsly.

2)

Start with a warm, soapy both and towel drying.

3)

O ne: ~rc.ent Hndane lotion should be applied to every square millimeter of skin from the chin
to the toes and left undisturbed (do not wash) for 24 hours.

4)

In those cases where the patient hos scalp ,nvolvement, most common in infants, one perc.ent
Ii ndane shampoo con be used. The shampoo con be used over the entire body, and then r, nsed
off in a few minutes.

5)·

Trco\ed poth~nh ihou\d change into c\eon c\othi ng following treatm~nt.

6)

Launder in hot, soapy water o, dry c\eon all curTentty used bedding and dothing ·

7)

Repeat treatment in seven days.
\_

APPENDIX W
REPORT CARD
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SHELBYVILLE COMMUNITY
UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT
-

NAME

~

Subject

~---·-ENGL ISH

--

- 4

R EADING

~--··
WRI T ING
---- - -- - - - -·SCI ENCE

·- -

---- · - - -SOCIAL STUDIES
---P.E.

---~-- -

r==e~
I

-·

-

VOCAL MUSIC

-·

·---1 .

-

-

~

.

--J--

±-·
- -

}-·---- - - --·

I

--

I

Quarter

Day s Absent
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4th

~---

+- -- -- -· ~- -- -

II\ISTR. M USIC

A small red letter beh ind the grade
Signifi es: N - Needs Improvement
I - Improvement Being Mede
U - Unsati sfactory

I

-- ~

·-lo--..--

-

GRADE
Ouarter Grede

_ 3rd

I

-·

ART

'

- -·

Sem

·--r=~
--

----- - ·---- -

~.

-

I
I

SPEL L IN G

MATHEMATICS
._____

-

Quarter Grade
1st
2nd

Instr.

REPORT CARO

MOULTON SCHOOL

SCHOOL YEAR 19

-·

----·

14

2

-

3

4

~~D

.

Sem
Grade

APPENDIX X
TEACHER'S EVALUATION FORM

12J

TEACHER EVAWATION
For

Teacher

Principal

Date of Evoluatfon

Profassional improvement should be the goal
of every teacher. A quality school should
bs the goal of every community. It ts not
possible to attcln either without constructive
criticism from without.
DIRECTIONS
Principals ore to complete each item in the evaluation instrument. If for some remon a
specific line item does not apply, it ts to :;e marked, 11 N.A. ". Forms are to be completed
a minimum of one time this school year for each tenure teacher and two times for each nontenure teacher. One is to be completed prior to Christmas for all non-tenure teachen. The
second non-tenure and all tenure teacher evaluations are to be completed no later than March 1.

The Form:
The evaluator marks an ''X" in the appropriate box for each item. "Almott Always" and
"Exceptional" should be considered tho commendable. "Seldom", "Almost Never", "Below
Average" and "Inadequate", represent areas where the evaluator will give written recommendations for change that, if followed by the teacher, will rssult in improvement.
The principal shall schedule a conference with the teacher for a review of the evaluation
within two weeks following the evaluation.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Almost
Alw

Dress and Grooming: Are appropriate
for the situation
B. Voice: Is istinct, proper y toned an
controlled
C. Eng is Usage: s correct,
ora
ond written
omposure, Patience
ontro :
Are evident and adequate for the
situation

A.

E.
F.

G.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND INSTRUCTION Above
Except. Averoge

A.

8.

c.

AverCJQe

Below .
Averoae lnadeq .

Plonntna and Preparation : Plans ore
based upon meaningful obiectives
known by the students. They are
made t n advance for long range and
daily work and have flexibility
Student Behavior: Student behavior is
indicative of effective teacher control.
Teacner-Student Relationships:

1. The professional teacher-student
relationship is maintained.
Are generally cmiable and reflect
student respect for the teacher
3. Reflect competency on the port of
the teacher in understanding
growth and development of
children
). Instruction Includes:

2.

1. Use of variety of approaches when
2.

3.

4.

presenting materials
Use of wide range and variety of
media other than books
An oppropri ate classroom appearonce and environment
Ample opportunities for student
participation, discussion and selfexeresston
··-----1..---

..

- - - - . ·-· -..,... ... . . -- -· .... ---· -·-- -·- ~

UVfVff

•
5.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Ill.

Timely tests with prompt retum
of student
rs.
Visi e consideration orindividuo
differences.
Student assignments t at are c ear,
of reasonable length and based
u on meaningful goals .
Emp osis upon t e ve opment
of effective student work-study
skills.
An adequate ·reco
formance.
Others and Comments:

GENERAL

A. Relattonships with Colleagues:

1. Are ethical and profossional
2. Share responsibilities
3. Reflects a cositive understanding
ot the role and concerns ot the
administration
8. Relationships with Parents: Reflects an
understanding of parental concern and
promotes parent-teacher communication
C. Summary

1.

The g:!neral response of the community, the studsnts, and the professional staff toward the teacher
is positive.
2. The attitude and pe ormonce of the
teacher reflects professional growth
consistent with the needs of the
times.
3. The teacher is effective in carrying out school policy and prcxiroms.
Recommendations and Comments: Use the bock side of 1:-,oth sheets if desirdde:

-------------

Evaluator

Teacher signature indicating receipt and reviewoTtttts. -oluotk>n, ~,r
approval or disapproval.

rK)f"

~rUy

T~r~on demanc by the Shelbyville ,card of 3ducation, .Joe

~ster, S~c':le r1ntendent of Schools, designed and imolemented
tr:., :ol 1 ~..... ng evaluation form.

(See the attached fortr.)

" '.: rr-osec o ~ th4 s eval uat-f on are for profession al
"?rr:·.1 n•. r.r.en t

"'hP.

i morovemen t

and

re corr.men a at"' on s •

..,..e cval uati ons are administered by the "1ui 1 ding pri n

c" :.,al.

4-:e for m has four general areas -- Personal Qual"t:."es, ~las src:::,;n ~~anagement QuaUties, Tnstruct1onal Competence, and
Contr ',but-lo!"ls

f.-;r

to the Total School Program.

:rt also provides

ana the narrat1ve 1n relat ,on to each major

a cher:::kl.; s t

a r ,.1 a of concern.
~e ? rinc1 u al, w{thout inf0rm1n1 the teacher, enters the
~~i.i3S!·H 0 0":"

anc u ~--.on completeing the form leaves the room.

'.·: L~

~~servat~on fluctuates from five m1nutes to fifteen ro~nutes.
···~ t.':-. 1 n a •.. ·eel<,

"l" c{ l ~ox .
t

e,

.::"

the evaluation form is p laced in the teacher's

rater a conference . ':>etween i:rinc~ o al anc~ teacher

s c 1 1ss the evaluat1 on

takes place.

"T'he non-tenure teachers are evaluatec t",; ce a year,
'-.:e :':>re

c~,r~ stmas

vacat,{on

ane

the seconc

'h ,

~~arch 1.

c,nc·;

'T'enure

~Ga chers are to be evaluated once by March 1.
After a lengtby d"scussion w1th Mr. Foster, Su;,er"nten~ent:,
ar. c ~r. Red1cks, Pr-fnciDal of the J'unior ~!1gh, about the

evaluat1on form, my o p"nion 'is that the for~ itself 1s
sa t~ sfactcr~,.
Eo,,:ever,

"t

feel that the evaluations oo not: re r,resent

the true ::i~ cture of the teacher.

127

More frequent vis 'i tat~ on s

-2-

-. ,,1 tr.·~ 9 t·, n c1 p al are necessary
1 !,

1f

a more accurate eval uat" en

~ es ir ed .

~l s o b elieve that the non-tenure teacher shoula l'>e

T

,1v ,; l t.. a te c f:very qt~arter.

:rf one of the purposes of evaluation is

e·r:·:.,) vrnen
t r e commenoat<1ons , then the assets an~ lia'b"l"t-1es
.
::-:: ~h? non- te n u re teacher shoulc be t.1e1ghed carefully.

Tf

,"7-:Jt12;st. en cy a n pears on the evaluation form, then the o rinci !,a. l's

v(ew of t h e teacher should be va11a.
"'h ~ ev a 1 ,~a~ -1 ons for tenure and non-tenure teachers
2 ~-,· u l d re f l ec t:: honestly the" r strengths and weakne s ses.

~chcc, l

~~t~0u t

"T1h e

~oard i:rcl."'e s on an accurate recommendation from t r. e

honas t and val"d evaluations, the School loard cann st

~ e lnta ~n a h 1gh standard of education in our c om~unit v .

• wou ld recommend ~ore frequent vis•tat4ons by t h e
r· :i nc .. :ial s

for all teachers, and a written evaluat"on e very

.-! ·. ·.,, c .e t: : er non-tenure teachers.
Alsc,

~

would recommend an honest evaluation regardless

cf :·e rsonal feel i.ngs for that teacher·.
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MOULl'ON SCHOOL

srn
,,ET
. . . .....! ··-·
· -}.'. N, _ ...~ _ MA"';
_ ,.L:;..

To m R~1>-3,,n ·,s 2
I<i rk Cars& ll ; Giraq 1! ohn~o n , R:~1b B-! J (.~·ezcik
Rt:in ,dJ l',.tmiit.t'•: Jng . Tt>m Flall.ton ,J ame a te~r i
B:. l 1:t 1?\,1 ~;ton
·rt. .alde Blr~~·-w~r . rJarir y Fai b:>bank ~ .. Sanrlrta Ke ill.~ir - •,:elc.~ Ua.z<irn
Kev i n <!-..1113t r.m
Di. 't:lt Wot·tman ,,

P'orm~ ~, re .-Na ),l ab l e Lu t he offi~ f <.:YE' pleidg~ l<f ,
.la\at z u r.~ri~:'ln
she.eit ~ ar e ~ lsn ~ n the offi@e o Th~ ;:t1c1 lk -i1 U .l b ~ Sh' r.. ~~}t TL9
at 9 :; 0 0, ~-:i'n o ? The t~·,:.,~~:t-se i c b :.o:m L i~~b~1.J Ml.l 1r amt ts:t;; W,.ndao r
and l;a :;k , abou t J O 1':m ,
Dt·ll. nkf;.; an«J f.i.Jt:71{") wi.U. he fuirni shed find Ft'r,.z.e ~ lN .il. L l oe a~•ci :t ~ea "
J:l'o it' fu t:lt'. he :, il.nfo.f.'matl'\.on you may ~ontact Ml:· , ~l(:'halewsk f..
1a1b~-., \~~rdJl i:.x~ $~~, V·.Jyv .t l le , ~ d ire «:rJ:.o r"

,.J .~ l l :r::tar t tOltlC .il:' Jr~W ~bt>~t 2 &45 .
M :\t.e i: t~1 k1'.~-:.9
~.~ i~ie rtd r. ~=se
~--·!:t1e,es a~hi\.ul ,1 g ..> 'to th-s gym ar\ d tH :. , n i: h~i r
....'.~-~) ··~ r,.::! d ~"$~~a ,.:~1 ., i\u .:.t il':.~i v,,i!.leybcll i 1 game
'!':;;:·
E-:, ,':ik', k .. .3:t,
...;_ ::J! w :~?,1 t.~ .::"Jl.t in th.E!_ uppeir blea t..he;.: t, ~~~V' .;.:ig the ·::>~t t -:;m
~ 1-~~w;.t f .~,? d~r:, 1.:>th~r s ,.
·l"he (K))~ t.h tse !: t ~ tm ·H i ,;;_1 be -~ll-;,, tr,e
(,:. h t_:z ·.:, de ct~: c1 lwi:iys ..
i:lf!ave k_'(:,.Orl) t;n ·,;he ff(lf.) ~1':' : .-'nw _9:r: .::: ~ ·~:: :-,
~i:<l•:a o ( the s ~:01-·et ·' s ben,cll f o:i~ the 'Ei.- lLa ye:,:;111 ..
}~~ii~•

'Jclll~r,:~
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MOULTON SCHOOL

;. ·:

'the 6th grade students and d'unior High Chorus wi ll have a.
dress rehearsal .iri the gym Wednesday o 5th ,hour {12 :45 ) for

the 5th grade _a nd Spe~ ial Ed. ~laase•- This wi ll extend
i nto the 6th hour 0 s regular chorus time (ls5S )~

~AUS 'l'ODAY:

Student• should ~hange clothes over the
lunch hour ao that you will be ready when you ~ome to ~horue

at 1 : 20.
-~11~~{'..RPL AWA,@_~:J;N~ ~ Priday o 8th ~ at ll a15 in room
206 0 Tea~here please release patrol not before ll i lO o Thanks o

l:,J;!l\~IJ,'-~·~ ·~

Please reserve the activity room w~dneaday fi'om ·
8 :30 to. 10:15 for Mrec Taggart 0 e ~la•••• · They are goi ng to ·
present: a play .
DETENTION - TOESDAY v MAY 15 .. -

R(gJ 223 -~ MR .- 0 ° BOYLE

Kim Ruff ~. Tina Rose o 6<1:/ott Gid~~
Vernie Stewar dson)
Tom Rogers o Karen Rampton 2" Gary Powell.

5th and 6th Graders - All 5th and 6th graders wishing to joi n
the band for next year o please C'OIIY~ to the band room today at
12 rl0 for a short meeting.
§1;5

fLAG§
'

Ci~haleweki reportea that the .t:rip was very eu~ssful . The
we~ther ·turned out to be good o tht! b\l"S were good and moat:
important of all the kids · were good. '!hie makes~ quite proud
to h~ar these good things about our 8th graders o although .f _
waan r. t surprised. I hope ~hat everyone appre~ iates all the · ~ime
apent c and the work and ·worrying that llr o Cichalewaki has done
to make su~h a trip auc c:esaful. Our thanks alao to the <c!haperonea.
Mr .,

TO

ALL THE STAFF AND STUDBJtrS - Mrai. Tt,ompaon ie improvir,g and asked
that this mesaage be pla~""!td in the bulletin g

to

'

Thanks for •the beautiful flowers sent
the hospital u and moat
of all the, ,t hought~ an.d prayers that: ~It~ , with them,o
~~~:B&LEADims - Pl9ase meet · ln Mi..•

1)4

Kil! 1 °s

r oom after you eat o
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